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DEFINITELY NOT 
FOOLING AROUND 



LOOK! 
FOR THE GAMES 

in RED - rvs 
CRAZY PRICE TIME!! 

Ne 

ZAP COMP UTER GAMES 
TECHNO HOUSE:LO 

LEEDS isis 40 
MAIL ORDER SIZZLINGLY HOT LINE 

>= 05:32 3:9:0-0:7-7 
LOW LOW PRICES - ALL THE LATEST GAMES & MACHINES - 

SUPER QUICK DELIVERY —- NO SILLY MEMBERSHIP FEES REQUIRED 
TO BUY. OUR MOST FRIENDLY STAFF ARE WAITING FOR YOUR CALL. 

W LANE:HORSFORTH 

ZAP HOURS: Sam- 7pm Mon-Fri ¢ Sam-5Spm Sat & Sun ¢ FAX NO: 0532 586523 

US SUPER NES 
+ GAME OF YOUR CHOICE 

ms &149°° £42.99 

MORTAL COMBAT 

Us £54-99 

SUPER BOMBERMAN 

JAP $44.99 
US CALL 

SUPER NES _ 
STREET FIGHTER I TURBO. 

MARIO ALL STARS. 
MORTAL KOMBAT. 

ROCK & ROLL RACIN' 
COOL SPOT esesessssereneee 

BOMBERMAN & MULTITAL 

TUFF E NUFF. 

ZOMBIES ATE MY NEIGHBOL 
EQUINOX...... 
SPELL CRAF 

GOOF TROOP 

E.V.O. ecossveeee 

OPERATION LOGIC BOME 

NFL FOOTBALL 

UTOPTA seeeeeeeee £49.99 

20/20 BASEBALL, £49.99 

DUNGEON MASTER.. £54.99 

BATTLE CARS 

N MANSELL RACING 

T-2 JUDGEMENT DAY 

WORLD HEROES. 

SHADOWRL 

BUBSY «0.0. 
POCKY & ROCKY 

ALIEN [Dn ese000e 

SUPER TURRICA! 

£49.99 

£49.99 

£44.99 

SUPER HIGH IMPA 

MVP FOOTBALL...» 
MYSTICAL NINJA 

SOUL BLAZER ... 

BATMAN RETURNS. 
STAR FOX..... 
TECMO NBA 

MICKEY MOL 
TINY TOO. 

FINAL FANTASY 

ACTRAISER ..... 
CYBERNATOR. 

F “ATAL FURY . 

£44. 99 

£44.99 

GHOULS & 
KRUSTY’S FUNHOL 
SKULJAGGER 

SUPER VAL 

CALIFORNIA 
OUTL ? 

SUPER SMASH TV .. 

FAMILY DOG... 

STREET COMBA’ 

Q-BERT II... 
DRAGON'S 

HIT THE ICE 
ROBOCOP IT 

CHUCK ROCK 

XE-6 JOYSTICK 
STREET FIGHTER TURBO PAL 
PAL-1 BOOSTER oe. 
STAR FOX CONVERTER. 
MULTITAP .. 
US SCART LEAD. 
ASCii PAD. 
US PAD... 
JOY CARD. 

Our premises are bulging with games, so if you 
don't see what you want do not despair Just call! 
Ail Postal orders and credit card purchases will be 
whisked to you the same day, All prices subject to 
change and availability, Post and packaging - 
Games £1,50 - Handhelds £5 ~ Consoles £7.50 

<= SUPER NES = 
SUPER ADVANTAGE STICK . 

TOP FIGHTER STICK 

STREET FIGHTER TURBO 

WORLD HEROES 

MARIO ALL STARS 

PINAL FIGHT IL. 

"£64: 99 

+ £39.99 

SUPER AIR DIVER. 9. DE 

J LEAGUE SOCCER. »CALL 

BOMBERMAN .. £59.99 

FORMATION SOCCER 

RANMA 1/2 TLesssesseeseee 

SUPER FAMILY TE} 

ART OF FIGHTING 

POP ‘N’ TWIN BE. 

SUPER FI CIRCUS I. 

SUPER SLAMDUNK... 

SUPER SLAM SHOT 

THE STREET FIGHTER TURBO PAD HAS ARRIVED! 
A MUST FOR ALL YOU TURBO NUTTERS 
THE PATRIOT PAD ENABLES YOU TO EXECUTE ALL THE) 
SPECIAL MOVES FOR ALL THE CHARACTERS AT THE 

NORMAL PAD, TAKE IT FROM US ITS AWESOME! 
£24.99 + (£1.50 P&P) 

WORLD HEROES IT 

ART OF FIGHTING 0 

LEEDS LS18 4DF res 
Please rush me the following TELEPHONE NO. 

POST/P 

SENGOKU 1... 

SIDE KICK SOC 175.00 

ART OF FIGHTIN 175.00 

WORLD HEROES £140.00 

3 COUNT BOUT. £165.00 

PATAL FURY £175.00 
BASEBALL STARS II 

KING OF THE MONSTERS IL. 

NINJA COMMANDO 

MUTATION NATION 

LAST RESORT. 

THRASH RALL 

ROBO ARMY, 

SENGOKU.... 

120.00 

FATAL FURY 
ASO I 
GHOST PILOT. 
SUPER SPY... 
BURNING FIGHT . 
CROSS SWORDS..... 
FOOTBALL FRENZ 
KING OF THE MONSTERS 
MAGICIAN LORD. 
2020 BAS 
NAM 7. 
BLUES JOURNE 
BASEBALL 
CYBERLIP 
LEAGUE BOWLING 
TOP PLAYERS GOLF 
Joy Joy KID 
JOY STICK 
MAGICIAN LORD 11. 

NEO-GEO SYSTEM INC 1 
PSU & LEADS 
MEMORY CARD 
MANY USED GAMES IN STOCK — 
PLEASE CALL 

STICK 

CUT HERE 
ORDER FORM aac 
Send to this address: 

ZAP ADDRESS 
TECHNO HOUSE 
LOW LANE, HORSFORTH POSTCODE 

Credit card number 

Please make cheques/PO's 
. payable to ZAP 

GRAND TOTAL 

L] LJ LJ 
Cheque Credit Card Postal 

Order 

VISA 
OS 23 Saosuo) - CF spfaqpury - O¢"1 5 samen - SuyHeyped pur ysog 



WIN Fr SUPER NINTENDO 
STREET FIGHTER Il 
The Super Nintendo Entertainment 
System has brilliant 3D Graphics, 
Awesome colour and digital 
sound and comes complete 
with Street Fighter II 

Q: What is the highest belt 
in Karate? 

(a) Brown (b) White (¢) Black 

WIN TW WT 
The Sega Mega Drive is the 
ultimate computer game 

console, utilising the Awesome 
Power of the latest 16 bit 
technology, Mega Graphics and 
Mega Sound 

Q: How many bits does the 
Sega Mega Drive have? 

COB PAU RC ROME: 

0338 422034 0338 422096 

EXCHAN GE YOUR ee AT TI 

a | 

ANY GAME _ £552 
FOR ONLY ~-s0t 
Just send £5 (plus £1.95 post & packing) with one of your existing games (make sure it’s 
one you own) to the coupon below and we will send you your new change of game. 

We regret we cannot accept the following games for exchange:- 
* Sonic 1, Altered Beast, World Cup Italia ‘90 (Sega Mega Drive) 
* The Ninja (Sega Master System) 
© Wrestlemania, Super R-Type (Super Nintendo) 
* Tetris (Nintendo Game Boy) 
© Columns (Sega Game Gear) 

Allow up to 28 days for delivery 

d.. ate Utte SUNSOFT 

are 

WIND a yee > 
Just connect it to your Mega Drive console and experience the 
state of the art. Graphics and stereo sound explode across your TV 
screen, giving you the ultimate arcade experience in your own 
home. Comes complete with Cobra Command, Sole Feace and 
Sega Classic Collection discs. 

Q: What does CD & G Mean? 

(a) Compact Disc and Graphics (b) Compact Disc and Game 
(c) Compact Disc and Game Play 

When you have answered the question relating to each game, 
say we you would like to win either Sega Mega Drive, 
Super Nintendo Street Fi ber Il or Suit 
you leave your name and address 

D when 

So, -FUNCTION ¥ 

Sports 1 Watch 
= FOR EVERY CALLER - RING 0336 408764 FOR DETAILS 

wous 
BS NOT PROPERLY RICOREED 

CALS ARE ARGH PER MURRIETA 
OMMER 1 mt AVERAGE COST OF CALL tS £1.20. 

Sega Mega Drive, 
Game Gear, 

Master System, 
Super Nintendo 

& Nintendo 
Gameboy. 

Now also for 
Amiga and Atari 

& be ines 

Post To: Q&Q Ltd, Wilton House, Bournemouth, BH] 1DA 

Name Address 

Signature of Guardian (if under 18) 
My Ist Choice game is 
My 2nd Choice game is 
My 3rd Choice game is 
| enclose cheque 2 Postal Order 1 Made payable to Q&0 Itd. for £6.95 (including postage and packing) ‘ 
te one of my existing games for my computer system 

Or charge my Access QD or Visa) No LL Ee 
=, Mega Drive 1 Game Gear 2 Master System Super Nintendo 4 Nintendo caus a Amiga O Atari 

Nintendo, Gameboy, Super Nintendo, Sega, Sega Mega Drive are registered trademarks of their respective companies. Q&Q Ltd. are not endorsed by or related to them 



the street (nice man). Thank : 
contents (J 

Kevin Keegan's C1 
PI M \ 

We take an exclusive nh bat aba i) \ 

peek at Gremlin’s Zool, 
h of F 

the Ninja from the Nth bcoachhathans 

Dimension. We also 

: sprain: CD seems unlikely 

It seems unlikely that 

Nintendo will ever A ; 

“J release a CD unit, but Cartridge price- 
" < cut 

cartridge price-cuts are 

in the pipeline alon 4 look at Kevin Keegan's 

oaks busde of iets Wing Commander Player Pat er pie Grett,Hull's ice 
Secret Missons : 3 alelac ay 

releases. Brett Hull’s Ice Hockey. 
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ey SUPER 

MARIO Super Mario All- s i »* MADNESS ie . 7 
1: " ) Never before have so Z) <tate \ PF : 

many Mario games Mortal Kombat peed ) Lost Vikings 
been bundled onto = = la 

Alien 3 

one cartridge. Also 

check out Mortal 
: Battletoads 

Kombat, now a gore 

free zone. 

Equinox 

THIS TIME 
IT’S CRACKED 
Tune in to AAA for the 

last instalment of the 

pitlerasem sell ems it ea 

Also, we've ripped apart 

Flite Min) selaematae lied 

Alien 3 and Interplay's 

Lost Vikings. 

INSTANT RELIEF EXCLUSIVE....86 
f Could it be...the Super-CD?? 

al @eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

i | i, » off 
a7 FF ale: al x 

“(759825 “sySuyy,,) 2>g Ysig BOsID s203>M FILET») 

Win one of five expensive Patrick sports tops in Elite’s 

striking competition. There are also five stylish Elite T veN ate) Hike) THE 

shirts to be given away - just spot the ball! 

aK ON POWER OF FOUR 

.CHALLENGE gry 

}2 SWINE sHO FY “ssTWOUdeS>e, ou IT] 

- seddizsg 

cbucg 

“sUme] “eg 

Join the Alex and Andy fan Club. fora 

small fee you'll get a qiant- sized full 

colour poster of the duo, along with a 

plastic membership card and vouchers 

which offer amazing discounts! We alse 

share with you just 4 handful of the 

adoring fan mail 

“,9H°=29,. 

S Squeezing virtually every SNES game ever 

CO-FICiflt. into Directory Enquires gets harder every CLASSIFIED 
= = month, but we've managed it once again ay 

STAMP: f You'll find them all here, both official and “ADVERTISEMENTS, 

imported games 
After what seems like an eternity, the 

absorbing Lost Vikings arrives on the UK ) 

shores. Also appearing this month is an 

RPG for beginners — Final Fantasy Mystic 

Quest, and the funky Blues Brothers 

There's also the over-hyped Bubsy and 

dogfighting action in Super Strike Eagle 

It's free, it’s there just for you, Just fill in 

the coupon and slap it in the post to get 

rid of those dusty old qames or lay your 

hands on some cheap software — it's all 

here! 
? 

4° * 

Ts abet 
sH°Ud, XeTy 0} OH “IP HMBEZ ag 
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Bullfrog’s latest for the SNES 7 @ Games Championship expands 10 

@ Get your cue ready 

for Mindscape’s Pool 

Nintendo version of 

this epic game 
CYBERPUNK! 
@ It's just been hailed 

as a success on the 

Amiga and the PC, and 

now we can look 

forward to a Super 

£10,000 TO 
THE WINNER 
@ More heats and 

more regions covered 

in this year’s bigger and 

better tournament 

@SF Il figures arrive in 

this country...but 

they're not cheap 

@ Two new high-spec 

joypads from Logic 3 

WINGING OUR WAY TO WITNEY 

NO CD SYSTEM 
FROM NINTENDO 

TECHNOLOGY NOT ADVANCED ENOUGH 
Recent reports from Nintendo US 

suggest that there will not be a 

a CD-Rom drive for the Super 

Nintendo. In an interview with 

trade paper CTW, Nintendo boss Peter Main 

LOWER 
CART 
PRICES 

Nintendo has announced 

that seven of its 11 pre- 

Christmas SNES releases will 

cost £39.99. This price 

matches the average Mega Drive 

cartridge price and signals Nintendo 

UK's intention to fight Sega's dominance 

in Europe. 

Another part of this strategy is to 

licence big-name titles like Bubsy and 

The Lost Vikings from third-party 

indicated that although research had been 

conducted into a CD add-on for the SNES, 

Nintendo would in fact be concentrating 

its resources on creating the next 

generation console, a 32-bit machine. 

Nintendo, it seems, has decided it 

can keep its technological lead by 

using chips like the Super FX to 

upgrade cartridges, which is 

cheaper and far more 

adaptable than producing 

a whole new hardware 

add-on. Having said that 

though, the next Super FX 

game (called FX Trax) will 

not be out until Christmas and 

Elite’s planned racing game using the 

Super FX will not appear until 

Christmas 1994 at the earliest. There is 

no sign either of Nintendo's strategic 

alliances with the likes of Sony and 

Philips actually generating any products. 

The Super Nintendo CD system is 

dead. (Now can you please start 

writing letters about something 

else!) 

SUPER CONTROL + ISSUE 5 + OCTOBER 1993 

publishers and handle the publishing, 

sales and marketing itself. 

For other third-party publishers 

there seems little chance of a price 

drop because blank cartridges are 

bought from Nintendo in Japan, and the 

weakness of the pound has sent the 

price in sterling soaring, putting a lot of 

pressure on cart prices. The average 

price of a third-party game is now 

around £50 with 16 meg games likes 

WWF Royal Rumble and Mortal Kombat 

retailing at just under £60. Nintendo has 

so far refused to drop the prices of 

these blank cartridges. 

As well as these competitively 

priced cartridges there will be a new 

Super Nintendo bundle featuring the 

Super Mario All-Stars cartridge 

(reviewed this issue and gaining a 

massive 91%) — all this for a mere £129. 

This will sell alongside the 

existing Star Wing bundle, 

replacing the Street Fighter II 

bundle. 



s and politics? 

THE CHICKEN @ Impossible Mission 

AND THE gets revived 

BY-ELECTION 
@ A six-foot chicken 

standing for parliament, 

are you sure? 

@ We know why Star 

Wing isn't Starfox 

SYNDICATE 
wrestle control of the planet, territory by 

territory, from the dominant corporations. 

The level of wanton violence has to be 

seen to be believed — Bullfrog's vision of 
the future is certainly dark , it seems a lot 
of the game can be spent shooting 
innocent civilians, officers of the law, small 

a l 

THAT’S 
EDUTAINMENT! 

Listed here are forty-nine of the fifty states 

of the USA, write in to the usual address 

telling us which one is missing and you'll 

win something. Probably 

Alabama 
Alaska 

Arizona BATTLESHIP 
Arkansas 

California “The thrilling game of combat on the high 

Colorado seas.” Well, that's what they call it, but | 
Conneticut always found Battleships immensely boring! 

Delaware However Mindscape promises a number of 

Florida enhancements in this Super Nintendo 

Georgia version of the game. 
Hawaii Presentation is a combination of bridge 
Idaho views and schematic diagrams as you battle 
Ilinois it out in various locations including island 
Indiana chains, seaports and coastlines. There will 
lowa weather and sea conditions to consider 

Kansas and a series of strategic missions to make 
Kentucky things that bit more interesting. These 
Lovisiana include merchant convoy escort, tracking 
Maine down a top secret deadly enemy ship and 

Maryland protecting your home port. 
Massacheusetts As if this wasn't enough of a valiant 

Michigan attempt to liven up what is essentially an 
Minnesota overgrown game of noughts and crosses a 

Mississipi series of up-to-date weapons has been 
Missouri included to add that little nugget of variety 

Nebraska to your attack patterns. This little gem will 
Nevada be sailing into port this autumn, with 

New Hampshire 
New Jersey 
New Mexico 
New York 

North Carolina 
North Dakota 

Chio 
Oklahoma 
Oregon 

Pennsylvania 
Rhode Island 
South Carolina 
South Dakota 
Tennessee 

Texas 

Utah 
Vermont 

Virginia 
West Virginia 
Washington 
Wisconsin 
Wyoming 

SUPER CONTROL + ISSUES + OCTOBER 1993 

Mindscape at the helm. 

“Call me Ishmael.” “Dive, dive, dive.” “Kiss 
me, Hardy.” Etc, etc 

D Bor bi 
eet. E 

£00 
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CAPTAIN 
AMERICA 
AND THE AVENGERS 

Based on the Data East coin-op, 

Ge eas the Big A’s outing on the Super 

Nintendo has at least one thing in 

ROE its favour — it can’t be any worse 

than the Mega Drive version. 

Mindscape’s version is, sadly, based on 

the same coin-op so things don't look too | 

promising. For the record, | can tell you it 

features not only the Captain himself but } 

the three Avengers; Iron Man, Vision (one 

of those mystical types) and Hawkeye, | 

who's a bit good with a crossbow 
It’s a typical tale of good smiting evil | 

which comes in the form of the Red Skull. A | 

bit of beat’em-up and the odd bit of 

shoot’em-up is thrown together in a manner 

which can only be described as 

unique. Start forming an orderly 

queue now as it will be in the 

| | 
| 
| 

| 

| 

stores towards Christmas. 

| 

| 
| 

Hero Choose A 

WING COMMANDER: 
(QE Something got lost when the 

original Wing Commander was 

ure translated from PC to SNES, it just 

wasn't quite the same game. That 

however is not going to hold Mindscape 

back from releasing Wing Commander: The 

Secret Missions in the autumn 

Be prepared for yet more battles 

against those evil felines, the Kilrathi, and 

this time you've got four new ships to play 

with and plenty of big weapons with which 

to ruthlessly rip apart the opposition. 

With new movie-like (ie you just sit 

there and watch them) scenes between 

missions, not to mention a wider 

range of objectives, this game 

will definitely be worth 

checking out for Wing 

Commander fans. 

OAL EROLAN CSN ES 

The Alfred Chicken Party 

wwe abandoned its plans to 

Stand in the Christchurch 

} Se by-election after 

criticism of its motives in the 

national press. Both Today and 

The Sun printed stories on the eve 

of the July 29 election accusing 

Mindscape of “nicking” £17,000 

from tax payers. Any candidate in 

a by-election is entitied to send a 

campaign letter to all the 

constituents free of charge 

Mindscape used this letter to tell 

all 72,384 residents of 

Christchurch about its Alfred 

SUPER CONTRO ISSUE 5 

Chicken game, and this would 

have cost £17,372 in stamps 

alone. 

Originally intended as an 

innocent marketing ploy by 

product manager Karl 

Fitshugh, Mindscape decided 

not to attend the by-election 

and quashed all related 

publicity in an attempt to 

limit the damage. Tory 

candidate Rob Hayward 

described the ploy 

as a “nuisance”, 

John Major said, 

“Bastards”. Probably. 

* OCTOBER 1993 

Did last month's feature whet your 

appetite for your own collection 

of arcade machines? Are you a bit 

worried about space, though? 

Well, the answer is here, courtesy of 

Console Concepts. 

The Space Gun is a rather swish new 

gadget that you plug your Jamma 

compatible PCB into (ie any arcade game 

you care to name). Then you plug the Space 

Gun into your TV, and hey presto you've got 

arcade games in your home without having 

to worry about where to put the cabinet 

Bigger than a Super Nintendo but 
certainly not as stylish, the Super Gun offers 
a real home alternative to normal consoles. 

_ For a real arcade enthusiast this is just what 
_ the doctor ordered, although the Super Gun 

will retail at £300 and PCBs 
anything from £50 to £750. 

from Console Concepts 

THE SECRET MISSIONS 

“fiom the Eide will turn.” 



mm About time too, that’s what we 

say! Later this year Mindscape will 

release a pool game. Yes, that’s 

right, not a shoot’em-up or a 

one-on-one combat game, but a living and 

breathing pool game. 

Featuring a total of 14 variations on the 

theme of knocking coloured balls down 

one of six pockets, it will boast “multiple 

viewing angles” (lucky thing) and it has the 

ability to zoom in to parts of the table at 

crucial points (like when you are about to 

pot a ball for example). 

There's even a World Championship 

Tournament included, plus the 

game also has a Party Pool 

option which will allow up to 

eight players to join in the fun. 

Searching 

SUPER CONTROL + 

it's all about getting your balls into the pockets really, 

and we all know what good fun that can be 

STA: R-F-0-) 
* 

ieee, | 

WE’VE FOUND IT! 
Through diligent research, 

Super Control has found out 

pao exactly why Star Wing had to 

es ghe | change its name from the 

original Starfox. Ariolasoft — gone but not 

forgotten — released a game by the name 

of Starfox some six years ago on the 

eight bit formats. Strangely similar to how 
Star Wing turned out in the end, the 

gameplay of Starfox involved racing 

ISSUE 5 + OCTOBER 1993 

around the galaxy trying to save a load of 

planets from an invading alien force. Even 

the cockpit in Star Wing bears a 
resemblance to the one pictured above. 

Star Wing had a last minute name 

change weeks before its release earlier 

this year, messing up 

Nintendo's marketing plan's Ae 
quite a lot. However, it still 

went on to sell very well. 



WIN A FIAT 
Special Reserve has upped the 

stakes in its monthly competitions 

by offering a Fiat Cinquecento as 

first prize. Special Reserve is the 

biggest computer and video games club in 

the UK and regularly offers discounts and 

huge competitions through its members’ 

magazine. 

This however, is something of a 

departure for Special Reserve. Due to the 

high profile of the car (thanks to Fiat's 

intensive advertising campaign) it is 

expecting a big response. 

Membership details can be 

found in the Special Reserve 

advert on our back cover. 

After proving a smash in the 

arcades, William’s T2 —- The Arcade 

Game will be arriving on a Super 

Nintendo near you this November. 

Viewed from a first-person perspective, it 

begins in the future with you battling against 

an army of endoskeletons with little more 

than a measly machine-gun to help you. From 

there you traverse nine levels of intense 

shooting action until the final confrontation 
with the T-1000. 

Well, you've seen the film, you know 

what it is all about. The good news is that it 

will be Super Scope compatible and if the 

Menacer compatible version on the 

Mega Drive is anything to go by, this 

will turn it into the best Super 

Scope game around. 

SUPER CONTROL 

NATIONAL GAMES 
CHAMPIONSHIP EXPANDS 

(I) After the success of last year’s 
National Computer Games 

ee are Championships, this year’s 

competition will embrace East 

Anglia, Yorkshire and all of the Irish 

mainland. With a more than welcome 

£10,000 going to the winner and £4,000 to 

the runner-up, the aim is to find the UK's 

greatest gamesplayer 

Entrants take part in regional heats 

held at Virgin Games Centres and 

Megastores country-wide and fight their 

way to one of 10 regional finals. Winners 

from the regional finals will go on to the 

finals which will be staged at Olympia as 

part of the Future Entertainment Show 

which takes place from November 11-14. 

Regional heats will take place during 

the week October 25-29, except in 

Scotland where they will be from October 

18-22. The 26 Virgin venues will be in the 

following towns: Belfast, Birmingham, 

Bolton, Bristol, Bromley, Cardiff, Coventry, 

Croydon, Dublin, East Kilbride, Edinburgh, 

Falkirk, Gateshead, Glasgow, 

Guildford, Ilford, Kingston, 

London (3), Manchester, f" 
Newcastle, Norwich, Sheffield, 

Stockport and Watford. 

CYBERDYNE SYSTEMS 

800 SERIES MODEL 101 

e je © 

SYSTEM ACTIVATED 

SVEN 

ISSUE 5 OCTOBER 1993 

fen You may have seen the 

TEER pictures of them if you read 

the Japanese video game 

mags, but now Console 

Concepts has lined up a deal to 

exclusively supply the UK with a range of 

Street Fighter Il figures. They have two 

ranges, both including all 12 characters. 
The first collection is constructed 

from a hard-wearing, high quality resin 

that looks like porcelain and retails at 
around £50 per set. The second set 

portrays the characters in a kind of 
stumpy cartoon style and costs a mere 
£30 for the range. They can only be 
bought in this country from Console 

Concepts who can be contacted on 
0782 712759. 

While we are on the subject of 
Console Concepts, it has opened a new 

store in the Market Row arcade in 

Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent. This will 

continue in its tradition of 
supplying fabbo import games { 

and all manner of obscure 

Japanese hardware. 



SUPER NES 
WITH ONE JOYPAD 

SUPER NES + MARIO 
WITH SUPER MARIO ALL STARS B08. 
ONE JOYPAD 
SAVE £20.00 

SUPER NES + STARWING 
WITH STARWING GAME 
ONE JOYPAD 
SAVE £20.00 

SONY 14" TELEVISION/MONITOR 
MODEL KVM1400 
REMOTE CONTROL 
FREE SCART LEAD 
RE: SNES. SEGA, AMIGA or 

& £20 OFF A GAME OFFER 
DEDUCT £20 OFF OUR PRICE OF ANY GAME (OR THE TOTAL OF 

SEVERAL GAMES) PURCHASED AT THE SAME TIME AS THIS SONY TV 

SONY TV/MONITOR ENABLES MONITOR QUALITY PICTURE FROM AMIGA, 
SUPER NES, ST OR MEGADRIVE VIA SCART CONNECTION. ALSO SUITS ALL 
CONSOLES VIA NORMAL RF INPUT. INCLUDES REAR SCART/EURO. 60 

CHANNEL TUNING. BLACK TRINITON SCREEN, TWO POSITION TILT DESIGN 
FOR CHOICE OF ANGLE, HEADPHONE SOCKET, INCLUDES LOOP AERIAL. 

SUPER NES GAMES | 
ADDAMS FAMILY 
ADDAMS FAMILY 2 - PUGRLE) an ScavENcEn 
HUNT .... os 35. 
AGURI SUZUKI F1 RACING 
ALIEN 3...» oes 
AMAZING TENNIS... 
ANOTHER WORLD .... 
ASTERIX .... 
AXELAY 

BATMAN RETURNS... 
BATTLECLASH (SCOPE 6 GAME) 
BEST OF BEST Se ONaED KARATE 40.99 
BLUES BROTHERS 36: 
BUBSY BOBCAT . 32s 
CHESSMASTER. 36. 
CYBENATOR ... 39. 
DESERT STRIKE 36 
EXHAUST HEAT . 37 
F-ZERO 32 
GODS 44, 
INTERNA 
JIMMY CONNORS’ PRO TENNIS TOUR . 
JOE & MAC - tit NINJA 
JOHN MADDEN ‘93 
JURASSIC PARK (OUE ocr) 
KICK OFF 
KING ARTHUR'S WORLD 
KRUSTY'S FUN HOUSE . 
LEMMINGS .... 
LOST VIKINGS . 
MAGIC SWORD . 
MARIO ALL STARS . 
MARIO AND WARIO . 
MARIO PAINT WITH MOUSE .. eoeees: 
MICKEY’S MAGICAL QUEST. ...........0000+ 
MORTAL KOMBAT 

NHLPA ‘93 ICE HOCKEY 
NIGEL MANSELLS .. 
ON THE BALL ... 
PEBBLE BEACH GOLF . 
PGA TOUR GOLF 
PILOT WINGS... 
POP 'N’ TWINBE 

BSS8ERS sebeseReserbeses: 
sessessssesssssssssssssssssssss 

SBSSLSERSSSSSSNSSS 3 
POWERMONGER . 42.99 
PRINCE OF PERSIA 40.99 
ROAD RUNNER perney TUNES) 
SIM CITY . E 
SPIDERM. 
STARWING 

SUPERB QUALITY. AVAILABLE IN GREY OR WHITE STREETFIGHTER 2 .......... 

QUICKJOY SN PROPAD FOR 

SAITEK MEGAMASTER 1 

SUPER NES 
(WITH SLOW MOTION AND 

TWO SPEED AUTOFIRE) 
12.99 

NINTENDO CONTROL PAD 
FOR SUPER NES 
13.99 

JOYSTICK FOR SUPER 
NES WITH AUTOFIRE, 
SLOW MOTION AND 

8 FOOT CABLE 
21.99 

SAITEK MEGAPAD Ii FOR 
SUPER NES WITH 
AUTOFIRE, SLOW MOTION 
AND 8 FOOT CABLE 
11.99 

STORAGE RACK 
FOR CARTRIDGES 
(STACKABLE) 
9.99 

PACK OF THREE SUPER 
NES PLASTIC PROTECTOR 
CASES FOR CARTRIDGES. 
PROTECTS CARTRIDGES 

FROM MOISTURE AND 
DUST (COLOURS MAY VARY) 

5.99 

LOGIC 3 MULTI CASE CARRY 
BAG FOR SUPER NES, (EXTRA 
COMPARTMENTS FOR LEADS, 
JOYPADS AND GAMES) 
14.99 

CLEANING KIT FOR ALL CONSOLES 
OR HAND-HELDG...........---0cesecrenrreneesenrreneneneenned 6.99 

STRIKER ....... reall 
SUPER GHOULS AND GHOSTS — 
SUPER GOAL........ ons 
SUPER MARIO KART 
SUPER MARIO WORLD ip iose 
SUPER NBA BASKETBALL 
SUPER OFF ROAD RACER 
SUPER PANG...........--+» 
SUPER PARODIOUS 
SUPER PROROT erin: 
SUPER PUTTY ... 
SUPER SMASH TV .... 
SUPER SOCCER ........ 
SUPER STAR WARS 
SUPER STRIKE EAGLE 
SUPER SWIV 
SUPER TENNIS .. 
SUPER WWF WRESTLEMANIA 
TAZMANIA . 
TESTORIVE 2. 
TINY TOON ADVENTURES - 
BUSTER BUSTS LOOSE... 
TOM AND JERRY ....... 
TRODOLERS . 
ULTRAMAN. 
UN SQUADRON 
VEGAS STAKES 
WARPSPEED .. asanese 
WING COMMANDER ..... 
WORLD LEAGUE BASKETBALL 
WWF ROYAL RUMBLE 
ZELDA 3 - LINK TO THE PAST 

GAME GENIE FOR SUPER NINTENDO (GAMES 
ENHANCER, ALLOWS CHEAT CODES TO BE 
ENTERED FOR INFINITE LIVES, CREDITS ETC. 
BOOK OF CODES INCLUDED) 

GAMEBOY GAMES 
ALFRED CHICKEN.........24.99 
ALIEN 3... 
ALLEYWAY 
ASTERIX ... 
ASTEROIDS . 
BALLOON KID ...........+ 
BATTLE OF OLYMPUS. 22. rH 
BATTLETOADS .......00000 20.99 
BEST OF BEST KARATE20.99 
BILL & TED'S EXCELLENT 
ADVENTURE . oe 4,99 
BIONIC COMMANDO ...20.99 
BLUES BROTHERS 
BOULDER DASH ... 
BURAI FIGHTER DELUXE 12.99 
CASTLEVANIA . 
CASTLEVANIA 2 
CHESSMASTER 
OR FRANKEN .. : 
DR. FRANKEN 2.... 
DR. MARIO 
DUCK TALES os... .ceseceen20, 
DYNA BLASTER... «10, 
EMPIRE STRIKES BACK 20. 

22. 
-20. 

F15 STRIKE EAGLE ....... 
FLINTSTONES . 
FORMULA 1 RACE (WiTH 
FOUR PLAYER ADAPTOR) 
GARGOYLES QUEST . 
GOLF... 
JACK NICKLAUS GOLF 
JIMMY CONNORS PRO 
TENNIS TOUR............. 4 
JURASSIC PARK ve. 
OCTOBER) 
KID DRACULA 
KID ICARUS eee 
KIRBY'S OREAM LAND 
KRUSTYS FUN HOUSE 
KUNG FU MASTER 
LEMMINGS ... 
LOONEY TUNE! 
MARBLE MADN' 
MARIO AND YOSHI 
McDONALD LAND 
MEGA MAN2 . 4 
MERCENARY FORCE .. 

Pai ae Sans 

BAS 

ry sebbozache 8 Bask St 
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METROID 2 ...... 
MICKEY MOUSE 20. 
MICKEY'S DANGEROUS 
CHASE ..... -20. 
NEMESIS 2 é 
NINTENDO WORLD CUP 

OoSno5 

R- 
RADAR MISSION ... 
RAGING FIGHTER ...... 
ROBIN HOOD ......... 
RODLAND ... 
SIDE POCKET.. 
SOLAR STRIKER 
SPEEDBALL 2..... 
SPIDERMAN 2... 
STAR TREK...... 
STAR WARS ..... 
SUPER HUNCHBACK 
SUPER MARIO LAND 
SUPER MARIO LAND 2 
SUPER OFF ROAD RACER 
SUPER RC PRO-AM 
TALESPIN .... 
TENNIS ...... 
TERMINATOR 
TERMINATOR 2- 
ARCADE GAME .. 
TINY TOON ADV..... 
TIP OFF (BASKETBA: 
TOM AND JERRY .. 
TOP RANKING TENNIS 
TRACK AND FIELD 
TURRICAN ........ 
UNIVERSAL SOLDIER . 
WIZARDS & WARRIORS 
WWF SUPERSTARS ...... 
WWF SUPERSTARS 2 
XENON 2 o..cc0se 
YOSHI'S COOKIE. i 
ZEN -  paaaeetanl 
NINJA. - or 
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T-SHIRTS & TOYS 
SCART LEAD FOR SUPER NES TO TV WITH SCART 
INPUT (GIVES MONITOR QUALITY PICTURE) ...9.99 
NINTENDO STEREO AUDIO/VISUAL LEAD 
FOR SUPER NES (INCLUDES SCART/EURO 
CONNECTOR AND RED/YELLOW/WHITE PHONO 
STEREO & VIDEO LEAD).........-:cecesceersennnnerreren 9.99 

GAMEBOY + TETRIS 
TWO PLAYER LEAD, STEREO 
HEADPHONES, BATTERIES 
FREE KONIX GB HOLSTER 

GAMEBOY 
WITH NO EXTRAS 
FREE KONIX GB HOLSTER 

KONIX G.B, HOLSTER FOR GAMEBOY 
(ATTACHES TO BELT) .......-0:000004.99 

BATTERY PACK (RECHARGEABLE 
FROM MAINS ADAPTOR SUPPLIED) 
Rabedednbbnecescccguboosses sossnces: 26.49 

LOGIC 3 LOGIC 3 RECHARGABLE BATTERY 
GAMEBOY PACK (FITS INTO BATTERY 
PROTECTOR COMPARTMENT, GIVES 7 HOURS PLAY 

CARRY CASE « MAINS ADAPTOR REQUIRED) ...13.99 

9.99 LOGIC 3 MAINS ADAPTOR 
FOR GAMEBOY ....0000 7.99 

HARD CARRY CASE 
(STORAGE SPACE 

FOR EARPHONES, NEW BOOSTER BOY FOR 
SCT AND 4 GAMES) GAMEBOY. HOUSES CONSOLE, 

ry! TURNING IT INTO A TABLETOP 
MACHINE WITH SCREEN LIGHT 
AND MAGNIFIER, MINI JOYSTICK, 

PACK OF 3 SOUND AMPLIFIER AND SPACE 
PLASTIC FOR CARTRIDGE AND EARPHONE 

> PROTECTOR STORAGE. REQUIRES MAINS 
SAaee ron ADAPTOR OR 4 X C TYPE 

BATTERIES. 
PROTECTS FROM MOISTURE AND ALL THIS FOR ONLY 24.99 
DUST (COLOURS MAY VARY) ....... 5.99 

CLEANING KIT FOR ALL 
CONSOLES OR HAND-HELDS ......6.99 

SONY SRS-7 MINI 
STEREO SPEAKERS 

FOR GAMEBOY 

12.99 

We only supply official UK products. Official suppliers of all leading brands 

We sell games and peripherals all at amazing prices for Megadrive, Master System. Game Gear, Super NES, Gameboy, NES. 

Lynx, Amiga, Atari ST, PC, CD ROM and Apple Mac. And we sell T-shirts and cuddly toys! 

Special Reserve Club Shop at The Maltings, Sawbridgeworth, Herts. Open to 7pm Weekdays and to 5pm Saturdays. 

FAITH NO MORE 
LONG SLEEVE T-SHIRT 

STATE SIZE LU/XL 

TAZMANIA CUDDLY TOY IN 
LEATHER JACKET (30 CM TALL) 
16.99 

REBEL 
RIDER 

TAZMANIA 
T-SHIRT 
STATE 

SIZE M/UXL 
8.99 

EAT MY 
DUST 
TAZMANIA T-SHIRT 
STATE SIZE M/L/XL 8.99 

13.99 

HANDY BOY (MAGNIFIES AND LIGHTS 
SCREEN, AMPLIFIES SOUND & ACTS 
AS MINI JOYSTICK)... 24.99 

GAMELIGHT FOR GAMEBOY 
(FOR USE IN THE DARK 
OR POOR LIGHT) oo .ceeccceseeeeeeeeeeee 599 

STEREO EARPHONES ........0000003.99 

GAME GENIE 23.99 

ACTION REPLAY CARTRIDGE) ...24.99 

Special Reserue members can have all this... can YOU? 

READ "NRG' Regular Club Magazine 

" CHOOSE from our Huge Selection 
BUY at Best Possible Prices 

~%, SAVE with our Special Deals 

* SAVE more with our XS Coupons 

WIN £60,000 worth of prizes FREE 

JOIN now from just £4.99 
We only supply members but you can order as you join 

There's no obligation to buy and you can be any age. 
Just send in the form below or phone Sales on 0279 600204. 

As a member of Special Reserve you'll receive regular issues of 
NRG magazine. NRG is our 48 page colour club magazine sent bi- 
monthly only to Special Reserve members. NRG contains 

1. The best selection of games, peripherals and hardware for all 
popular formats. We are official Sega, Nintendo and Sony stockists 

Reviews in colour and latest information on new products 
Charts and Release Schedule, to help you choose and plan 
The best prices. Just one purchase will save you your joining fee 
Hundreds of Special Offers. Top games at prices you won't believe 

XS Super Savers. Money-off coupons worth over £180 a year 

£60,000 worth of prizes per year in our FREE-to-enter BIG 
TARGET COMPETITIONS. That's £10,000 worth in every issue of 
NRG, exclusive to members 

That's why over 160,000 people have joined Special 
Reserve, the biggest games club in the World! 

NOOnhWNM 

9am to 8pm Weekdays, 9am to Spm Saturday, 10am to 5pm Sunday 
10am to 5pm Bank Holidays. Order/Confirmation/Receipt sent for every order. 

THERE IS A SURCHARGE OF 50p PER GAME ON TELEPHONED ORDERS. 

You can also Fax your order to us on: 0279 726842 
We pride ourselves on our after-sales service. (18 customer service lines) 

Inevitably some games listed may not yet be available Please phone sales on 
0279 600204 to check availability before ordering. In the event of delay we issue 
refunds on request at any time prior to despatch. We reserve the right to change 

prices without prior notification. E .& O.E 

Registered Office & Club Shop: Inter-Mediates Ltd, 2 South Block, The Maltings 
Sawbridgeworth, Herts. CM21 9PG. 

All prices include VAT and carriage to UK mainland See base of order form for 

overseas surcharges. We supply hardware only to UK mainiand addresses. 

MEMBERSHIP FEES 6 MONTHS |= ONE YEAR TWO YEARS. 
TRIAL ANNUAL WITH FREE 

MEMBERSHIP MEMBERSHIP HARD BINDER 
UK MEMBERS 4.99 7.99 14.99 
OVERSEAS EC MEMBERS 6.00 10.00 20.00 
OVERSEAS WORLD MEMBERS 7.00 12.00 24,00 
"WE ONLY SUPPLY MEMBERS BUT YOU CAN ORDER AS YOU JOIN 
| THERE IS A SURCHARGE OF 50p PER GAME ON TELEPHONED ORDERS i) 

I (PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS) YOUR 7 

1 ! 
1 Name_ 2 4 4 1 
1 t) 

; (NSA enere rere . 

! i) 
|——— — ——— —- —— J 
| 
Baer: meee l ho __Postcode si ie ee 
1 L) 

‘Phone zs sit ge Machine one hoe a ipiigls . 
| i} 
4 Enter membership number (if applicable) or fT 

1 NEW MEMBERSHIP FEE (ANN! H 
! 
| ! jtem sc . ean I 

| L) 
tiem _ a == = t 
1 t 

REE Baie Bit SN Eee Se | 

{tem __ 
i) 

LAL PRICES INCLUDE UK POSTAGE & VAT £ 7 

—_ P.O./Access/Mastercard/Switch/Visa (Switch Issue No__ fi 

Card 
M4 date__ __ Signature. phasis 

Coens pale SPECIAL RESERVE 
P.O. BOX 847, HARLOW, CM21 9PH 

; Overeses Orders Surcharge (EC or World): Software orders 
| please add £2.00 per item. Non-software items please add 
! 25%. Hardware items supplied to UK mainland only. 
4 Overseas orders must be paid by credit card. 

SS aS eee 



cash every week! 

408836 
| a Sega Megadrive 
ith Road Rash Il 

408839 
setfighter Il 

408838 

a Sega Game Gear 

FE 486 Computer 

38 408835 
Calls cost 36p per min (cheap) and 48p per min (all other times). Maximum call length 4.5 minutes. Please make sure that you have permission to make this call 

A full set of rules can be obtained by sending a S.A.E. to :- MCG Ltd, PO Box 18, Bz atley, WF 17 8EX. All winners will be notified by post 

~-. CONSOLE CONNECTIONS FS 
DON'T RISK IT - ORDER BY MAIL WITH CONFIDENCE 

- FROM AN ESTABLISHED SHOP 
SUMMER SALE NEW SNES TITLES 

SUPER FX ADAPTOR £14.99 

| _—SNES USED TITLES __||PART EXCHANGE | a ei FAS T? 
-UK/USA — SUPER SMASH TV 2 

CASTLEVANIA sesssssssssnsonsen SUPER SOCCER... SERVICE THEN RING 
EXHAUST HEAT. wm26 SUPER STRIKE GU 1.06 | 
JOE & MAC ssnrnnn rom TURTLES snsnsssnnnnnnnnee were ~ sce 
KRUSTYS FUNHOUSE ....s0100.26 || used title in part 
MICKEYS MAGICAL QUEST......32 exchange for any 

A asm NEW or USED STARVONED Se key i eee £45.00 
poh "Sa 2 title in stock. Or Ee Bao E on sossanscsnsadeveceuonecenesoncsogeedsbsnasesesves rhe Pe 

STREETRGHTER 9 god generous ROCKEY & BULLWINKLE vossiscssssssssssssssssssceeeeseece, £38.99 
SUPER GHOULS'N'GHOSTS.....26 allowan at PAL IEING GD: iinieiidabscnctctrecsticcat 2bctth eessocsoisreg ete £44.99 
|SUPER PROBOTECTOR .enu.28 Please Call! 

SNES USA SCART (Full 60 Hz) £119.99 + Streetfighter 2 £139.99 
ALL PRICES INC VAT - P&P PLEASE ADD £1.50 PER GAME 

CONSOLE CONNECTIONS - UNIT 2, OLD BAKE HOUSE LANE, 
CHAPEL STREET, PENZANCE, CORNWALL TR18 4AE 

TEL/FAX 0736 331131 10am-cem 

NEW TITLES ARRIVING DAILY - RING FOR PRICE - WE ALSO STOCK A HUGE RANGE OF JOYSTICKS 
MAIL ORDER: GAME P&P £1, HARDWARE P&P £5, OVERNIGHT DELIVERY £10- 



Gremlin Graphics has almost 

Reon completed development of the 

Super Nintendo version of its 

REE Amiga hit, Utopia. Your task is to 

develop a civilisation on a barren planet, 

building homes, schools, factories and 

hospitals. Your people are very demanding 

though, and it is a constant struggle to 

keep their contentment level above a 

certain limit. 

In a similar way to Sim City you only 

have certain funds and resources, all of 

which must be carefully managed to keep 

the population as happy as possible. 

WANTED 
If you are capable of performing any of 

the following positions: 

STAFF WRITER 
ART EDITOR 

ART ASSISTANT 
PRODUCTION ASSISTANT 

We want to hear from you! 

Maverick Magazines, publisher of Super 

Control and Mega Drive Advanced 

Gaming (the UK’s leading Mega Drive 

magazine), is looking towards expansion 

and requires first-class talent. 

If you're a writer who knows video 

games inside out, back to front and 

upside down we want to hear from you! 

Likewise if you're an arty type, 

knowledgeable about all things Quark 
Xpress and Adobe Photoshop/Iilustrator 

we could have a position that would be 

very attractive. Finally, if you have the 

All this is complicated by the fact that a 

band of aliens are determined to kick you 

off the planet you are colonising. Hence 

some of your funds have to be diverted 

towards defence but not too much 

because people get disgruntled. All this 

juggling has to be combined with a sensible 

development programme balancing the 

population's needs and desires with what 

can realistically be achieved. It can be hell 

being in charge of all those 

people. 

Utopia is still to be signed to 

a publisher. 

knowledge to refine the writing of our 

loveable, huggable writers and make all 

the text fit in the right size boxes we 

need you for production work. 

If you're interested send us a full CV 

plus a sample of your work (published or 

unpublished) to: 

Personnel Department 
Maverick Magazines 
Waters Green House, 
Waters Green, 

Macclesfield, 
Cheshire, 
SK11 G6LF. 
Salary According to Experience 

Diayenick 
Mona Goa et N E S 

SUPER CONTROL 

WHOSE SHOES ARE YOU TWOS? 

Julian Boardman 

ISSUE 5 * OCTOBER 1993 

Oops! Jools Is absent today, he’s off looking at 
houses in Oxford. What humble dwellings will 
the beerster cunningly choose? Above Witney 
Vindaloo? A stagger or two from The Lung 
and Monkey? Whatever his choice Is, It Is 
destined to cower in the shadow of 
Ferdingers, the luxurious penthouse 
apartment residence of Super Control's best- 
loved two, Alex and Andy. And Paul and Jason 
will be living there too. Hopefully. 

Gruyere - the holes make it less 

fattening 

Trevor Macdonald 

Some new hub-caps for my car 
Asian food 

As usual, flamboyant Allie goes one better 
and buys a house moons before anyone elise. 
However, she has openly admitted that her 
homestead is merely a humble replica of 
Ferdingers, the magnificent home of the star 
struck two, Andy and Alex. This lavish 
detached abode also houses the superb 
central office of the Andy and Alex fan club. 
Jason and Paul live there as well. 

Halouml 

Anne Diamond, Paul King off MTV 

Happiness (1 think I'm going to puke - Cynical 
Ed.) 

Queen, of 
course! 

He's been on Gamesmaster, he knows the 
Games Messiah off Games World. But most of 

all, he’s Alex and he's “very pleased” with his 
sumptuous new terraced town house, 
Ferdingers, where he will live with his equally 
popular business partner, Andy. Paul and 
Alex's brother Jason will also live there. 

That processed plastic cheese 
slice stuff 

Knob Bunkhouse 

A time machine so | could keep returning to 

the Crystal Palace National Sports Centre on 

the night of the 31st of July 1993 
Depeche Mode 

"86-'93 

Paul, who recently severed links with his alter 
ego Ralph, has been busy preparing for the 
move into his new home, Ferdingers. Whilst 
“very pleased” to be sharing a home with Alex 
and Andy, he's promised that he'll accept “no 
monkey business” from the legions of 
screaming ladies expected to be camping 
outside for 24 hours a day. Probably. The odd 
sheep wouldn't go amiss though. 

Primula, mature cheddar, 

cooked mozzarella 

Bobby Davro, Peter Simon, Esther 

Demi Moore 
Underground 

cinema, horror films, REM 

Yes, he passed his driving test first time. Yes, 
he will be residing at Ferdingers, the luxury 
etc, etc. A strange encounter with a man 
named Alec Photi has left him “affected”, but 

he's Andy and he's glad to confirm that he Is 
now available for weddings and bar mitzvahs. 
Simply contact his agent, Paul, at the usual 
address. 

Photi-graph 

Photi-synthesis 

Photi-genic 

SupercalafragalisticPhotialidocious 

(i told you he was “affected”.) 
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Watch out for the 
jellies which wobble 
along the ground 

THE MAD AXEMAN 
This glant-sized electric guitar is easy to 
beat. Stand on the platformis to avoid its 
fireballs and shoot its head 

BUSY BUMBLE BEE 
Floating across the top of the screen, 
jump up to shoot off the bee's liquorice 
wings 
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BARMY BANANA 
This fruit cake looks harder than he really 
is. Avoid the bananas he lobs and aim for 
his bonce 

JUMPIN’ JACKHAMMER 
Mashing up the concrete, a jackhammer 
will break out through the bottom of the 
screen and appear behind you 

KILLER CACTI 
A cactus with a tomato on its head zooms 

from the sky. Don't touch its spiky body 

and watch out for the bombs it drops 

CLOCKWORK ROBOT 
The wind-up robot shoots lasers from its 
eyes. Wound it by shooting its weak 
stomach. Missiles fire In elght directions 

SUPER CONTROL + ISSUE 5 + 

PREVIEW: 

Zool can cling to 

the walls and 

jump up to new 

heights 

Dragged under by the sticky fudge, Zool can't jump out of the chocolate 
river that flows to the end of the first level, the sweetie world 

- 
& . 

Stand on the trumpet and wait 
for it to blow! Zool can float up 
on the notes to reach higher 
platforms 
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Zool is packed with secret rooms hidden behind what look like solid 
walls. Get in close and punch the walls away to reveal a new corridor 

OCTOBER 1993 



Run ant 

Fl lets Mails 

und t 

GREMLIN GRAPHICS SOFTWARE LIMITED 

Zool is no ant, OK? Mention 

his resemblance to the 

_ minuscule insects and his 

) creator, Sheffield-based 

Gremlin Graphics, will soon set 

the record straight. Zool is in 

fact an alien ninja from the “Nth” 

dimension, which apparently is the source 

of all imagination. It embodies the power 

of creative thought and is quite simply the 

force of goodness. But unfortunately, it’s 

always under attack. Don’t worry though, 

the galaxy’s hippest ant...sorry, hippest 

alien, is always there to defend it against 

evil. 

GO NINJA GO! 
Zool first appeared on the Amiga back in 

92 shortly after such massive games as 

Sonic the Hedgehog and Super Mario 
World were unveiled. While the consoles 

had all the fun, the Amiga had no decent 

platform game, no game character with 

character. Then along came Zool to fill the 

space, which he did perfectly. 

Now he’s broadening his horizons by 

venturing into new territory. Zool has been 

released on nearly every format you could 

care to mention; on the PC, 

Gameboy, Archimedes — you 

name it, Zool’s already 

there. The Super 

Nintendo is next 

to be graced 

with Zool's 
presence and 

with the SNES’ 

awesome 

capabilities, Zool 

looks to be even bigger, better and cooler 

than ever before! 

Apart from Mario and Sonic, Zool is 

just about the only other character you 

wouldn't mind having on your T-shirt. He's 

kinda smart with his over-sized sneakers 

and mean frown. He’s talented too, which 

is just as well because in the new SNES 

game the Nth dimension is in danger. All 

things bright and beautiful have been 

turned sour, changing sweet little bunnies 

otherwise it won't switch on 

Punch the red marker to activate it - now when you die you'll 
restart from this point. You'll have to get in close though, 

. COOLER THAN MARIO, 
SMARTER THAN SONIC... 

into rabid killers and giant-sized marbles 

into ginormous crushing bowling balls! 

ZOOL NEVER 
WALK ALONE 

It's a platform game, but not any old 

platform game. In its previous incarnations 

Zool was highly acclaimed by both the 

national press and specialist computer 

magazines with reviews from all around the 

world billing it as the best platformer 

around. So Zool has already made his 

mark, he’s already an established name, 

but by appearing on the Super NES he'll be 

going head-to-head with his toughest 

opponent yet, Mario. 
The SNES game which as yet has no 

definite release date but should appear 

around Christmas and the New Year, boasts 

eight different worlds, each divided into a 

further four whopping stages making the 

game pretty darned big. The eight worlds 

walls 

Zool can cling to the walls allowing him to scale sheer faces. 
Watch out for the spiked meanies that nip up and down the 

SU pi] = | PREVIEW 

start with the relatively easy sweetie world, 

but things soon hot up when you enter 

stage two, music land. Fruit world is next 

with tool and toy land following on shortly 

after. There's also funfair land and lastly, 

an all-new desert world. In-between the 

worlds will be a bonus section which is a 

shoot’em-up thing where loads of extra 

lives can be earned. 

NINJA ANT-ICS 
As mentioned before, most of the stages 

are based around intense platform action. 

The objective of each level is to first 

collect at least 40 bonus objects (fruit, 

sweets, toys) and then head towards the 

exit, represented by a gold Zool coin. A 

small arrow in the bottom-left points to the 

exit but the way is often blocked by a 

huge smartie-covered wall. 

Another way to the exit 

must be found, usually by 
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Killer jellies and vicious Liquorice Allsorts 

may look sweet but soon turn sour as 
they sink their razor sharp teeth into 
Zool's leg 

punching down walls with 

l] Zool's fist or just by 

exploring the stage 
Zool himself is pretty tough but still 

only has three energy bars. Should Zool 

skewer himself on a spike a whole pip of 

power will disappear, while colliding with 

an enemy will knock away half a pip. Zool 

can give as good as he gets, being able to 
perform three dazzling attacks. The most 

basic attack is throwing a red ball thingy to 

either side, and he can also jump in the air 

and swirl around with his sword slicing 

anything he touches. Alternatively, enemies 

can be killed by sliding into them, kicking 

them with your boots as you slide. Oh 

yeah, Zool can also crush the baddies by 

jumping on their heads! 

The enemies come in all shapes and 

sizes depending on which world you're 

currently in. In the first stage, sweetie 

world, Liquorice Allsorts throw Tic Tacs 

around while the sticky chocolate river 

stops Zool from jumping in the air. in the 

music world possessed violins fire their 

Trumpets blow a fanfare on Zool's arrival, 
but sparking amps and possessed cymbals 
are Just some of the enemies you'll 

encounter In the world of music 

bows with deadly accuracy. The guardians 

also tie-in with the level, for example on 

the toy world a huge wind-up robot scoots 

around the screen firing lasers from its 
eyes! 

ZOOL TV 
So the enemies are all out in force but 

thankfully so are the massive array of 

bonuses Zool can collect. There are 

shields, energy top-ups, time bonuses and 

smart bombs (phew) to name just a few 

You'll also find a ghost Zool which imitates 

your every move, effectively doubling your 
firepower 

Compared to the Amiga version, SNES 

Zool looks so much better. The scrolling is 

smooth and fast, the backgrounds are 

beautiful with loads of parallax and the 

animation on Zool looks so much slicker 

But this version we've seen isn't the final 

one by any means, so by the time Zoo! hits 

the streets we may be looking at a game 

on 4 par with Mario 

Whatever happens, Zool is certainly a 

Sonic beater and | personally can't wait to 

see the fight between the alien ninja from 

the Nth dimension and the Italian plumber 

when they face each other sometime 

around Christmas. Zool is 

definitely one game to keep an | 

Grab the whopping pineapple rings for 
loads of points and always look 
underground for more bonuses. Jump on 
the tin cans to fly high 

In tool world the oily floors make 
controlling Zool tricky. Nails line each 
wall so mind you don't slide into the 
spikes 
eae aT 

TOOL WORLD 
Tool world is the hardest stage so far 
with nails and spikes sticking out of every 
wall. Huge drills saw-cut through the 
floor 

As soon as you stand on the turntable it starts to rotate. Keep running to avoid being 
thrown into the spikes and quickly jump off to safety and the exit 

eye on 
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Toy world has huge fluffy pandas as 
bonuses. There are marauding marbies 
which crush you, not to mention 
terrorising tanks and spinning tops 

DESER [. > 
Spiky cacti grow In the dry desert along 
with Venus fly-traps and other assorted 
fauna. Clams (7!) craw! up and down the 
wail spitting out bubbies 

UNI 

Roll up for all the fun of the fair in the 
last level of Zool. Tease the hammers so 

they thwack the ‘test your strength’ 

machines and throw you in the air 

SUPER 

M3lA3ad 

Climbing in his spaceship for the bonus 
stage, Zool flies down what looks like 
someone's intestines, shooting at the 
bacteria for loads of points 

“a 
J an J 

ut : 7 : 5 
eal a tial 

Bounce on the lid of the fun froot tin to 

propel Zool into the highest branches of 

the tree where loads of bonuses are 

found. Remember, you must collect 40 
objects to exit a level 

The tree 

branches in 
the third level — 

if (fruit world) 

i) are slippery 
f ad and shove 

-- Zool towards 
} the ground 

4 : Jump up to 
the top and 

i more bonuses 
{ can be found 

The backflip is not really an 
attack, but Is necessary to 
complete tool world 

Run along then slide down 
on your knees to give 
enemies the boot 

basse eeccaee ceaee 
Ss \ c 

Jump in the air with your 
sword drawn to perform the 
whirling dervish attack 

Zool can throw red blobs 
which shatter his opponents 
effectively 
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MORTUARY REVIEW 

At the palace gates you will have to slug it out beneath 
stone gates and large statues. At least it doesn't get 
stuffy out in the open 

sosocg 
® 

OIE, EAUIEIES 

In the courtyard you will first taste the flavour of Mortal 
Kombat. Buddhist monks congregate to watch the 

proceedings 

Gasp at the life-sized statues of all the fighters. The big 
one with four arms is Goro...erm, stop the game - | want 
to get off! 

4645000 

TORRY. sou 

SONYA WINS 
. TIME sSONUS q4?. 

¢ Liu Kang fires hiseffective flame bolt at Kano. The character strength 
balance is pretty fair, but Rayden is probably my favourite character 

a3 
JOP, 1HISHING CONUS womod 

a 
Uppercut a character off the top of the pit and they will 
fall 200 feet onto the spikes below! 

A victorious Sonya Blade = 1GESsoU 
is swereee ‘ 100,000 a paserereas Ie 

bon “eo - AY 

We sre teeth ove RAYDEN WINS 
TIME S0NUS 21.000 

These shots taken from the Mega 

Drive version show the banned gore. 
The effect is cheap and laughable, Being a part-time god, Rayden reaches full power on the 18) but nevertheless we're not allowed bar before shattering the wood. Sonya looks on in 

amazement... to see it, says Nintendo 

ot tes 
& 
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Mortal Kombat has six different combat scenes. You must fight through 
them in sequence to reach Goro and ultimately Shang Tsung. 

MIA 

The infamous pit. The two fighters slug it out on a 
narrow platform above the pit. Finish the opposition off 

with an uppercut and they fall into the spiked pit! 

“Who would live in a place like this?” as Lloyd would say. 
Well, Goro the four-armed half-dragon would. £400 a 
month rent too. Scandalous 

2691506 ==) - 

eae ganna E 
* 

Shang Tsung sits back into his Shackiton's high-seat chair 
to watch the action. “These chairs are great when you're 
getting on a bit,” Tsung was later to comment 

iL KOVGAT 
When Mortal Kombat exploded 

into the arcades in '92 it 

seriously threatened the reign 

of Street Fighter || as the finest 
beat'em-up to date. Kombat 

had huge digitised graphics, 

amazing sound, great playability 

and loads of gore! 

Set in China, Mortal Kombat is the tale 

of seven fighters and their quest for 

immortal glory. These fighters have 

congregated to fight for the right to take 

on a 2000-year-old half-man half-dragon 

called Goro. Goro has remained 
undefeated for the last 500 years and 

holds the title of Grand Champion — mind 

you, Goro was born on Kuatan, 4th astral 

plane of Shikan, realm of the Outerworld 

and he is the ruler Supreme of Shokan's 

armies, so he’s hardly your average bloke. 

Goro’s opponents come in all shapes and 

sizes. Liu Kang is a young Shaolin monk on 

a revenge trip; Kano is a psychopathic 

mercenary; Johnny Cage is both an 

a ~ 

NTS tee oU OESTROY ME 
~— a 

* : a 

i 

10,000,000 points if you destroy 
Reptile, the hidden character in 
the game. The thing is, how are 
you supposed to get to him? 

overpaid actor and a martial arts superstar; 

Sonya Blade with her paramilitary training 

provides the female interest; Rayden the 

thunder god has been reincarnated 

specifically to fight in the tournament; Sub- 

Zero is an ice-flinging ninja; and Scorpion 

who was murdered in his former life by 

Sub-Zero is back to seek revenge. For 

iiel¢Mel acl seM lorie meimulti4 

fighters see the box entitled Obituary. 

Whichever fighter you choose, your 

preliminary task is to fight your way 

through the other characters (including a 

‘mirror match’ with yourself) to earn the 

right to continue. If you succeed you're 

then required to survive three endurance 

rounds in which two fighters attack you, 

one after another! Endure these three 

rounds and you find yourself face to face 

with Goro for a meat beat. Whup Goro's 

fat ass and and then take on the ultimate 

fighter — the mysterious old codger Shang 

Tsung. Tsung can assume the 

characteristics of any of the seven fighters 

at will, so beating him is NOT going to be 

an easy task! 

Soo" 

Each individual fighter has a number of 

common moves available including the 

usual medium and hard kicks, punches and 

blocks, and also special proximity moves 

such as throws and head-butts. The most 

satisfying move in the game has got to be 

the uppercut in which you crouch down 

and really pack some weight behind your 

fist as you swing it up and through the 

opposition’s face! The enemy will soar 

through the air in a spray of blood and 

sweat . Fast leg sweeps are very handy 

when backed into a corner and the usual 

fireball-type moves help keep some 

distance between you and your aggressor. 

As you slug it out through the six levels 

(see the box entitled Mortuary for level 

details) and knock a few energy bars 

down, you should really begin to get a feel 

for the action. Special moves such as 

Rayden’s teleportation, Scorpion’s teleport 

punch and Johnny Cage's hilarious packet 

check become pretty intuitive to use (as 

long as you can remember the button 

- 

> the goolies 
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Rayden treats Johnny Cage toa 

high kick. Press kick when you're 

in close to knee the opponent in 

* ISSUES + OCTOBER 1993 

combinations), 

and you should 

be zooming all 

over the place 

within no time. 

Knocking the 

opposition senseless 

will reveal (with 

accompanied gruff speech) the words, 

“Finish Him!” on the screen. It is now that 

the player will be able to kill the 

opposition with a special death move. 

Death moves vary from character to 

character with the general idea being to 

waggle the joypad in a particular way. The 

screen then darkens and your fighter 

finishes off his antagonist in some dark but 

creative manner. Rayden sucks souls, 

Sonya blows kisses and Kano rips out 

hearts. The death moves are a good laugh 

and add an extra element to the beat'em- 

up genre — no longer do conquered 

opponents merely fall over! 

See the box called > 

Cemetary for the full death | | 

move low-down. 

“PUSH "START 
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REVIEW 

JOHNNY CAGE 
Johnny Cage is a martial arts superstar 

(they couldn't afford Jackie Chan) who 
uses his talents on the big screen. He 

entered the tournament 

purely for the publicity 
it would generate. With 
fast reflexes and strong 

limbs, Cage is a 

formidable character. 

Age: 29 
Legal Status: Citizen of 
the USA 

Birthplace: Venice, 
California 
Occupation: Actor 
Likes: Helping worthy 
causes 

MORTAL KOMBAT ™® 
3 l] Ry One minus aspect of these 

\ death moves is that the 

F much-hyped gore 
associated with them has 

been completely erased from the SNES 

version, Arcade Mortal Kombat owners had 

access to a series of switches inside the 

machine which allowed them to 

enable/disable the gore mode depending 

on the age of their customers. These 

infamous gore sequences were apparently 

not publicised at the time, it was only 

_ eee © le ». 
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LIU KANG 
Once a member of the secret White Lotus 
Society (the society in which all members 
drive white Lotuses?), Liu Kang left the 

months later that the details 

emerged of their existence! 

This enabled you to punch 

the head off an opponent, rip 

hearts out and even pull 

heads off leaving a blood- 

drenched spine dangling in the 

breeze! Some people given the 

chance would have the arcade 

version rechristened IMMORAL Kombat! 

If you've played the game in the arcades 

and love it, you'll realise that the gore is 

pretty harmless fun. The question on your 

’ lips now is probably, “How does this 

conversion compare to the arcade game?” 

Well, Nintendo came to the conclusion 

that Mortal Kombat would be a much 

better product for the SNES with the gore 

completely removed, as apparently the 

British games-buying public can't decide 

for themselves what's good and bad. Sure, 

the vast majority of SNES players are very 

young, but the gore is hardly the pinnacle 

of grotesque imagery! Having seen the 

Mega Drive version (Sega provides an 

option to enable/disable the gore) and 

laughed at its cheesy splatter sequences, | 

couldn't help but think that Nintendo has 

been rash in its decision to act as a censor, 

Gore or not, Mortal Kombat still holds 

itself up against the toughest console 

| CHOOSE 

KANO 
A mercenary, thug, extortionist and thief 

~ Kano lives a life of crime and injustice 

and is a devoted member of the Black 
Dragon organisation. He 

has entered the 
tournament to chew 

bubblegum and kick ass 

Age: 35 
Legal Status: Deported 

from Japan, wanted in 35 
countries 
Birthplace: Unknown 
Occupation: Criminal 
member of the Black 
Dragon organisation 
Likes: Money, rum 
wimmin 

opposition within any 

genre. The digitised 

graphics work 

extremely well and 

surprisingly the 

sprites animate 

superbly over the 

stunning 

backgrounds (the 

throne room 

particularly). There's 

loads of gravel-voiced, 

atmospheric speech too. 

The musical score is technically 

sound but creatively uninspired — the usual 

chop-socky oriental tunes grate, sorry, 

GRACE the ears. 

Block-bashing bonus screens in which 

you must raise a power bar by pressing the 

buttons to smash different objects, add 

flavour to the mortal stew, and there’s even 

a hidden character called Reptile to find 

and beat (10 million points for his head)! 

As a beat’em-up, Mortal Kombat 

becomes great fun when you get into it. 

Some of the complicated moves are a pain 

to pull off and this may frustrate you as it 

did me. Joypad response doesn't even 

come close to Street Fighter II's completely 

intuitive gameplay, but Mortal Kombat still 

remains a thoroughly enjoyable 

experience. If you don't mind the missing 

gory bits and don't expect Street Fighter II 

with digitised graphics, then 

Mortal Kombat could just about { 

toast your turnips. 

PAUL 

¥EUR FIGHT ER” 
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Chogs@yeur fighter. Mortal Kombat is a good 

game tn Doth one and two-player mode 

OCTOBER 1993 

OBITUARY 
SONYA BLADE 

Sonya is a member of a top special forces 
unit that was tracking Kano's Black 
Dragon outfit. Ambushed by Tsung's 

goons, Sonya was forced 
to participate in the 
tournament to save the 
lives of her captured 
comrades. 

Age: 26 
Legal Status: Citizen of 
the USA 
Birthplace: Austin, Texas 
Occupation: Lieutenant 
in the US army, member 
of paramilitary forces 
Likes: The Ren & Stimpy 
Show 

Why are there two Scorpions on this 
screen? Simple - Scorpion is in the middie 
of his famous teleport punch! 
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RAYDEN 
The name Rayden is actually that of the 
thunder god. He received a personal 
invitation from Shang Tsung himself and 

SUB-ZERO 
The actual name and origin of this 
warrior is unknown, but based on his 
uniform it is believed he belongs to the 

SCORPION 
in his former life Scorpion was murdered 
by Sub-Zero. Demons granted his 
tormented soul the opportunity to 

took the physical form 
of a human to compete 
in the tournament and 
attempt to defeat the 
demon Tsung. 

Age: Eternal 
Legal Status: Deity, so 

does not apply. 
Part-time god 
Birthplace: Doncaster 
Royal Infirmary 
Occupation: Thunder god 
Likes: Sticking his fingers 
in plug sockets 

Lin Kuei, a legendary 
clan of Chinese ninjas 
functioning as assassins. 

Age: 32 

Legal Status: None. He 

resides somewhere in 
China 
Birthplace: Unknown 
Occupation: Member of 
the Lin Kuei, a rare clan 
of Chinese ninja 

assassins 
Likes: Putting ice-cubes 
down his underpants 

avenge his death, giving 
him a new body and a Lin 
Kuei uniform mocking his 
enemy with a cowardly 
yellow colour. 

Age: 32 

Legal Status: 
Reincarnated spectre so 
has no legal status 
Birthplace: In former life 
- unknown 
Occupation: Lost soul 
bent on revenge 
Likes: Spectreman videos 

| HOUSE: ACCL 
be) iici i. Pe) iila/\ i 

PRICE: £59.99 
PLAYERS: TWO 
TYPE: BEAT'EM-UP 

WARNING 
EXCESSIVE VOLTAGE 
CHANCE OF FATAL SHOCK 

85.. 
SUPER 

Johnny doesn't stick 

his foot in his 
mouth, he sticks it 
into his opponent's 

chest! He slides 
forward and, ‘kicks 
the opponent's 

stomach through his 
or her back.’ Nice 

enjoys ripping the 
hearts and souls 
from his victims. 
Here Kano can be 
seen de-souling 
his victim 

Sexy Sonya tries out her flying punch move. It is most effective 
against airborne opposition 

This is the result of 
Liu Kang’s helicopter 
spin kick; a 
devastating punt 
into orbit. Liu Kang 
is the only character 
whose screen 
doesn't darken ona 
death move 

“I'll swallow yer ENCHGY HIGH 
soul, I'll swallow 

ee cartes Five skill levels 

the living soul Smart graphics 
Kano’s spinning blade is one of the fastest fireballs in the out of his Surprisingly playable 
game. Even if Liu Kang blocks he will still lose precious energy - victims and they 
all blocked blows still result in a loss of energy, so there's no crumble into 
point just standing there with your arms in the air, is there?! dust at his feet 

Being undead, 
Scorpion can do all 
sorts of weird shit. In 
this particular case 
Scorpion removes his 
mask to reveal his 
skull head. He then 
breathes fire and 
torches his victim 

ENERGY Low 

Sub-Zero freezes Scorpion mid-jump. This Is a real 
shétween the twe wd bite is What gore?! 

ered Scorpion in a = Difficult button 
: SS = combinations 

Not intuitive enough 

Couple of dodgy sprites 

Those legendary death moves, so talked about in Mortal Kombat circles (especially at coffee mornings), explained in full... Sonya, being a 
feminine by nature, fea” bos 
kills her opponents | 
with a kiss. Not areal | 
snog with tongues, 
but with a blown ball 

‘() ALTERNATIVE SYSTEM % 

of fire that engulfs Do | really need to give you 

the victim in a blaze alternative beat'em-up titles? If 

of flames 4 you're after an alternative 
* shoot'em-up, you could do a lot vy ‘ 

» worse than Mario Kart (23 per y 

* cent) or that great new RPG, 

i Super Tennis (91 per cent). If 

* none of those take 

Unlike the arcade 
version where Sub- 
Zero rips out his 
victim's spine, here 
the cold conqueror * your fancy, you could 

freezes his opponent always buy a Mega 

solid before Drive instead 

smashing him into a "i 
thousand pieces CEMETERY 

"9 
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CLIMB EVERY MOUNTAIN 
Asterix is the proud owner of a rare commodity called ‘variation’ - well, certainly in % ; 7 

the level department anyway. Boasting over 15 different stages within the five Acts, The ax62 ““oxos 
poor old Asterix must negotiate everything from snow to dank caves in his search for Tp 

the rather tubby Obelix. 

The adventures of Asterix, 

created by Uderzo and 

Goscinny, have been read the 

4 world over for the past 20 

years. His exploits have 

mS cain, alco ais ioe aaa ee =o spanned 35 books, a cartoon 

series and have even inspired a 
You start off inside a deep forest. There —_ Blue skies over the menhir-riddied cliffs. | The caves hold many secrets. Search all theme park in France! Chances are you've 
are plenty of Romans, boars and crows to Keep your dog on a lead though, you'llbe _ the corners if possible ‘cos there are 
keep you occupied whilst you get to grips liable for a fine if you let it dump onthe _ hidden bits all over the place heard of Asterix and his band of Gauls and 
with the controls beach! their never-ending struggle to defend their 

village from the might of the Roman empire. 

“ee 3 : : 3 = = - 
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As you would expect, the snow levels are The pirate longboat is a change from the Catch some UV in the desert. The — 
slippery. Brainiess Vikings prowl the norm. Explore beneath deck before countless scorpions, snakes and skulls are 

slopes attacking anything that phuurts venturing up the mast and onto the sails just the start of your problems... 

On the rollercoasters punch all the yellow 
ers eeores esos s4 blocks or you'll collide with them and 

shoot back in the opposite direction 

Bi unleash the power of 
Dogmatix! The yappy pooch 
will despatch any 

unsuspecting Romans fool 
enough to be in the vicinity 

nm 

inside the pyramids you'll get Inside the Roman camp you'll Athens, Georgia... sorry; Once you actually get to Rome reerererF 
to ride some wild mine carts. find some wicked spiked traps, Athens, GREECE is your next you don't get the fanfare 
Avoid the fire bowls and trapdoors, tents and of course stop. Climb the high welcome you expected - 

hideous mummies if you’reto plenty of rampant Roman mountains and make use of instead, the locals throw 
survive the experience! soldiers! the friendly flying vultures torches at you! 

ae a ee 7 

— 

SO ne A ee ae 
amuse aininaas senammennunt 

Rollercoasters were obviously great fun The famous Roman baths. Sink into a hot Your final goal is the maze-like prison. It's 
back in 50 BC, it's a pity we were never tub but beware the swinging guillotines swarming with Roman guards AND there 
told about them in History lessons... and painful falling blocks! are loads of locked doors too 
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THE ROMANS HAD IT COMING TO THEM... 
be restored to peace. 

Before heading straight to Rome you'd 

be wise to get a grip of Asterix first, after all 

you've got numerous other stages to 

complete before you even come close to 

Italy! The little Gaul can negotiate the 

platforms in various ways — he can walk, 

jump, swim (tap the B button to keep 

The reason Asterix and his fellow 

villagers have evaded the Roman forces for 

so long is because they possess a secret 

strength potion. If they sip 

this potion created by : 

Getafix the druid, they ~~ A 

become invulnerable for a : 

period of time. Therefore, the <~\ " 
Romans are having a hard time ‘ a“ afloat) and punch for starters. Just like 

removing them from northern ¢ in Super Mario World you can hold 

France! : the Y button down to accentuate 

G* { Asterix's movements, enabling him 

FRANKIE HOWERD ; i to run faster and jump further. 
Platform leaping is fairly 

straightforward stuff except that 

instead of the usual head/block 

bouncing antics as displayed in 

In a cunning tactical strike the Romans 

kidnap Asterix’s best friend Obelix, and 

lock him up inside the darkest jail in 

Rome with the intention of using 

Obelix to blackmail the Gauls into most other games of this type, 
surrendering. at ’ , you punch the blocks to 

You, as Asterix, 43 reveal their secrets. 

obviously can't just let F There are over 50 different 

this pass. You've got to stages set over five separate 

do something about it -— acts, and each stage must be 

like trotting off to Rome to release the poor completed by finding the one escape route 
guy. Once you save Obelix the village will hidden within the platform maze. Some 

Panacea pleads for 
your help. It’s up to 
you as Asterix to 
stop the Roman 
forces and their 
plans for world 

domination 

SUPER CONTROL 
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. Punch these boars for extra heart 
power 

. Collect coins for that magic 100 
total 

. These crows have mean beaks - 
avoid! 

. Invincible hedgehogs are a real pain 
in the grass 

. Roman footsoldiers make good 
punch-bags 

. Drink this red potion for maximum 

power 
. These bonus blocks reveal all kinds of 
mystical objects 

. Explore hidden caves for secret 
treasures 

. Look for tell-tale arrows and clues 
within the landscape 

| always enjoyed the 

Asterix books at school, 

especially the ridiculous 

levels are continuously scrolling (Mario 

World again), allowing for very little error 

if you get caught off the left of the screen 

you lose a life and it can become quite artwork when Obelix 

easy to end up trapped in a pit or a similar slapped a Roman 

fate. soldier so hard he'd go into 
orbit! | suppose | was 

hoping that this humour would also 

rear its head in the game, but 

unsurprisingly | was disappointed 

The game is basically the tired old 

platform formula with only the 

nostalgic rip-off of the Spectrum game 

Rollercoaster saving what would 

otherwise be nothing more than the 

usual combination of wandering from 

left to right, hitting things, collecting 

objects and avoiding perils. Asterix 

lacks the ingenuity of Pugsiey’s or the 

variety of Tiny Toons and is simply 

insignificant when compared with Mario 

ANDREW 

There are loads of different scenarios in 

these plentiful stages. Asterix begins in a 

dense forest avoiding hedgehogs, boars 

and Romans, and falls down to the caves 

upon his escape. These caves are dark and 

hide numerous nasties including bats and 

spiders. Hot geysers spurt water from rocks 

and strange suspended bubbles provide 

useful platforms every now and then — but 

be warned, the bubbles disappear soon 

after you touch them. 

Later Asterix finds himself on huge 

roller-coasters, slippery ice slopes, inside 

pyramids and afloat on a 

variety of sea vessels. 

Overall, the levels are 

Riding boar- 
back (Groan!) 
over the 
spiky bushes 
is the only 
way you'll be 

able to clear 
them 

1661 ‘OZEIGN-ANNIDSOS “INES LUFT SNOLUGH SHI 0 SEBNIDId XTERISY TIv| 

All this paffing around is really tiring me 
out. What | need is some roast boar and a 
good night's kip 

ates 
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Sesterces (that's 
Roman coins to you) 
to get an extra life 

Eat a bit of chicken 
to top up your 

Collect the bone bonus to unteash 
Fly to out-of-reach 

ea Wek NAN pasar mama 

A Roman standard ticks me 
off in the Roman baths - I'd 
just walked into the female 
changing rooms by mistake! — 

My goodness, these 
Romany biscuits get 

everywhere. Roman 

ruins? Roman around? 

“. ottes 

the power of Asterix's pet dog, 
aterm 

superbly varied, sporting 

colourful clean graphics 

and atmospheric 

backdrops with the original 

drawings excellently reproduced. | 

particularly liked the neatly drawn cliff tops 

and the brightly adorned Roman baths. The 
only minus side to the graphics is the 

appalling snow routine — the effect is 

completely unconvincing, reminding me of 

WG Wa Wa NANNY 
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Drinking from this 
grants temporary 
invincibility and 

Cacophonix the bard will ay appear if 
you collect the lyre. His straining 

tunes will stun any enemies on screen 

similar effects on the old CBM64. 

However, a good gameisnot >-y 
all bells and whistles. Luckily £ 
there's plenty of gameplay to 

keep Asterix happy. Sure, the 

platforms in themselves are [ 

tricky enough to traverse but 
they're not your only problem. 

Romans patrol every stage 

looking for wary Gauls, although 

these Romans are pretty stupid 

creatures — one ‘paff' and 

they're gone leaving 

nothing but a helmet behind! 

Collect as many of these helmets 

as possible for a points bonus at the end 
of the stage. 

Pirates and Vikings join the action 
further into the game and both require 

multiple hits to beat. As Asterix nears Rome 

he will encounter Centurions, net-slinging 

gladiators and strange SPQR Standards 

bouncing all over the place. Believe me, the 

going gets really tough midway through the 

game! 

ITINENTL 
Fate hasn’ t hese pene in the Romans’ 

favour though, because there are plenty of 

objects Asterix can collect to get his own 

back. Sesterces (Roman coins) are 

scattered liberally throughout the levels as 

are the numerous yellow Celtic blocks that 

carry hidden bonuses. See the panel called 

The Boar Necessities for a complete run- 

down of all the goodies on offer. 

The bonuses level out the odds 

somewhat but | still found the game pretty 

hard. There are three difficulty settings — on 

inside the pyramids you rH have to avoid. 
the bouncing mummies if you're ever to 
escape 
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Atop the Roman buildings. As you would 
expect, the Romans aren't too happy at 
your intrusion and they throw everything 
they've got at you 

easy y Asterix i presents a fair challenge ¥ 

camer eh juid pve, c 
ood as he has \ 

a (ito Mario as 
earlier, Clouting Romans is greatfun,.the ‘ ) 
dull thud aS you 'paff them.out ofthe > 
screen is 5 and funny to boot;just | 
as it is if the 1\ \ | Cait © | 

such as the birds’ von 
warbling in the: level pes’ —_ 

and the sanigaestet pater te loads 
ma to the presentation. In fact the roller- 

coaster stages are one of the 

highlights of the game, 

especially the later ‘coasters 

which are massive and 

os complicated structures to 

say the least! 

There’s no doubt that 

Asterix is a quality platform 

game, it’s just that a game of 

this genre really has to show its 

spots to climb above the 

alternatives already available. 

While Asterix is quite 

a competent platform 

game, it’s nothing 

outstanding. In this 

¥ — day and age when you 
can buy four Mario 

games on one cartridge, 

a decent romp needs something that 

separates it from the rest. OK, Asterix 

has the comic tie-in but that's about it 

The rollercoaster section makes a 

welcome change from level after level 

of the same thing, but | didn’t think 

there was enough variation. The 

presentation is alright, the sprites are 

crisp and even comical at times. The 

byeltlale Bi Male) Merle aitslagmelli mar icel ia 

amazing — it’s just there, really. An above 

average romp that is lost in the wave of 

superior games currently available 

ALEX 

The ‘Pat effect is rather satisfying - - the 
soldier flies into orbit leaving his shoes 
and helmet behind 



The water may be blue and the trees may 
be green, but the sun always shines on 
TV... What am I talking about? ARSE TN OE RES 

“se Pe 

Waddaya mean, “How about a break?". This | Punch the doors through inside the prison " _ 
is a platform game, not an OAP day-trip! to find Obelix who Is lost in the maze {TT TAT 

MlA3a 

Climbing 
the ropes 
in the 

areca caverns Is 
misses the superlative mark — mn easy 
for me to put my finger on the , eonee 

On, but | never felt Very 

and | wasn’t dazzled at any , a pat ¥ : aes” 
NV time-t § addicted in the sense thatl drop off ; : 

: wanted: 9 See what would come é next, but that P Two 
\ the gameplay lacked the variation needed you've PLATFORM ADV 
for this to completely captivate. Degpie pox be 
this, everyone who played it here i careful 
enjoyed their Gaulish romp, and 
thank goodness this WASN'T just 

another wasted licencel: PAUL» > 
——_ 

TCM os OMe Bl ae 

_ ANTAGONISTIX 

a1 PF Ge 

Be = 
Very nice graphics 

Playable 

Has longevity 

Great presentation 

overall 

VEPLEI ISLS LS t/ 
eho f 
ISISTIPISTIISS, \ILILLS 

LOW 

Very difficult later 

Crap snow effect 

Middling tunes 

Gameplay lacks 

variation 

TIISS 

ALTERNATIVE STEM 

* Well, there are quite a few 

* decent platform games out for 

the SNES. Which are better than 

Asterix? Mario World (92 per 

cent), Pugsley’s (85 per cent 

and Castlevania (86 per cent) 

are all stormers, but my 

alternative tip for this 

month is to go for 

* Konami's Tiny Toons, 

cos it’s great guns. 
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RAINING CATS AND 
DOGS 

Stimpy comes in to aid the troubled Ren by 
“chucking grenades on the floor for Rento 
pick up. Ren has to throw the grenade into — 
the Major's mouth ~ tg 5 sa 
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The third guardian 
is a kind of fast- 
moving spider that 
inflicts some 
serious damage 

Can you get your : 

whites as brilliantly 
white as this? Danny 
Baker gets everywhere! 2 

SS 

| encountered First 

Samurai on the ST nigh 

on three years ago. At 

the time | thought it 

was one of the best 

games | had ever 

At 2 SOR ESRC ; cA ane eu Bere = Scena played with its intriguing 

| One of the easier re 4 puzzle element and brash colour 

runes to get hold i a oe ; , - well, we are talking about an ST! 
| Of, but you'll need ‘ S| Now however, | don't feel that the, 
| to do a bit of bell- Q . - 

ringing to get rid gameplay or presentation is 

| of that fire-walk sufficient enough to be worthy of 

the SNES’s high standards. First 

Samurai is still very much an Amiga 

and ST game and the changes which 

have been made still leave the overall 

quality below par. Having said that 

though, it is a very enjoyable game, 

the graphics are a little bit flat, but 

overall the game is challenging and 

entertaining 

ALLIE 



. 4 a 3 ei 

~ CREMP 

5 # 294309 z 

Looks great in some 

places 

A wide variety of 

enemies 

Neat sound effects 

Too easy, sO you can 

‘plough through it quickly 

ABSARSARRAKAADAN wy cae wedi) 1 

ALTERNATIVE SYSTEM 

s Konami's Super Probotector (87 
% per cent) and Prince of Persia 
i (84 per cent) have plenty of f 
»» jumping around with the 

emphasis on puzzles in POP and 

shooting in SP. There's also 
» Mickey's Magical Quest (84 per 
cent) or Chuck Rock (78 
2 per cent) if you want 

loads of platforms 
» and action. 

27i SS? 

Nae: 
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There's a big red arrow in front of you 
and yet you insist on turning the opposite 

This is starting to look like the Keystone Cops, everyone keeps 

falling off 
Get back on the track, you silly arse. Everybody knows that the 
tarmac is much faster 

I'm not the biggest fan of 

motorbikes, I'll admit that to 

you now. I've never really 

understood the great 

attraction of hurtling along at 

100+ mph with nothing to keep 

out the elements or indeed to stop the 

juggernauts from steaming over you at the 

traffic lights. | guess it’s all 

a little bit too exposed 

for my liking, give me a 

fast car any day of the 

week. Following on from 

that confession, | suppose 

I'm not the ideal person to 

review a motorbike game. 

However, schedules are 

schedules, so you're stuck 

with me. 

SUPER CONTROL + ISSUE 5 + OCTOBER 1993 

| guess | can only start at the 
beginning. GP-1 simulates the 13-round 
GP500 World Championship. Starting off in 
Suzuka, Japan and finishing at Kyalami, 

South Africa you race against 15 other 
riders, each of them equally determined to 

spray as much champagne around as they 

can, The tour stops off at places as far 

afield as England and Malaysia, Australia 

and Hungary — a true world championship. 

The tracks are all recreated using 
Mode 7, which means they do carry a 

certain realism and bear a close 

resemblance to the real tracks, but only in 

two dimensions. Nobody seems to have 

worked out how to make a Mode 7 surface 

undulate, so as a result you are presented 

with entirely flat tracks — flat in that, ‘By 

God, that's remarkably flat’ sense, so flat as 

to be not bumpy in the least. This is rather 

a shame because in reality tracks like 

Donnington Park in England and Suzuka in 

Japan are very reliant on their hills. 

The bends have been straightened out 

quite a bit as well. For example, the Esses 

at Donnington Park is in real life a very tight 

chicane that riders usually take at about 

100-120 kph. Here, if you get the right line 

you can steam through it at about 300. But 

all this has presumably been done to 

improve the playability, the fun factor. So 

has it worked, you ask? 

MOTORCYCLE 
EMPTINESS 

Well, the first thing that can be said of GP-1 

is that it is definitely quick — the Mode 7 

whips the track round at a cracking pace 

and because Mode 7 gives you a lot of 

freedom to move around the track, when 

and where you turn into a corner is crucial. 

The line is all-important, go into a corner 

on the wrong line and it will affect how fast 

you go through it and whether you come 

out the other side on the tarmac or on the 

grass. 

The bike feels heavy, as it should for a 

600cc beast. If you come up to a series of 

corners you can't just flick it back and forth 

willy-nilly — if you're leaning into a turn at 

300kph it takes some effort and distance 

to get your bike leaning back the other 

way. But if you get on the right line and get 

to know the course you can time the 

turns and pick up a few seconds on 

the opposition. 

You don't have to learn all this 

whilst competing though, there is 

an option in which you can 

practice to your heart's content 

on any track, and during the 

championship itself you always 

get a three lap practice 

session before a race. Once 

in the championship you 

have to do a qualifying lap 

before each round to 

determine your position 

on the grid — you've got 

one lap, from a standing 

start to get the best time 

possible. 

Then it is on to the 

race itself. You'll gain 20 
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HOUSE: ATLUS 
ORIGIN: JAPANESE 

PRICE: £49.99 
PLAYERS: ONE/TWO 

$20,000 just fe up, but you can _ better rider, but that kind of flaw in the TYPE: RACING SIM 
tang teens Bven/nsar 180,00 - gameplay shouldn't really have got past 
winning the race, not to mention the 20 © the developers. 
championship points. Suspension, engine - GP-1 is a slick, quick racing game that eri 
and frame can all be upgraded through makes demands on the rider that a lot of S68! warnine 

three levels until you have the ultimate other racing games don't. The one-player gm yl eng 

bike. Of course, if you can’t stay on your championship is good but you probably 

0 y, G % 

wild beast of a bike, then it won't be much won't want to play it more than twice. The 

SUPER 
CONTROL 

ZOsosy (vZ60) SNid FZIOSNOD OL SNNVHL 

use anyway. two-player game should have been part of 

the championship, but as it is, the head-to- 

MIRROR SIGNAL head split screen play-offs just don’t hold 

MANOEUVRE enough interest. It is well above 

computer bikes always come off best if brilliant. 

What lets down the racing is the way the average, but unfortunately not @ 

you make contact with them. The worst JOOLS 
’ om 

You are a winner! And all it took was not 

falling off your bike - if only life was so 

You want to race? You want to choose a 
course? You want to try a different bike? 

Here’s where you do it! 

ENERGY HIGH 

Fast-moving realistic 

tracks 

Choice of six bikes 

Two-player option 

ENERGY LOW 

Some gameplay flaws yy 

Tracks are completely ys 

flat gi 
Two-player option f 

wasted 

Suspension Suspension Suspension ; 
MSR 500 Normal RVG 500 Good ZTR 500 Normal , 

os Engine ae Engine Be Engine This is the Super Nintendo's first A 
nn, Normal 2 A Good 

’ F Fr: 

a dood Coad." cood r 

motorbike racing game, but 

there are plenty of other games 

based on cars. Available inthe £ t 

UK are Top Gear (85 percent), 79 
F-Zero (71 per cent), Exhaust 

Heat (66 per cent) and Super 
sa Suspension Suspension Suspension 

RSV 5 Good RGW 500 normal GAGIVA Good Mario Kart (95 per cent) 
. Engine = Engine << Engine Top Gear is great in \ 

e = — Normal a Normal Normal Nycctenver ans \ 3 
; Fa, Frame a Frame Frame byanto Wert. \\ 8 
Sra Normal Good Normal x ODO OOON , 
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Changing the scene again, level four 
presents you with a platform puzzler t r: olay and 
incorporating snakes and split-second — oodle: atic t lots of it. 

_ timing. Appearing from holes in the walls, you “ ed take a look at | 

fencer nat! scagcerin: mbar em Laois Ne aoa ape hak ica If your eyes can cope with the speed, the driving section should be a doddle. The 
smoothly across maze-like levels. A info! he beauty of Battletoads is that you 7 nd It is d 

smidgen of Mode 7 is utilised when they never know what's around the next corner, sities that dinreachan’  Setahudean daria anv wrhqusl tat i adheres ckcrs 
turn to carry you further up the level and while the gameplay keeps you 

towards the exits. enthralled the graphics never fail to please. 

You must duck and leap to avoid The sound quality is the only thing that lets 

spikes and blocks that hang motionless Battletoads down — the tunes are bouncy 

throughout the level. This is by far the most and cleanly executed, but sadly they fail to 

challenging section of the game — and fit the fast paced gameplay in both quality 
certainly my favourite. It requires pixel and atmosphere. 

perfect accuracy and precision timing, but All said and done, Battletoads is one 

the questionable collision detection can hell of an enjoyable game. More addictive 

become infuriating. than frustrating, it is one of the 

best games on the SNES to 

TOAD OF TOAD HALL date and definitely one of the @ 

Z Y = ee ee we OE — - east 

Getting the award for the weirdest section hardest. 
is a bizarre chase sequence where your ALLIE 
toad navigates a series of pipes by means 

of a customised jet-ski. Naturally, you're 

being chased by a baddie with a nasty- 

looking rotary blade — incidentally this can > ea7:% > aa 7) £ 

splice you in half. The secret here is to yA ® 

compensate for any direction change using 

the’ D-pad! to maintain momentum, Of and You can't quibble about the lack of variation involved in Battletoads. Not 
content with the varied levels, the programmers have also included two 
graphically superb bonus sections. 

Riding on the back of a draught you must glide along a chess board whilst 
tryii ect as many skitt! dominoes as sible to obtain extra lives Yeah OK, it’s quite hard, by edhe 0.4 5 be copies Pe 

but I wouldn't say it’s the The levels are quite long and later on draughts pilotted by mice whizz 
backwards and forwards, whilst poisonous hazards steal your points if you hit 
them. 

think the high difficulty As you can see these levels are beautifully executed and scroll by at a 

level is a definite bonus, phenomenal rate, but the real beauty lies in the reflections on the floor and the 
dG R @ ime with fluid paraliax. 

longevity which is an aspect lacking 
in so many other console games. It 

can be frustrating at times, especially 
on the snake stages, where you only 
progress through trial and error. Just 

keep at it and | guarantee you'll reach 

the end — eventually! As for the 
presentation, | can't really fault re. 7% So py : ‘ 

Battletoads; the sprites are superbly os = a : In Volkmire's Tower you are chased by 
animated and the backdrops are - ; “ a mouse who Is desperate to set off 

j : some dynamite lower down the 
tower. You can either out-run him to 
get there first, or give him a good 
Smack in the mouth to detain him 
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Using the D-pad you must mirror the 
direction changes on the piping in order to 
stay ahead of the lethal blade behind. if 
your pursuer catches up the result is 
bloody and visually quite unpleasant! 

Each of the character moves are computer automated and it is down to chance which one will appear. Try getting in close to your opponents and jump at them to see if you can initiate some of these excellent attacks 
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'¥% alternative to Battletoads, 
» namely due to the uncanny 

ms amphibians. Gamewise, it plays 
*® very similar but there isn’t the 

CoN, 

PLATFORM 
ACTION 

A y ae 

poe, RS a 
PILLISISIFISISSIISILIS PIII ILLITE: 

HIGH 

Colourful backgrounds 

and detailed sprites 

Innovative bonus =| Variety of gameplay 
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“Long-winded levels 
Horrendously hard (yet 
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ALTERNATIVE SYSTEM 

~~ 

SSSI Ss ae eee 

: Turtles in Time is quite a good 

“4 presence of yet more ninja-like 

* same kind of gaming variety as 

% found in Battletoads 
» Basically, I'd say i 
* Battletoads is the ’ 

better game. 
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The four-player mode gets really exciting 
especially if there are four human 
entities competing. if you haven't got 
this many friends, the computer will take 
their places! 

This indoor court situated in a Swiss Alps 
restaurant complex offers a fast game. It 
also has some little Japanese girlies 
wiggling their bums while a dim waitress 
wanders across the far end of the court 
and trips up! 

Situated somewhere in the tropics, this 
tarmac outdoor court features varying 
weather conditions from mist to rather 
distracting shadows. The constant 
flapping of the birds’ wings will have you 
reaching for the volume 

SUPER CONTROL + ISSUES «+ 

This Japanese clay court located in front 
of a scenic temple is quite slow, with the 
ball reacting badly on the sticky, clarty 
surface. If you can smash the ball under 
the temple's foundations, a black cat will 
cross your path 

OCTOBER 1993 

YOUR COURT 

— 
This is the life, playing tennis on the 
beach. Unfortunately, Blackpool! won't 
stand up to the play - this sluggish court 
is situated in some very hot country 
indeed. If things get too hot though, you 
could always take a dip in the sea 
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initially we saw centre court at 
Wimbledon looking lush on the first day 
of play. Here we see Wimbledon on the 
last day of play after 14 days of constant 
flooding! Jeepers, typical English 
weather, what! 

And here we are at Wimbledon, home of 
the champions and featuring the only 
surface which tennis should really be 
played on. Very fast, this court is by far 
the most challenging of those on offer in 
Family Tennis, and so it should be 

but I'd like to know 
how the players get on top of this cliff - 
even the mountaineer is having trouble! 
Unfortunately, the players don't fall off 
the cliff, much to the disappointment of 
us here in the office! 

OK, it looks very nice, 

SUPER CONTROL OCTOBER 1993 
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: ONE TO 
FOUR 
SPORTS SIM 

ALTERNATIVE SYSTEM 

* Jimmy Connors’ Tennis (85 per 

cent) is the only other four 

player tennis game on the 

market and while it’s great fun 

and very well-presented it 

per cent).Unfortunately, 

‘s Super Tennis doesn't \ 

* have a four-player 

S capability 
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REVIEW 

ENCASE CHAOS WITH THE SACRED FIRESTAFF 

a, 

AMER ROCK MONSTER 
n 

One hard 
chop with 
your axe 
and the 
wooden 
doors will 
shatter to 
pieces. 

Don't try 
this at 

home, kids 
~ just use 
the door 
handle 
instead 

d ym. if 

(REVIEW: 

mM 

ISSUE 5 

To enter the tomb of the Firestaff you must 
first collect four RA key: ine are = 

t ~ 
collected to grab the staff. With the staff in 

: sj your possession you can take on Lord ¢haos 
SS ; = Se 
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I'm going to be quite honest 

now and say that the Super 

Nintendo can't really handle a 

7” say I'm blaspheming against 
Nintendo's holy wonder machine, 

but you still can't change the fact 

that the SNES is pretty crap at these sort of 

games. First there was Arcana, now there’s 

Dungeon Master. Well, that’s a bit of a lie 

really, because DM has actually been ° 

around for years, having first appeared on 

the now rather dated Atari ST around 1988. 

Along with Mario Kart, I'd probably say 

that Dungeon Master is my favourite game a 

of all time. It’s the only computer game 

that’s sucked me in from the very beginning 

and kept me hooked to the machine for 

literally hours on end. However, that was on 

the ST. This version is on the Super 

Nintendo and now, five years on, the story 

is sadly very different. 

Dungeon Master as you can probably tell 

from the screen shots, is a first-person 

perspective RPG. After creating your team 

of four adventurers, the dungeon can then 

be entered to search for Lord Chaos. He’s 

the big, black, evil bloke who must be 

thwarted before he shuts down the 

amusement arcade or something like that. 

Manipulating your team using the 

joypad, movement is via the d-pad and 

combat through the cursor. At the top of 

the screen are portraits of each adventurer 

along with three coloured bars indicating 

health, stamina and manna (magic power). 

Clicking on the faces pulls up a detailed 

inventory of the characters showing 

everything they're wearing or carrying in 

their backpack. Their stats can also be 

viewed, and like most role-playing games 

the characters actually improve through 

experience, becoming more proficient in 

the use of weapons and magic. 

To the right of the screen are the 

movement cursors, as well as the magic and 

combat icons. Clicking on each character's 

hands will unveil a series of options 

depending on the weapons carried. For 

instance, a sword can be used to slash or 

parry while a dagger can be thrown or 

thrust. There are other more specialist items 

like staffs, wands and rings which are used 

in the same way. 

The magic system uses an entirely new 
language of mystic runes which when 

strung together correctly cast one of the > 

many spells available. Spell casting is easier 

in the Super NES version because all the 

scrolls are listed in the back of the manual, 

whereas in the original ST game you had to 

find the spells by searching every corner of 

the dungeon. To be honest | think the ST i 

There are 14 
levels in all, 
with 
stairwells 
joining the 
dungeons. 
Thankfully the 
monsters 
can't climb 
stairs which 
means you 
can seek 
refuge at the 

top or bottom 
of a staircase 

| HSSSSaee 

OOM 



REVIEW 

Pick four team members from a selection 

of 24 warriors whose souls are stored in 

mirrors deep within the Hall of Champions 

Look out for switches and levers which 

reveal new sections and often award you 

with bonuses...Or a room of hungry rats!!! 

There are a heck of a lot of locked doors 
and most of your time will be spent 
searching for the right key 

method was the best idea as it made the 

player work to improve his gameplay rather 

than simply rely on the manual. The same 

applies to the characters. In the ST game 

choosing the perfect team was a matter of 

finding out which adventurer was good at 

doing what through trial and error. Here on 

the SNES version they're listed in the manual 

along with their good and bad points. 
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Each team 
member 
can carry 
up to 17 
items in 
their 
backpacks, 
as well as 
bits and 
pieces in 
their 
pockets and 
weapons 
carried in 
their hands 

Dungeon Master is full of 

riddles, some easy and 

some hard. To answer this 

simple riddle, just drop the 
right object on the ground. 

What has a golden head 

and tail, but no body? A 
coin, stupid 

Back to the game, which mainly 

consists of exploration. The dungeon is 14 

levels deep with Lord Chaos lurking 

somewhere down the bottom. This means 

there's a heck of a lot of exploring to do 

before you even get close to the finish. The 

dungeon is plagued with all sort of 

monsters from giant wasps to Chaos’ 

frightening pet dragon. However, these 

creatures are just one of the many ways of 

dying in the dungeon! 

CHAOS STRIKES BACK 
The puzzles, some easy and some 

fiendishly difficult, can usually be solved 

with lateral thinking or just by finding the 

right object. Locked doors constantly block 

the way ahead, but the key is usually found 

nearby. If not, some doors can be hacked 

open by chopping away with an axe. 

That's basically what Dungeon Master is 

a long string of puzzles which are 

interrupted by monster after monster. It's 

pretty simple, but it's still so darned 

addictive. However, the Super NES version 

is nowhere near as good as the ST game 

which is surprising considering it’s half a 

decade old. There are two main reasons 

that DM fails on the console. The first is the 

control system — the joypad is no match for 

a mouse when it comes to this sort of 

game, and the awkward point-and-click 

method used is both slow and clumsy. The 

original game was fairly quick and really 

easy to get into, while SNES Dungeon 

§ Master is slow and takes a couple of hours 

just to work out which button does what. 

The second flaw is the speed - this 

game is slow. You'll click on an icon, the 

effect of which won't take place until two 

seconds later, making the game almost 

unplayable. However, it's still Dungeon 

Master with basically the same graphics, 

apart from a few monsters which have been 

changed ~— | won't say improved, because | 

prefer most of the old creatures. As for the 

music, well, yes. You'll be exploring the 

dank depths of the dungeon on the edge 

of your seat when suddenly rave music 

blasts out of the speakers! What the hell is 

going on here? Haven't JVC ever heard of 

atmosphere? 

So all in all Dungeon Master is a great 

let-down. What used to be my favourite 

game is now only a mediocre RPG on the 

Super Nintendo. | nearly cried. I'll go now 

and sulk while playing the vastly superior ST 

version (Which is, incidentally, 

available with Chaos Strikes 

Back — the second awesome 

instalment!). P18 > ¢ 

Grabbing the mirror of dawn from 

the chest, hold it up to the eye to 

open up another part of the dungeon 

Oops! Opening the secret wall has 

released two bloodthirsty mummies 

staggering towards your party 

Should any 

of your 

team 
members 
kick the 

bucket, just 
carry their 

bones to an 
Pliclmed 

Rebirth. Pop 

inside for 30 

seconds and 
hey presto, 
one instant 
adventurer 

HOUSE: JVC 
ORIGIN: USA IMPORT 

PRICE: £52.99 
PLAYERS: ONE 
TYPE: ARCADE 

STRATEGY 
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ALTERNATIVE SYSTEM 

The SNES isn't suited to this sort 

of game, so the only other title 

R like DM is Arcana (62 per cent). 

It's much easier than DM and 

f therefore doesn't offer much 

: lasting appeal, but it does try to 

be atmospheric! Other role- 

playing games are: 

Shadowrun (86 per 

cent) and Zelda (89 

per cent) 
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The goal barricade is made up 
of a series of dice that 
decrease in strength each 
time they are hit. When they 
have one dot left the next hit 
will destroy them completely 

i he 

“se 4 

Player energy bars 
indicating the level of 
power accumulated 
for the special move 

Players can't cross a barricade of Xs, be there one block or a whole row of them like we 
see here. However, fighting it out from afar is just as enjoyable as close combat 

Getting in close to gain possession of the puck can be dangerous - if one return slips * ‘ Oe lea. 

The puck! This is the 
little bugger that 
causes all the problems, 
why it can't keep still is 
beyond me! 

A player cannot pass a biock 
marked with an X. This 
restricts you to your side of 
the course only - a familiar 

practice on the earlier 
stages 

Having been on the beer since 
three o'clock this afternoon, 
this character now sees stars 
and not the puck as desired 

Various obstacles exist purely to get 
in the way and alter the course of 
Justice. These fans for example, blow 
the puck drastically off course 

Question one: Have you ever 

wondered where the ideas 

for this vast galaxy of 

computer games that we all 

love so dearly keep 

springing from? If you begin 

to comprehend the 

enormity of the games market, not just for 

(felsrte) (a Mellim@aeiieliciee-liem- cele 

machines as well, it's quite astonishing to 

think how many people must have their 

imaginative brains on overdrive to bring yet 

another game into existence. 

Question two: Now, considering this 

enormity, will there come a day when we 

exhaust all the original ideas and the games 

market becomes as dry and lifeless as 

Death Valley? 
Don't worry, I'm not looking for 

answers on a postcard — both questions are 

purely hypothetical! | believe we are 

completely safe from a games holocaust as 

long as there are Japanese developers in 

this world, as you're always guaranteed to 

get an original game from our Oriental 

cousins. When we receive a Japanese game 

shamefully past you it's a long trip back down to the other end of the course 

c 6 
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Many of the courses provide an ideal 

opportunity for the player to let off steam 
by mindlessly batting the puck in an 
enclosed space 

for review we always know that we're going 

to get something innovative and different — 

BTiecisler/M@tlt te Mey Mella it)e)e)| (46-9 @elal te) (4 

Concepts) doesn't let us down. 

CUTE AS PIE 
Coming across as a cute mish-mash of 

tennis, air hockey and the old Atari VCS 

game Pong, Smashball is a simple yet fast- 

paced game of quick reactions and 

plentiful stages. With sickeningly cute, 

squat sprites with big eyes and equally 

huge gobs, Smashball exudes all the 

standard Japanese game characteristics. 

Smashball is a game for one or two 

players. Guarding a goal-line made up of 

destructible blocks the idea is to whack, 

kick or punch a small puck backwards and 

forwards across a playing area in an 

attempt to score a goal. The tactics are very 

similar to the air hockey game found in 

most arcades where a puck skims across a 

table top on a cushion of compressed air. 

To add variation, Smashball's playing areas 

are not as bland as the rectangular table 

top of the air hockey game — uneven walls 

and protrusions such as fans and spring- 

loaded buffers add spice to the gameplay. 

SMASH THE TV 
, Once contact with the puck is made it's 

quite hard to control the direction which it 

« veers off at. Due to this it can be extremely 

annoying when trying to get the puck 

EicoltisleM in Mullis) Meleliitiatelle- lice] 

buffers that litter the later levels. 



* The circular 

obstruction seen here 

is a buffer which acts 

The initial 
stages contain = 
very littie to : 

=, Not content 
with fans and > 

= buffers, other | 
hazards such 

similarly to a player. The as balloons 
MIA 

mechanical buffer in 
pinball, knocking the 
ball violently in the 

opposite direction 

get In the 
way of the 
puck’'s 

trajectory, 
knocking It 
frustratingly 

off course 

later stages ea 7) py gq 
increase in | 

teasing and . 

impossible aM ) 
mazes 

na 

Later In the 
game it is very 
rare that you'll 
have a clean 
view of your 
opponents’ 
goal area 

Once a hole 
appears In 
the goal you 
then have the es 
opportunity 
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PING PONG. AVON CALLING 3 

The screen scrolls in all directions to 

follow the position of the puck on the : 

playing area. It does this smoothly and Ox nied 

without glitching even when the puck 

rockets backwards and forwards at its 

highest velocity. Unfortunately though, the 

puck can get caught between obstructions <>? 

rebounding between surfaces rapidly. At i 

times like these the constant movement of 

the screen can become painfully strenuous 

on both your eyes and your sanity! 

Each of the four characters can power- 

Wit i fy LL 

Before each stage begins you are 
presented with a condensed plan of the 

Once obstructing goal blocks are hit by 
the puck they disappear unless they have 

ing j course. The later stages get very dots on, like dice, which count down to zs 
ait ae ing add gaiipnag hata complicated indeed zero when hit Fea hs.” a 
immense speed up or down the screen te FILILLISIISISESILIIIILILLS LSID Sis 

towards the opponents’ goal area. This can ‘ ‘ [¥Y HIGH 

only be put into effect once, unless you're | E Es 

wba enough to catch the puck on the STAB IE= @ £2 
r : P ' i ebound fe 

- e , 
Unfortunately, the collision detection is far FP y 
from perfect, for example the puck can clip 

edges of obstructions that aren't actually 

there, causing the puck to wildly ricochet i! baba =. Dae 

off at some obscure tangent. Sometimes 

j 
Sa SILILPILEDILI VLAD LILY TTL 

meme. 1A. Sook tahoe ar ee wre 
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: 4 : When all your goal blocks have been There are four characters to choose from, Low 7%) 
this sloppy detection ori act in your favour knocked away you must be very carefulto —_ each one as nauseatingly cute as the next ey 
by allowing you to block some wide passes block every puck that comes your way one. Blaarrgghh! | 
that you would never have been able to Not enough gameplay Bh. 
reach in reality! variation y 

Graphically, Smashball is very simple This boy has the most annoying grin Only four characters ab 
icf ever with more teeth than Janet Street Doesn't hold your “ny consisting of bold colours, blocky Porter! For his ial he flaps y' y, 

* obstructions and basic patterned 2, around mindlessly like a grounded fish attention of 
backgrounds. You get the impression that eh | RR t | 
as much as possible has been crammed on PERLE AL LLL 

Va 

screen, giving an overall image which is, like —- —_ = a TOT. aN 
the sprites, squat in appearance. The music : nm x Le 

consists of typically Japanese bouncy tunes Frogs are supposed to be green, ALTERNATIVE SYSTEM th 
pinging and ponging behind the bang, slap piled hang 0 fae ag “~ There aren't any games along Ys 

and crash sound effects. telsy wel blue pc Looks ; the same lines as Smashball on % 
Although the gameplay is novel and , the SNES. It isn't dissimilar to a yi 

innovative it is very straightforward. It lacks paces. 4 Ach iB 
complicated options and moves thus letting with is venturing down to your 4) 

you get on with an enjoyable game instead local arcade and playing air 4 

of being bogged down with intricacies. The 

game is expensive and whilst it is quite 

amusing in two-player mode, the one-player 

ifeliiloN e)coh, +B Come) -mellllE-luleMel-acellomels 

lastability. Nevertheless, thank 

heavens for the Japanese and 

their original creations! ALLIE 

hockey, or you could 

dig out an Atari VCS 

and play Pong (bat » 

and bail thing) L\ >} 
ee, ae 
Pad 
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Des COMME 

Locher 
£1 Off our rock bottom 
prices when you next 
purchase games at the 
shops listed on this page. 
This be used ir his onjuction with any 
th on. NOT TRANSFERABLE. 

Visteon i m@) | BIO)’ 
Computer Games 

309 Goldhawk Rd, London W12 
Tel: 081 741 9050 

WAN 4 ate) |B) = 
That'z Entertainment 

Unit 616, Pavilion Building, Lakeside 
Shopping Centre West Thurrock, 

Essex. Tel: 0708 890 800 

WALTHAMSTOW 
That'z Entertainment 

231 High St.,Walthamstow, E17 
Tel: 081 503 6633 

ROMFORD 
That'z Entertainment 

Units 33-34, Romford Shopping Hall, 
Market Place, Essex. 

Tel: 0708 744 338 
That'z Entertainment 

6 Moray Way, Romford, Essex. 
Tel:0708 736 663 

WEMBLEY 
Wembly Stadium 

Sunday Market 9.00am-3.00pm 

CRAWLEY 
Gamesville 

18, Springfield Road, West Susssex. 
Tel:0273 620 814 

BRIGHTON 
Gamesville 

COVENTRY 
Coventry Computer Centre 

62 Lower Precinct 
Coventry. CV1 1DX 
Tel: 0203 223 081 

5 Til 9 
4a Granada House 

Gabriels Hill, Maidstone, Kent. 
ME15 6JG 

0622 672 646 

SOUTHAMPTON 
Prime Time 

Shakespeare Ave. 
Andover, Hants. 

Tel: 0264 334 400 
Game Master 

342 Shirley Road, Shirley, 
Southampton. 

Tel: 0703 511 546 

N.IRELAND 
Megamania 

10 South Street, Newtownards. 
Tel: 0247 820 688 

Megamania 
219 Castlereagh Road, Belfast. 

Tel: 0232 453 071 

SCOTLAND 
C&A Games 

Marketplace, 61-63 South Street. 
Perth. Tel: 0738 440 669 

C&A Games 
6 The Parade, Stirling Central. 

Tel: 0786 447 470 
C&A Games 

De' Courcys Arcade, 
Cresswell Lane, Glasgow. 

Tel: 041 334 3901 

BUY BACK 

PNB ialeyel-M iim elehvmer-le Mi elels 

WTal Fela (cle Merelal-te)(-mel- lim 

Absolutely none refused. 

All shops listed here are independent 
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A full list of 3 — 
passwords plus = 
help through 
the levels of 
Tomator’s 
domain. 
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more from the 

li’s the 16-page bit 
they just can’t get rid 

of. It’s worth £2.25 on 
its own...probably. li’s = - 
ACCESS ALL AREAS (and 

it’s nubby). 



VAS C9] 
ALL AREAS 

With Erik, run right avoiding the 
pounders. You will reach these air-ducts 
in the ceiling. Jump into both and press 
Up to collect the smart and cherry 

nn ae 

Jump up again and quickly use the 
smart bomb to get rid of the saw. Then 
walk over to the switch and press it 

Re 

» me 

» 
Move Baleog over to Erik avoiding the 
pounders. Olaf can run under the 
smaller pounders with his shield above 
him, Shoot an arrow at the button to 
turn off the pounder next to the stairs 

Jump into the air-duct to the right of 
the switch and go up into the room 
above. Avoid the bolts the robot drops, ~ 

! the robot itself won't harm you. Collect 
the flaming arrow and return to Olaf. 
Give Baleog the flaming arrows 
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containing a few taxing 

puzzles was let down by 

sluggish character control and slow 

gameplay, Lost Vikings is a perfect 

mix of tough, imaginative puzzles 

i and lots of running about shooting 
® things plus a light sprinkling of 

same level for the 15th time because 

? you made one 

“ALLAREAS, 
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Move both Erik and Baleog into the air- 
duct to the left and collect the smart 
bomb at the top-left of the screen. 
Using Baleog, shoot the saw to the right 
and collect the shield 

Walk Erik above the ladder and drop the 
cherry bomb to destroy the wall. Only 
move Erik down the ladder 

wt G 
. | slid a 

Move all three down the ladder to the 
bottom and shoot an arrow at the 
switch to stop the pounder 

2 

Walk all three down the ladder and 
when at the bottom, stand Erik on 
Olaf’s shield to enable him to jump 
onto the moving platform above 

down the ladder to the right. There is 
an air-duct leading off the ladder — walk 
into it. You will reappear in a room 
containing two saws. Shoot these with 
your smashing new arrows and then 
wait. Get Erik and take him to the same 

place 

Use the smart bomb on the robot and 
collect the key. Now make your way 
back to the ladder where Olaf is 

Use the key to open the door and exit 

to the next stage! 
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Use the magnet (as the hint box 
instructs you) to pick up the big block 
and drop it onto the switch in the hole 
in the floor. The door will open. Run up 
the pipe to collect the smart bomb in 
the wall above and give it to Olaf 

| 
Enter the air-duct on the left-hand wall 
and use a smart bomb on the robot. 
Collect the steak and walk back to the 
springs 

; 
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Put all three on the lift, making sure Olaf 
holds his shield above his head. Send 
the lift up 

Go back up to the start. Use the potion 
and fuse wire in the holes provided 

Be lS 
a 

Stand Olaf on the very edge of the floor 
with his shield above his head. Using 
the magnet, move him above the switch 

to the right 

h 

Bounce up until you see a flying robot 
and a saw. Use a smart bomb to destroy 

them. To the right there is extra energy 

flames to turn them off and to kill the 

flying robot 

Controlling Olaf, move all three down 
on the lift and enter the air-duct on the 
right. Use your shield to block the robot 
and move Baleog into the air-duct, 
running him past Olaf and the robot 

Ss 
oe 

Once over the switch, lower his shield 

and as he drops past the switch. 
Quickly raise his shield and hit the 
switch as you rise back up. Move Olaf 

back to the others and walk through 
the opened door 

es . 

i 
Use Erik to bounce Baelog onto the 

springs and up to Olaf. Jump Erik up to 
join them and place him at the magnet 
controls. Now pick up Olaf with the 
magnet and move him to the left of the 
screen, above the spikes 

Walk Baelog right, onto the conveyor 
belt and shoot the saw three times to 
kill it. Now bring Erik over and collect 

the potion. Jump into the wall and 
collect the smart bomb. Go back to the 
lift 

The duct comes out at a room with a 

saw in it. Shoot the saw and collect the 

flaming arrow. Carry on through the air- 

duct 

Go back to the entrance with 

the springs and up into the air-ducts to 
the right to collect the smart bomb 

“; Float Olaf over the spikes and down 
next to the switch. Press the switch to 
turn off the laser and simply run all 

three to the exit 

Send everyone down on the lift and 
down again. Using Erik, avoid the blades 
that appear from the ceiling and floor 

and collect the wire. Return to the lift 

m= Using the flaming arrow, shoot the 
robot that you encounter. Carry on left, 

collecting the energy and into the duct 

The next few stages are straight- 

forward, but in case you run into 
trouble, here are the passwords 

for all of Industrial World. 

THE PASSWORDS: 
Stage One: 

Stage Two: 
Stage Three: 
Stage Four: 

all three men and collect the 

battery. Walk right and use the 
battery on the machine to 

open the door to the exit 
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As Erik, jump up and join the other two. Flick the switch on the 

From the start, walk all three over to the see-saw. Bounce Erik up wall and then charge Erik into the wall to destroy it. Quickly Run Baleog left and inflate him with the 

first to collect the smart bomb on the right, then float Olaf up take control of Olaf and stand him under the wall that will move pipe. Float up to the next pipe and 
and left and stand him next to the wall with his shield raised. Do down to replace the one Erik smashed. Run Baleog under Olaf’s shoot the blocks to the right before 

the same with Baleog and stand him next to Olaf shield and shoot the enemy 

belt. Shoot the switch with an arrow as A 
you move towards it. Fall down the hole Shoot the chains that suspend this 
that’s appeared and walk left. Take out block, and it will fall. Now run left and 

the enemy and proceed right 

comme NTN Tes 

Jump the gap and inflate yourself. Float up 

and drop the bomb next to the wall. Jump 

here, so pick it up. Inflate yourself and float back up the away while it explodes and float up again to 
way you came collect the key 

inflating yourself again and floating up 

coal 

Drop back down to the bottom, through the collapsing floors 
and walk right until you reach a door. Use the key to open this 
door and jump onto the springs. Jump right to collect the key 

Walk Erik and Baleog onto the platform 
Use the key to open the door and push ™, i and Olaf over to the switch. Activate it 
the block right until it falls onto the . Gain control of Baleog and walk him 
switch. Olaf will rise up. Walk him « down the hole. Shoot the ghost and 

forward and defend Erik from the ghost continue right, into the teleporter and 

awk 

switch to the right as it passes. The 

1 Now walk them all off the platform and 

into the exit. WELL DONE! 

laser will turn off, so quickly select Erik, a” Bounce off the spring and run to the a As Baleog, shoot the switch to the right Next it's Tomater’s Space Cruiser, 

jump him right and collect the key. Now keyhole. Use the key on it and walk Erik 

fall right, onto the spring below onto the platform with the others 

the final stage. It’s all yours in next 
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AFRALONA\ 
By the time you reach Afralona you will 

have roughly seen how Equinox works - 

most of the solutions to the puzzles will 

seem obvious. That doesn’t make the 

game any easier though because pixel 

perfect jumping is needed to pass | 

through some of the rooms. We can't | 

help when it comes to game playing | 

prowess, but we can point you in the 

general direction... 

Shove the sphere in the 

centre of the room up 

next to the other two 

balls. Jump up to the 

top ball and wait for 

it to roll across to the 

key and potion 

See the two balls at the bottom? Push the top one to the left 

and up against the spikes at the top. Leave enough room to 

push it left later. Walk up to the spheres on the right and push 

them both, one on top of the other, to the very top of the 

screen. Nudge the top ball onto the spikes then leap onto 

it as it rolls past. When it stops on the left, shove both the 

balls to provide a platform to the token 

Simply push the ball at the 

bottom-right, using it to jump 

up onto the other sphere. 

Walk across onto the 

other ball which will take 

you across to the scimitar 

Climb onto the ball in the 

middle and wait. 

Eventually it will rise up 

in the air allowing 

you to grab the 

token with ease 

=. 7 



THE GALLEON =~ = ~=S—sé«C NV ALLLLEONACN 
* The galleon is difficult because most of the t —— but you must is 

wooden floors shove in one direction or another. EE = SPP oe shove the ve ete u RS ee Rr D Er C +4 
Be careful that you don't get dragged into the <Q barrel 
spiked balls, and remember this: a lot of the ——_ shaun so it aA 

tokens and keys can be reached by balancing a (0% GALLEON feria en ie tT 

block on the head of an enemy. 

Walk quickly to the 

right and catch the 

barrel as it falls. 

Walk over to the 

TETAS host that % C2 Gy | 

—— Cli A B 
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If you manage to do this, 

you will then be able to ride 

left and drop it > the barrel across to the 
on the crates. token on the far side 

The barrel will then : 

move slowly around 

the screen before 

shoving the token 
out onto the ground 

All the guardians basically use the same 

attack pattern that you should have learnt by 

now. Eyesis has to be shot in the eye that 

appears at the top of the pyramid, so you'll 

have to jump and shoot. Most of the time 

Eyesis is slow moving and can therefore be 

easily avoided. Hide in the corners indicated 

Push the brick 

indicated down 

allowing you to 

leap over, and 

then from 

below push the 

triangle up and to 

the left until it thuds 

to the ground 
GALLEON ©" — 

LOWER LEVEL ZF the blocks 

shown on the picture 

don't actually appear 

until you stand on 

them. Getting to the 

token is easy if you 

follow the arrows, but 

getting back is slightly 

harder. Jump down, 

THEN left to reach the 

first crate, then just 

retrace your steps to 

Push the block all the 

way to the top-right 

until it hits the 

spikes. Jump up 

and over to grab 

the token. To 

reach the potion on 

the other side just 

repeat the same 

process, stepping 

outside the room to 

reset the blocks 

tc7 NER Se). 

LOWER LEVEL 

You'll need to stack up three blocks to reach the token. 

First grab the barrel on the right, shove it over to the crates 

at the bottom and finally nudge a barrel from the top so it 

lands on the others. Move it across to the token and shove 

the blocks so they form steps 

+ 1930 YaMO1NOATIVS _ 
| EO BERS 
You really do need a fast firing weapon like the mace to 

defeat Billy Bones — this allows you to shoot the cannonballs 

he fires. Billy can only be damaged if you shoot him from 

behind. Stand in one of the two spots indicated and fire like 

hell. As Billy turns on the spot you'll blast his bones and 

destroy the cannonballs as they fly towards you. When he 

trundiles around the screen, hide in the top corner 



ICE PALACE 

Shoot the ghosts first then 

walk around to the right. 

Jump onto the ice block 

, then leap out over the 
spikes to the left. 

Another block will 

appear to bridge the gap to 

the token 

This puzzle is quite tricky even 

when you know how to solve it. 

Keep jumping and pushing at 

the block indicated until it 

finally moves, then nudge it 

carefully so it lands on the 

ghost’s head. Step out onto the 

moving block, ride it across to 

the left and jump off to grab the 

twin swords 

AGSESS 
“ALL"AREAS, 

You can only complete 

this room by entering from the door 

at the bottom left. Just walk in and 

push the blocks under one another, 

thus forming three steps which lead 

to the key 

The key to pushing the block off the 

top of the platform is to jump 

constantly. This allows you to move 

the block slowly to the edge then 

finally onto the spikes below. 

Quickly jump onto the falling 

block to reach the unlock scroll 

Stand on the small block at 

the bottom of the picture 

and jump across the 

spikes to the invisible 

block above and to the 

right. Next walk around 

onto the ice brick as 

indicated and jump over to 

safety 

The ice bricks don't 

appear until you jump on 

them, so keep leaping 

until you reach the 

fourth block. The key 

is not actually adjacent 

to the block you're 

standing on — it's in the 

distance. Stand on the 

very edge of the fourth 

brick then leap up and 

across to the key 

Sonia follows a fairly simple attack pattern. 

Most of the time, Sonia appears in the bottom 

left or right corners and fires two plasma balls 

which drift around the screen. Plan where 

Sonia will appear, then jump and shoot at the 

glowing red eyes. Occasionally it'll charge to 

the left or down the screen. Hold your 

ground and jump up to shoot. Providing you 

make a hit, the shot will temporarily stun Sonia 

allowing you to jump out of the way. That's it. 

Sit back and watch the lengthy end sequence 

in which...well, I'll let you find out for yourself. 



The Ice Palace is the final level 

FlaleMC Mtn acaielc-melc ain Muli ce| f= fe] T Fl N ro) ¢ 

unless you're reading this! You'll 

have seen all the puzzles before Le) RLD VN 4 

and there's always the reveal ot 

scroll if you get stuck. A lot of 4 

the keys are found by walking 

through secret doors so study 

the map carefully to find your 

way around. 

ATLENA | 
To. 

nae Tl cn THE GALLEON 

BS) QUAGMIRE age 

*Use the harp on this telepad to 

warp over to Afralona. 

A SCIMITAR 
to 7 er ee Uses quite a lot of Fast firing and fairly 

manna, but saves the powerful, the scimitar is 

game wherever you a damn fine weapon 
APPLE WHITE KEY BLUE KEY are in the dungeon 

REVEAL MACE 
er Each time the reveal Very fast and extremely 

spell is cast, hidden powerful. Probably the 

DUNGEON blocks appear best weapon 

ENTRANCE GREEN KEY 

UNLOCK TWIN SWORDS 
Again, the unlock A good alternative to the 

spell uses a lot of mace which fires to the 

——S—_ Ea ry | 

magic but it’s front and back 
RED KEY POTION BLUE TOKEN extremely useful 51 

AGESS 
“ALLAREAS, 



AGSESS) IN THE FIRST INSTALMENT OF THE 
SUPER CONTROL ALIEN 3 GUIDE 
WE DETAIL ALL THE MISSIONS 

AND OBJECTIVES OF THE 
FIRST THREE LEVELS 

HALL 1 

Atmospheric and 

dark, Alien 3 is a 

superb blend of ’ 

platform and shoot'em- ; 
up action. Taking Gp 

? elements of the film trilogy and 

» bundling them into this whopping A 

> package, Alien 3 is tough — the . 
missions are challenging and there r ME Bes 8 BAY 9 

) lots of ‘em! If you liked the film : 

you'll cream over this. If you hate 4 

Alien, slag | ser riously doubt, you'll 

| ao bo 
ALL AREAS 



pa fs CELL BLOCK’3 

CS ee 

AMMO | BLOWN PIPE a ee AID 

ga a aa ee 7 acs] 
i = “ re : ; is ; 
\ ; INCUBATING . — 

EGG | BLOWN FUSE BOX | 

@ poy 7 IGNITION | 
= UNIT 

FLAME FUEL | GRENADES | cememen, COMPUTER 

0) 2 a 

POWER GENERATOR | 

TRAPPED PRISONER | 

| 

a 

L . . 
ee ? 

HUNT OR BE HUNTED POWER LINK-UP corridor #1 and weapons room #11 
i Rescue prisoners trapped in Grab the ignition unit from waste POWER PLUS+ 

ig “= ; cell blocks #3 and #4 area #2 and hook it up to the The fuses in bugwash #12 and 
PRESSURE POINT generator in assembly hall #1 medic bay #9 need repairing 

es Repair pipes in mine area #22 CROSSED WIRES TOTAL CONTROL 
2 T HEAT IT UP Repair the two biown fuse Seal both of the doors leading 

Fry alien eggs in waste boxes in waste area #2 to medic bay #8, joining to 
~ area #3 and alien CLOSED DOORS corridor #12 and 

4 corridor #1 Seal the door between alien cell block #4 

fo UE 3] Kolo ¢ a 
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CELL BLOCK 5 

FURNACE AREA 7 

POWER TO THE PEOPLE 
Grab the power pack from hanger bay 
#4 and link it up with the generator in 

weapons room #8 

DEPTHS OF DESPAIR 
Make your way to bugwash #8 and 

repair all of the blown pipes to restore 
pressure 

360 DEGREE ACTION 
Torch the eggs in alien corridor #2 and 

weld the door to corridor #10 shut 

MERCY MISSION 
More prisoners need rescuing from 

furnace area #7 

ON A SHORT FUSE 
Once again the power is out. Repair the 

fuses boxes in medic bay #7 

MISSION IMPOSSIBLE 
There are loads of cocooned prisoners in 

furnace area #6. Find them and set them 
free 

WATCH YOUR BACK 
All the fuse boxes in assembly hall #2 

must be repaired 

I 

AGSESS 
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BAY 5 
— 

EDIC 

READY AND WAITING 
There's a mother alien getting 
ready to lay eggs In surface 
area #6. Get up there and 

destroy her, quick! 

OPERATION RESCUE 
Rescue all the prisoners trapped 

in cell block #6 and assembly 
hall #7 

ry: 

SLAUGHTER 'EM HIGH 
Stop the aliens from breeding 
by frying the eggs and killing 
the mother alien lurking in 

surface area #7 

OPERATION NEPTUNE 
Restore the system pressure by 

repairing the blown pipes 
in mine area #3 

SYSTEM FAILURE 
The lights are dim and the power is 
out. Repair the fuse boxes in medic 

bay #5 and bugwash #14 

DOWN TOWN 
To stop the aliens from spreading, 
seal the doors to alien corridors 
#3 and #4. They lead to surface 

area #7 and mine area #3 

CELL BLOCK 6 
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So there are the first three levels, LEVEL CODES 
mapped in full. We've listed (right) 4: MOTORWAY 
the codes for the remaining stages if 5: CABINETS 

you can't wait for the concluding 6: SQUIRREL 

part of Super Control's Alien 3 guide. 7: OVERGAME 
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MAN WITH A 
LONG) CHIN 

The official UK launch of the marvellous Game Genie is upon us 

and Hornby Hobbies has got everyone rolling in the Nile with 

the promise of free software to the winner of the all-new 

instant Relief Game Genie code of the month competition. 

Just send in your ORIGINAL GG codes to the usual 

address, and the one our independent panel (Alex) votes as 

‘Depeche Mode-worthy code’ wins a game of their choice. On 

the thinner end of the wedge, the code voted ‘Code most 

likely to Erode’ wins country-wide ridicule and shame. You have 

been notified. k THE MAN WITH A LONG 
(CHIN, NOW A REGULAR 
| FESTOONER TO THE 

_ PAGES OF 
“SUPER CONTROL: : 

 \--aNip MEGA DRIVE |” 
_ \ “ADVANCED 
_\ GAMING, Is NOW. 

com | 7.\+) ae. ae 
ANSWER.YOUR 
QUESTIONS ON 
ANY TOPIC 

i YOU'D LIKE 
\ HIM TO. a 

fap hie ps TURRICAN f 
7E04 FBO4 - Infinite lives 

poe re 7E04 FFOC - Infinite energy 

: HE/LL 7E05 0330 ~ Unlimited wheel 
prove 7E05 0A03 - Infinite smart lines 

7E05 0909 — Unlimited time ty ete. wart IN NO 
Fj : } “f 

gee | «.-) [LEE EDMONSON 
YVR BABY? oe -HE’S A 

| BABY/BABBER | §TUNNER 
Yes, it’s helpline time again. Give these 

[el-Ae) o)(-a- Met:)| Pa) ol -tell-]| Wa am de liilelatielim-ld 

Ocean, and especially if you're female. 

Lee Edmonson’s Ocean Helpline... 

061 8390999 

Datel (Action Replay)...0782 745990 2H 

la lelaaley Mm alelele)(4-M(Cl-ln1\-m Cl 44) Ma (41 ¢)|101 9 

0898 231088 

Carlos Mars Bar, confectioner it? 

extraordinaire...0898 374924 

Oven Ready Baps...0898 293 183 

(0898 numbers cost £177.50 per min, except 

on Sundays between 12 noon and 8 pm when 

they cost three times that amount. Approx.) 

AGSESS OE eo eee a 
{ ‘been f ' RA EEE y, P46 Scere HW / ei 
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” % Play PAL-UK Games on your 
Jap/USA SNES 
* The Universal Adaptor is a top 
quality product, cased, and boxed 
with full instructions 

. SUPER FAMICOM JAP 
SOFTWARE 

2020 SUPER BASEBALL... 
ALIEN V PREDATOR (FIGHTING) . 
COMBAT TRIBES (12 MEG)... 
CONTRA SPIRIT/PROBOTECTOR aes 
DEAD DANCE (16 MEG) TUFF ENUFF ai 
DEVILS COURSE GOLF (T&E SOFT)............ 
HUMAN GRAND PRIX... 
J LEAGUE SOCCER PRIME GOAL (STRIKER) 
NIGEL MANSELL F1 CHALLENGE (SCART) 

| PARODIUS. 
POP 'N’ TWINBEE 
RANMA 1/2 PART 2 (12 MEG) 
RUSHING BEAT RUN/BRAWL BROS (12 M) 
SFil-TURBO-HYPERIGHTING (24 MEG). 

SUPER FAMICOM 

Plus Starfox 

SCART 

Plus Mario & Axelay 

SUPER NES (US + MARIO 
2 Joypads, all leads, 60 Hz Scart, takes Jap & USA cartridges 

2 Joypads, all leads, 60 Hz Scart, UK power supply unit 

. SCART MACHINES ARE 17°% FASTER WITH NO BORDER 

; Only £12.00 

FINAL FIGHT 2 (10 MEG) 
GOLDEN FIGHTER (12 MEG). 
JAKI CRUSH - SUPER PINBALL. 
JOE & MAC 2)CONGO'S CAPER 
KIKI KAI KAI - NINJA : 
PHALANX (SHOOT 'EM UP) 
PRINCE OF PERSIA 

EXHAUST HEAT Il (DSPISCH CHIP)... 

a 

SNES-USA-SOFTWARE 

SUPER SPECIALS! JAP yy serene. 240 ore 

Bt Gon Ext eed 
DUNGEON MASTER. 
EQUINOX @0-RPG).... 
FATAL FURY (12MEG)... mt 
FINAL FIGHT 2 (10 MEG) 
JUNGLE STRIKE 
JURRASIC PARK. 
LOST VIKINGS ... 
MAGICAL QUEST (STARRING MICKEY MOUSE} 
MARIO IS MISSING 
MECH WARRIOR 

AMAZING TENNIS 
BARTS NIGHTMARE - Featuring The Simpsons 
CALIFORNIA GAMES I 
CHUCK ROCK 
COOL WORLD. 
GODS 
GUNFORCE 

pbbbebeseeWaWne KRUSTY'S SUPER FUNHOUSE 

MAGICAL QUEST STARRING MICKEY MOUSE 

ON THE BALL 

Q-BERT 3 

SPIDERMAN & X-MEN 

SUPER SMASH TV 

SOUL BLAZER, WING COMMANDER, 

STREETFIGHTER 2 (16 MEG) £47 WARP SPEED 

—S— ee 
TorDER COUPON PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES AND POSTAL ORDERS P&P ADD £1.50 PER GAME FOR 1ST CLASS RECORDED DELIVERY. 

PAYABLE TO KRAZY KONSOLES MACHINES £10.00 24 HR COURIER 

SKY MISSIONWIINGS 2-ACES HIGH SUPER BOMBERMAN (4 PLAYER) 
SONIC BLASTMAN SUPER FAMILY TENNIS (4 PLAYER) £59 

SUPER FORMATION SOCCER 2 (4 PLAYER) ....259 SOUL BLADER 
SUPER MARIO ALL STARS COLLECT (16 MEG)...069  STARFOX/STARWING (FX-CHIP 30) 
SUPER MARIO WORLD 34 SUPER GHOULSNGHOSTS 
SUPER NBA BASKETBALL 4g SUPER PANGISUPER BUSTER BROS. 
SUPER TETRIS 2 + BOMBLISS. 59 SUPER SMASH TV 

WWF SUPER WRESTLEMANIA 

NCAA BASKETBALL 
NFL FOOTBALL (KONAMI) 
POCKY & ROCKY (KIKI KAI KAI) 

ROCK ‘N’ ROLL RACING. 
ROCKY RODENT 
SHADOW RUN 

“win” a 
MARIO IS MISSING £45 | 

OVER 25,000 i 
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS || 

PLEASE CALL FOR 
AVAILABILITY } 

BEFORE ORDERING ff 

STAR FOX £39 

KRAZY PRICES 
FROM KRAZY 
KONSOLES 

felo). Mal ely a -18) 4 
ON PRICE IT'S 

CUSTOMER SERVICE 
THAT COUNTS !1! 

NEW GAMES ARRIVING 

DAILY IF YOU CAN'T 
SEE IT-CALL. PLEASE ; $3 y 

NOTE WE ONLY SELL ALL CHEQUES REQUIRE A CURRENT 
NEW GOoDs! “Eipweghkeylos GUARANTEE CARD NUMBER ON THE BACK TOTAL 

COST pap I 
Tame 
} ADDRESS 

ITEMS 

ied belts PER FAMICOM 
2 JOYPADS ALL LEADS 

ONLY £185 

MG BI FI fou MD f MBS oD 
C £40 tet 0 6. 

Console Concepts, The Village, Newcastle-u-Lyme, Staffs, ST5 1QB (0782) 712759 
Mall order phone line open from Sam-6.30pm Mon-Sat Shop Hours: Sat/Weekdays 9am-5.30pm Thursdays Sam-ipm Our mail order & Shop have been established since 1988. Approx 50,000 orders have been processed since opening. 

No 1 FOR SERVICE No 1 FOR NEW GAMES. FED UP WITH PHONING AROUND TRYING TO FIND THE LATEST HIT GAME. CALL US 1ST. IF WE HAVE 

NOT GOT IT, PROBABLY NO-ONE ELSE HAS. WE CARRY LARGE STOCKS OF NEW GAMES ON RELEASE 

NOW OPEN: CONSOLE CONCEPTS NEW SUPER STORE IN HANLEY. UNIT 6, MARKET ARCADE, HANLEY (NOT MAIL ORDER) 0782 207151 

SUPER FAMICOM (JAP) 

KING OF THE RALLY 
MAGIC SWORD.. 
NBA BASKETBAL! 
NIGEL 5 (SCART) 
PARODIU 
POWER Ati 
RAMMA 1/2 PART ii 
SUPER ADVENTUR 
SUPER TETRIS 
STARFOX ... 
FINAL FIGHT 

5 NEO GEO GAMES BAT IN STOCK SEP 1: 

BEEN TAKEN 
VIEWPOINT .......000000« ; 
WORLD HEROES II. 

ACROBAT MISSION 
JOE & MAC II (CON 
BATMAN RETURNS 

Hand Painted Street Fighter 
me - 12 toa sef. 

irect from JAPAN 
CALL FOR PRICES 

MYSTICAL NINJA... 
SUPER MARIOWORL kited 
MICKEYS MAGICAL QUEST...... 
MARIO KART... 
MARIO IS MISSING.. 
PRINCE OF PERSIA 
SOUL BLAZER... 
SUPER STRIKE E 

i) STARFOX (FX CHIP) .. 
i) STREETFIGHTER II... 

OWN YOUR OWN ARCADE MACHINE! 
INCLUDES 2x 6 BUTTON JOYSTICKS, 

CREDIT BUTTON, COLOUR 
MONITOR, POWER SUPPLY 
CALL FOR MORE DETAILS 
COMPLETE MACHINE £575 

NEO GEO CONSOLE PACK 
tet bees PSU, 1 aveucn) £330 

O MEMORY CARD.........£25 
5) NEO GEO JOYSTIC 

3 etsialds SAGE: 

WORLD HEROES, FATAL FURY lI, 
| MACROSS, ZOOL, POWER LEAGUE 

»} BASEBALL, HUMAN BASEBALL, PRIME j§ 
GOAL (JUNIOR LEAGUE) AIR DIVER, fF 
SMASHBALL, F1 CIRCUS II, BACK TO 
FUTURE Ii, SONIC WINGS, FAMILY 
TENNIS, COOL SPOT, EQUINOX 

SNES CONSOLE 

(SCART ONLY) 
SCART LEAD, 1 JOYPAD, PSU, 

PLAYS JAP CARTRIDGES 

£135.00 (. Par) 

NT DUST COVER .. 
STARFOX CONVERTOR... 

NFL STANLEY CUP, 
CLAYMATES, 2020 BASEBALL, 

FINAL FIGHT II, STREET DUNGEON MASTER (DSP) 
FIGHTER TURBO, ZOMBIES ATE | |3 Wwe ROYAL RUMBLE TOP FIGHTER (LTD EDITION) ...c69 |_| “NES CONSOLE - MARIO PACK 

MY NEIGHBOURS, ROCKY aM a ater SUPER ADVANTAGE (US/JAP) ..£54 (SCART ONLY) 
RODENT, MORTAL KOMBAT 2 TRAIL BLAZER JOYSTICK (UK)..£35 |_| SCART LEAD, 2 JOYPADS, PSU, 020 BASEBALL... 

HADOWRUN.. 
+ MARIO CALL FOR LATEST PRICES £160.00 ON NEW RELEASES Leeman 

WWF WRESTLEMANIA. 



Start the bidding for Sherwood at £480K. 
Will they take the offer or will the board 
of directors block my extravagant 
spending? 

Keep a check on your bank balance. The 
money situation isn't too bad at the 
moment, but fall into the red and it could 
be your job that you lose 

Selecting the correct formation for your 
team is vital for success. If you've got a 
powerful defence you could afford more 
players up front 

As the manager, you can offer incentive 
bonuses to your players for special 
matches such as vital league games or 
later cup ties 

The trainer has two options, he can either 
rest the players or train them into the 
ground. The player stats at the bottom 
show the effects of your training 
decisions 

fh AC oTelc fc 

Records from all three divisions are kept up to date on this 
screen. High and low attendance, highest transfer fees and goal 
tallies are all accounted for. As no cup matches have yet been 
played, there are no cup records 

HEM RSTLE U 
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“Who the hell is Kevin 

Toms?” | hear you shout. 

Well, Kevin Toms 

programmed the 

amazing Football 

Manager for the rusty 

old Spectrum some 10 

years ago. Completely written in 

Basic (a very slow programming 

language), Football Manager 

sold by the bucketload, 

captivating huge audiences 

country-wide. | was one of 

those people, I'd sit at my 

Spectrum for hours 

watching those badly- 

formed user defined 

graphics wobble all over 

the place — but it was 

incredible fun! 

Now Anco arrives with what is 

probably the most involving football 

managerial game ever devised. Gone are 

the duff graphics associated with this kind 

of game, in comes a fully-integrated 

version of Kick Off, alongside more 

options and menus than a motorway 

service station could possibly offer! 

Present Newcastle United manager Kevin 

Keegan has graced Player Manager with his 

mush, enabling you to step into Kevin's 

shoes (or boots if you feel like playing) 

and take the helm of a professional 

football team, complete with alll its little 

problems and joys. The game can be 

controlled by either pad or mouse, and is 

mainly icon-based by design. 

Beginners will have four initial options 
to choose from; start a new game, 

continue a game, play Kick Off or practice 

your footballing skills. Before diving into 

the main managerial game it's definitely a 

good idea to get to grips with the play 

controls. You don't have to actually play 

Kick Off once you're into the management 

game, but it's always a good idea to know 

exactly what your team are going through, 

isn't it? 

PEST Hee 

STOCHEORE 

ASCO 

mrnce 

~ 

(Above) Injured players are 
cared for by the sexy club 
nurse. Give them the time 
they need to recuperate 

EVEN KEVIN TOMS IS NO MATCH 
The version of Kick Off bolted onto 

Player Manager is an improved version of 

Super Kick Off with smaller players and the 

waiting around that was so annoying in the 

original removed. There's also the chance 

to practice penalties, free kicks and 

dridbling through a further menu, so 

there’s no excuse for poor playing, is 

there? Kicking the ball around should soon 

become second nature! 

Starting a new managerial game you 

must first enter your particulars such as 

name, team name, date, etc, and THEN 

you're allowed behind the manager's desk. 

In the manager's office you can monitor 

the football scene by accessing various 

option screens. Scouts can be sent out to 

search for specific transfer bargains, the 

team kit can be changed, coaches must be 

instructed to train the team, club records 

highlight the high and low points of your 

present career, the fixture list can be 

scanned, Fred the physio is available for 

consultation regarding injured players, 

bank records must be regularly checked, 
the transfer market is there for your 

perusal, and (if that wasn’t enough 

already!) internal messages from players 

and irate directors can be read from your 

memo book. Phew... and that's all from one 

single screen! 

KENNY DALGLISH 
The transfer market is pretty hot — having 

to bid against bigger clubs is quite difficult, 

especially if your club’s bank balance is 

dwindling. Extravagant transfer buys may 

be blocked by your skinflint board of 

directors, which doesn't help matters. The 

worst thing that could happen is if you get 

into an economic scrape and have no 

other option but to sell off your best 

players to increase your finances! Falling 

into financial strife could lose you your 

position as manager, although you should 

keep an eye on other clubs at all times — 

you can apply for managerial positions with 

other clubs in the league if the going heats 

up at your present club. 

Players must be kept happy, as high 

morale may mean the difference between a 

win and a loss. Keeping contracts up to 

date (not as easy as it sounds), offering 

hefty incentive bonuses and hitting the 

balance between relaxing and training all 

influence the flow of things. Injuries can 

Penalty practice helps keep your shots on target. The 
small diamond moves left and right in front of the goal. 
Hit B to kick the ball where you want it to go 

This screen shows the mini word processor. It is here that 
you enter your details - your team’s name, your name 
and the date 

The calculator icon allows access to the league and cup 

stats screen. Kev’s head leads to the manager's office, and 

the grandstand is your entrance to the playing field 

SUPER CONTROL + ISSUE 5 + OCTOBER 1993 



(Right) Practice your banana shots around the wall. Using 
aftertouch on the ball is crucial for scoring from set pieces 

(Left) A skirmish in the penalty area results in no goal for the 
opposition. Good defending or pure luck? M3lAladd 

FOR KEVIN KEEGAN... 
destroy a successful team (just look at 

Liverpool now) so treat knobbied players 

with care, giving them time to recuperate. 

League and cup results can all be 

scrutinised via a statistics screen (press the 

calculator icon). All three divisions can be 

identified and league tables are updated 

every day (or turn). 

WILLIE THORNE 
Once you've made all the managerial 

decisions, made the buys and offered cash 

incentives, you're then required to go out 

and win some matches. As the player 

manager you can either take control of the 

team and play, Kick Off style, or just sit on 

the bench and watch them do all the work 

for you. If you're extra lazy, you can just 

call up the computer's predicted result! 

Kevin Keegan’s Player Manager has so 

ie 

Cas 

UU 

many features that it’s impossible to detail UNDERGOING BETA 

them all in this preview. We'll be running a istic) 
comprehensive review of this absorbing ¢ PLAYERS: ONE 
game in a future issue of Super Control so j TYPE: FOOTBALL 
stay tuned. Are you listening, : - / 

Martyn Price in Mid Glamorgan? G Cd PAPO AES i NES a Each individual player has their own statistics screen. Here we can see my main player, 
The game you so badly want to the number of goals he's scored, his wages and appearances. The colour of telephone 
play is almost upon us... PAUL indicates whether he's transfer listed or not 

wocecex 
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ot 
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The division tables and league/cup fixtures for all three Maverick United draw 2-2 with Fulham. Keep an eye on This is Kev’s office. From here you can access everything 
divisions can all be viewed by clicking on any of these yellow cards - pick up four and it’s an automatic two- from transfer lists to the toilets. It’s a busy life as a 
icons match suspension manager, so there's no time to put your feet up — 

SUPER CONTROL + ISSUE 5 + OCTOBER 1993 SU. 
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REVIEW 

Super Mario All-Stars is a huge 

* 16-meg cart containing Super 

Mario Bros, Super Mario Bros 2, 

) Super Mario Bros 3 and Super 

Mario Bros USA (although its 

title will be changed to The Lost 

Levels for its UK release). The 

latter never having been seen outside of its 

disk-only release on the Japanese Famicom. 

Spanning eight years of NES history, 

the Nintendo Mario games have taken all 

corners of the globe by storm. Mario 3 has 

become the biggest-selling video game of 

all time with in excess of 11 million units 

having been shifted since its release in 

1990! 

-_ 
i. 

~ 

- 

exXTRe LIFE 

tows yor oc bmeonr 62) Marlo or Lulghto play 
attthts 

REVIEW. 

TWO’S COMPANY, BUT IS FOUR A CROWD? 
Nintendo's first mega-hit, paving the way 

for future Mario platform antics in the 

mysterious Mushroom Land. 

Mario and his friends haven't looked 

back since, starring in numerous top-selling 

adventures such as Mario Land on the 

Game Boy, the incredible Mario 

Making his first appearance as 3 on the NES and Super Mario 
an obscure carpenter in the World on the trusty Super 

Donkey Kong arcade game in Nintendo. 

1981, it was some two years 

later before the dungaree- 

clad hero suddenly 

became a plumber a Super Nintendo 
and assumed the 5 owners partial to a 
name Mario in the ‘ 4 bit of Mario 
aay puzzler Mario * tomfoolery may in 
ros. {the past have looked 

1985 saw the release of “) f upon the classic, 
Super Mario Bros on the NES. % older Mario releases 
Joined by his Italian brother with a degree of 
Luigi, Mario's newest jealousy. Sure, we've got 
adventure became what is arguably the best Cr 
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instalment in the series with Super Mario 

World, but we lack the earlier pipe- 

plumbing games that so many people have 

enjoyed throughout the world. The 

folatileeliil ac Maloliiley mit) ol acel seg 

adaptor would allow SNES owners 

to run these precious NES carts Z 

on their Super Nintendos, but ' 

surely the ultimate solution 

would be to release those earlier 

games as a compilation on one 

game pack? Much to our delight, this 

is exactly what Nintendo has gone and 

done! 

Although each Mario adventure is a 

completely separate game in itself, they all 

revolve around the same basic game 
design. All the games have common 
enemies such as the easily squashable little 

Goombas, the Koopa Troopa armies, pesky 

piranha flowers that leap from vertical 

pipes, buzzy beetles, airborne cloud 

4 



assailants called Lakitu and the evil sorcerer 

Bowser. Bonuses and power-ups are pretty 

much identical throughout, apart from the 

fire flowers absent from Super Mario Bros. 

Graphics and sound have all been 

spanked into touch — the graphical 

improvement elevates the formerly dated 

look to the dizzy heights of even the best 

SNES platform games. Sound FX is perfectly 

realised and all the recognisable Mario 

themes are present and remixed. Even 

some of the quirks and bugs have survived 

the translation, such as the infinite 1-Ups on 

stage 6-3 in Super Mario Bros and the 

bits where you are able to walk 

through solid walls! 

There are 16 save slots liberally 

dispersed throughout the four 

a, games, a welcome feature especially 

in the huge Mario 3. 

Super Mario All-Stars should 

therefore contain enough 

platform action to keep 

most gamesplayers 

captivated. 

Coo} NAF AKL 
uted 14 $5 

Super Mario All-Stars will NOT work on 

any UK/PAL SNES, even with a convertor. 

There IS a solution to this though. Using 

a Super FX compatible Action Replay, 

enter the code: 

-_ as t- Nd ets MARIO HORLO Vise 
“ - bas” o ae | 308 

2» 
en 1O as a . BaebBeo e120 Sh 

ist MARIO WORLD Tine 
~ osa7250 ed 5-5 

and you will be able to play the game on 

your UK SNES. Ingenious — I'm sure you'll 

agree! Big thanks to DATEL for this 

useful information. 

MARIO HORLD Tae sono 2ORLD Tie 
O66600 . 27s 
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SMB3 contains a separate two-player 
battle game where Mario and Luigi fight 

to knock each other out 

Wey-hey! It’s a mushroom! Collect this 

and you'll grow from being a littie Mario 
to a big Mario 

The underground cavern has to be one of 
the most graphically impressive in the 
game 

It's little Mario, but he's a long way up 

and one mistimed jump could mean big 

trouble 

Find the right switch and those coins 
turn into a platform. From there you 

can get to the pipe and to a secret room 

Another bonus level. Gosh, how are 

you managing to contain your 

excitement?! 

Check out the quality of those green 
hilis! Out of the four games SMB3 has 

the best graphics of the lot 

These plants get everywhere. Super 

Mario Bros 3 features plants that 
breathe fire 

The first of the Mario games to feature a 

map that gives you choices a4out where 

to go and which level to take on 

Head-butt the blocks to reveal all sorts 
of bonuses - some will be good, some 

will be bad 

SUPER CONTROL + ISSUE 5 + 
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THANK You ARTO? 

aAnoTneRrR casTter 

Super Mario 3 is the granddaddy of them 

all! Bowser is back, this time with his seven 

children in tow, namely Larry, Morton, 

Wendy, Iggy, Ludwig, Lemmy and Roy (a 

team later to reappear in Super Mario 

World) 

Together the Bowser family have taken 

over the seven realms of Mushroom Land, 

where Bowser’'s offspring proceed to roam 

free causing trouble and strife amongst the 

locals, while Bowser sits it out in some 

distant castle. The poor old Mushroom 

people, forever at the receiving end, have 

been turned into monsters using the King's 

wands. It is now up to you in the guise of 

Mario to defeat the wicked Bowser family 

and restore Mushroom Land to its former 

glory 

BUT GUR PRINCESS §5 Ih 

way hp 
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COURSE CLEAR 

YOU GOT A CARD 

That's a level complete. Collect the bonus cards at the end and 

you can use them as you go into a level 

~ ~ | 

There are plenty of Koopas about. These with the red shells are 

especially nasty 

SMB3 contained for the 

first time a flying Mario - 

seen here, although he 

isn't actually flying... 

Se a» “ 

Pe sot] cal} | tt | st | 

Fm a aes 

=——_ 

—— = Two-player fun again, with little Luigi 
leaping about and Mario determined to 

siow him down 

— —— 

Again Luigi is victorious, can 

Lesslas! > = anyone stop him upstaging his big 
me = brother? 
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= 
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*% Super Mario World still remains 

¥% the better of the SNES Mario 
f % bunch. Pugsley'’s Scavenger 

i Hunt (85 per cent), Tiny Toons 

Ys» (86 per cent), Lost Vikings (90 

*{ per cent), Super Castlevania (86 
* per cent) and Super Star Wars 
* (88 per cent) all provide 

se exciting alternatives to \ 

the Mario-related 

: platform games. \ 
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SUPE; 
Breath Of Fire is full of typical Japanese graphics - detailed and extensive backgrounds 
and squat, cute sprites that look totally dwarfed by the backgrounds 

PREVIEW 

WF et 

nee ay) iy RAY 

——” 

—~— I 't is imperative to talk to ~~ 
BB vitiage residents to gain heed 

information vital to your 
quest. Unfortunately, no one 
In the office speaks 
Japanese but we're sure 
that this bod issimply — 

y asking forthe nearest loo! — 

| : Your adversaries come in all shapes and sizes, 
: including watery blue blobs - but remember, 

beauty is only skin deep, or something like that 

FFIAHILIWM YS 

CAN LOSNELE-- - 

of enemies appear t 
nge you In head 

ontations throughout 1 

‘ird, wonderful and terrifying Once in the cities you can wander in and out of 
the houses in search of people to talk to and monsti Het through thi 

frees Hs. edd Rashad th hy hidden treasure. In some buildings there is more 
game manual, you can see some o' than one room and even secret exits 

the creatures that you could com: 
up a nst. The further you progres: 

Into the game the more impressiv: 

th ‘reatures becom ina mor 

powerful 

1: Pig Guard 

2: Magic Mushroom 

‘night Of The Reaim 

Flying Fish 

oggle-Eyed S| 

Mutant Inse 

ipider Woman 

Raging Bull 

Ghostly Apparition 

hing Stal 
Tyranny and evil has befallen the land and it is up 
to you to save all these poor, innocent people 
from the clutches of Satan. Rebuild the cities 
with your courage and give them back their lives 
(cue corny violin outro) 

PREVIEW. 



You can save your current point in the game by seeking out magical temples, ideal if you 
are about to enter a mighty battle 

2 

Capcom really has got its 

finger on the pulse. Pushing 

its marketing teams and 

developers to the edge of 

insanity, Capcom delivers 

exactly what the gaming 

public want from a Super 

Nintendo cartridge. With beauties such as 

Street Fighter II, Final Fight, Mickey's 

Magical Quest and Super Ghouls ‘n’ Ghosts 

on offer, it would appear that Capcom fails 

to know the meaning of the word ‘duffer’. 

Now with Breath Of Fire on the way, 

this argument is strengthened yet again. 

Available for some time in the Land of the 

Rising Sun, Breath Of Fire is a stunning 12 

meg RPG not dissimilar to The Legend Of 

Zelda. Clearly Japanese in design with 

squat sprites and lavish backgrounds and 

enemies, Breath Of Fire takes you on an 

adventure of discovery as you try to free 

your kingdom from the clutches of evil. 

On Japanese import this stunning RPG 

is sadly unplayable. The Japanese text 

proves to be a major headache due to the 

heavy emphasis in the gameplay on 

character interaction and seeking out clues 

through communication. Unfortunately, this 

often leaves the non Japanese-speaking 

player totally in the dark as to how to 

proceed and none the wiser 

as to the plot. 

SO Oe Oe Or a Oa ee 

| 

REATHE DEEP DEAR, NOW PUSH! 
But all is not lost - Capcom is hoping 

to release Breath Of Fire Stateside 

sometime in the future, although a definite 

date has, as yet, not been confirmed. 

Although we were able to review the 

Japanese version, for obvious reasons we 

decided not to, instead we are eagerly 

awaiting the English version. 

Breath Of Fire is a 3D action RPG with 

character interaction and text windows, 

favouring a top-down view of the general 

playing area. You dictate the movements 

of a small sprite (similar in size to Link in 

Zelda) as you search the surrounding 

landscape and towns for clues, weapons, 

treasure and a really meaty fight. 

Wandering in and out of buildings 

looking for various items, you will come 

across different village characters. By 

interacting with them they may be able to 

guide you in the right direction and give 

you important clues as to where to 

continue your search. Some will also sell 

you weapons, food and magic but it all 

costs money. 

The graphics are very small in 

comparison to the size of the 

screen, but a high level of detail 

has been maintained. During 

town sequences the 

backgrounds are quite 

intricate down to 

smouldering 

( timbers on 

tJ ruined 

-, 

Lo) 

—o te 
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food and magic - nothing in life is free! 

EW 

By finding money throughout the game you can buy items such as weaponry, armour, H 

buildings, while even the cobbled 

pathways look chipped and worn through 

wear! 

GASPING 
Whilst cavorting around in the 

open-air far from the reaches of 

the crumbling cities, the viewpoint 

zooms out giving you a greater 

perspective of the 

surrounding landscape. 

The sprite retains his 

original size and tramps 

across the open fields like a 

giant! 

Wandering through the land you will 

frequently encounter groups of enemies 

initially undetectable to the human eye. At 

these encounters the viewpoint then 

switches to a 3D isometric perspective 

allowing you to see all the sprites, both 

friend and foe, clearly and without 

obstruction. 

Various attacking formations can be 

activated such as starting proceedings with 

different characters in your group, using 

magic or even running away. Your energy is 

illustrated as a bar and depletes every time 

you are hit, similarly your opponents’ 

energy bar depletes but usually much 

quicker owing to the lower health levels. 

BREATHING 
APPARATUS 

As with most Japanese style RPGs, the 

music always compliments the gameplay 

with atmospheric symphonies swirling in 

the background, bright and bouncy tunes 

accompanying the casual wandering, and 

catastrophic bangs, clashes and groans 

during the battles. The music won't go 

down in history as an epic soundtrack, but 

it is very impressive and suits the gameplay 

perfectly. 

Breath Of Fire has outstanding 

potential, it is such a shame that our 

Japanese version is so unplayable. Let us 

keep our fingers crossed that the American 

version is released very soon 

and that the changes made will 

be minimal. 

ALLIE 

Na 
Pa 7 j 

ne CSER EA RY 

HOUSE: CAPCOM 
RELEASE: TBA 

Wis lelaiclell.lch-iag\ 
TESTING 

PLAYERS: ONE 
TYPE: RPG 
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REVIEW 

Have you ever wondered how a 

big piece of metal weighing 

approximately 20 tons can fly 

through the air? No, and 

neither have |, but it’s quite an 
interesting question, isn’t it? 

. Asmik’s new 3D shoot’em-up 

is a sort of cross between Pilotwings and 

Super Strike Eagle, but unfortunately it’s 

inferior to both of those games in many 

ways — I'll explain why later. 

As usual, you're strapped into the seat 

of your chosen fighter and sent out to 

dogfight over potato fields and to strafe 

harmless farmers and other innocents. With 
up to four of the most sophisticated 

fighter-bomber aircraft to choose from, 

each mission requires you to fulfil your 

Al mission objective before you either run out 

ef fuel or the enemy fill you Laas OF: 

bt f ‘That's war for you. 

EDDIE EDWARDS aM 

before entering the briefing room. The top 

secret mission is detailed and explained 

before take-off, but unfortunately as | left 

for the runway the mission still remained 

rather too secret thanks to my minimalist 

grasp of the Japanese language! 

After loading your weapons onto the é 

underside of your chosen fighter, you're 

then allowed to take-off into the battle 

zone. The display quickly changes to a 

Mode 7, behind-the-aircraft view, allowing 
you ‘full’ control over the fighter. You can 

bank left and right (useful), climb and dive, 
roll, brake and engage afterourners. The 

fighter is simple enough to control -— 

perhaps a bit too simple, and learning 

_ handy evasive manoeuvres takes little time 

or effort. 

Targets are tracked by your onboard 

missile system and once locked-on you fire, 

forget and just hope you hit the target! 
: Enemy ogi chuck plenty of flares and 

chaff out to distract your guided missiles, 
so delay your firing until a split second 

before they zoom into cannon view. 

Cannon fire, although unlimited, is 
__ inaccurate and considerably less satisfying 

SUPER CONTROL + 
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This enemy 
stealth 
fighter is the 
primary 
objective of 
the first 
mission. it's 
difficult to 
destroy and 
moves 
quickly and 
erratically 

eeescuss " 

than firing missiles up another fighter’s 

exhaust! 

All the fighter systems are monitored 
on the panel at the bottom of the screen; 
the obligatory radar screen indicates enemy 

it may look like you can in this picture, you 
can't actually fly upside down as such. You can roll 
the fighter, but that’s about it 

OCTOBER 1993 it 



position in relation to your central craft planes and prototype enemy fighters, ground missions from the word go, not 

whilst other facilities such as fuel, speed, whereas air-to-ground missions offer huge some second rate Afterburner clone! uted 4 

damage, flares, etc all speak for themselves. ground installations to destroy. Neither Things look a little better with the | AR CSSER BN SS, S 
See the box entitled Radar O'Reilly for more attack scenario is particularly enthralling second mission. You now take control of = 

details. and even the top secret bonus missions either a Tornado IDS or an A-10A 

add little to the conflict. tankbuster. The aim is to destroy an enemy 
BUDDY HOLLY island base. This time you CAN crash into 

Dogfighting is a game of cunning and skill. GREG LOUGANIS the ground, so a handy altimeter is 

Brake whilst being attacked from behind The first mission ts an air-to-air attack. __ displayed bottom-right. | found these 

and your pursuer will hurtle past, straight Shoot your way through approximately 20 Strafing runs more interesting than the air 

into your line of fire. Other tactics such as enemy fighters before taking out an enemy missions, but only by a small amount. 

rolling through 360 degrees onto the tail of stealth fighter. This has the potential to be Subsequent missions offer little in the way 
a fighter in hot pursuit, seem to work every an exciting mission involving dodging of variation, nor are they very addictive. 

now and then (although the Mode 7 roll incoming missiles and ploughing through Graphics are of a lower standard than 

effect is inadequate). The manual offers waves of fighters, but instead it's just dull. we've come to expect, and although the 
various tactical attack illustrations for all you You can't crash into the ground, and music is sufficient it’s hardly atmospheric. 

confused pilots out there! gaining height is restricted to a certain Super Air Diver turned out to be a huge 
The missions themselves lack real altitude making the whole concept of disappointment - it could have been an F- 

depth and variation, especially as there height pretty redundant in this game! | 119A (presently the ultimate 

seems to be only two different attack completed it on my first attempt and found fighter), but revealed itself to be ‘<_ 

/ scenarios. Air-to-air attacks usually involve myself thoroughly bored by the whole a shambling Sopwith Camel with 
the destruction of heavily sence spy thing. | had expected combined air and a dodgy control stick. PAUL ONE 
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sey Uses DSP for increased 

speed 

LOW 

Boring and repetitive 

Inadequate graphics 

Lack of scope 
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REVIEW 

By collecting gold coins you can buy items 
such as invincibility and extra energy 
from vending machines 

Remember the hovercars in the film? Well, they're here! As well sanaiiaaeles moving about 
and generally getting in the way, you can stand on them to get to higher places 

By exploring higher reaches of the levels 

you can find all manner of interesting aa 

objects - usually a nasty enemy rather Va 
than a tasty bonus : 

a eee] a a pe a 

ROADS? WHERE WE’RE 

WALK ON THE WILD SIDE 
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Super Back To The Future has a password 
system - thank God! Enter the code as if 
you were entering a year in the real time 
machine 

a! ‘ve always been under the 

, depression that film licences 

»)) are supposed to coincide 
1) with the release of the film 

on which the game is based. 
| would have thought that it 

would be good marketing sense 
to make sure that the game in question will 

be available when your target audience are 
currently scrambling to see the film. 

But I'm obviously wrong. It's been 
nearly four years since Back To the Future 

II hit the cinemas nation-wide, and even 

the video has been reduced to a shameful 

existence gathering dust on video library 
shelves. 

But here we are in 1993 and the Super 

Nintendo game finally surfaces in Japanese 
. stores. “Mum, have | seen a film called Back 

To The Future?” “Yes dear, but you were 
very young so you might not remember it!” 
So why the delay? Without pestering the 
Japanese developers we will never know 
why, but the game obviously hasn't had 
four years of hard work devoted to it — it 

may be good, but not THAT good! 

FLUX CAPACITOR 
Following the film theme closely, the game 

thrusts our Marty McFly sprite backwards 
and forwards through time and numerous 

pretty parallax backgrounds, thanks to a 
password system and the 

wonders of modern 

Accompanied by the familiar 
sounds and digitised tunes from 

2 
J 

ube —" SS serena ea 
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SUPER CONTROL 

year 2015, Marty discovers a passion for 

the hoverboard and the existence of Biff’s 

quirksome grandson. 
Super Back To The Future II is a simple 

platform based romp for one player, its 
basic objective being to find the exit to 
each stage and defeat the ensuing 
guardian of which there are many. As 
already mentioned, the levels are 

reasonably linear — there are a few dead 
ends but as a whole it’s impossible to get 
lost at any time, resulting in little in the way 
‘of an exploration element. 

b> Tol om Co] AA Al’ (ole) ») 
By collecting coins scattered throughout 
the levels you can activate vending 

machines, from which you can obtain 

various bonus items such as extra energy, 
invincibility, shields and even extra lives. It 
is a shame that the developers failed to 
make anything more of this idea as it is 
fairly easy to get through the game without 
seeking anything more than extra energy. 
Maybe the necessity to buy objects which 
would allow passage to the next level 

would have generated more need for 
exploration, and in turn distracted the 

player from the linear design which the 
game tends to adopt. 

Another downer is the poor collision 

detection. At times it can work in the 
player's favour in certain scenarios in 
certain games, but unfortunately in Super 
Back to the Future II it tends to work 

Se SS Se ae 
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SUPER 
Rolling thugs hurl themselves down the screen, while you try and move up it 
whilst jumping between these moving platforms - it's not easy, | can tell you! 

M3I1A34 

against you, causing you to miss platforms 
that you obviously landed on successfully 
and get hit by obstacles which you have 

clearly avoided! 
The reaction times of the Marty sprite 

are also very sluggish and unresponsive — 
we found that Marty has a bit of a hard 
time obeying orders to 
jump and instead falls off i> 
the platforms like a | hay 

Lemming! L-4 

Apart from the fact that 
Back to the Future Il is a 

really annoyed me - the 
‘spin attack’ technique 

seemed to be more luck than 
judgement, not helped atall by the « 
sluggish joypad responses. Sure the 
graphics are cute and colourful (Too 
cute perhaps?) and the Back to the 

Future theme tune is excellent, but | 
disagree with Allie on this one. 
Compared to such quality titles as 

Mario All-Stars, Alien 3 and Shadowrun, 
Super Back to the Future seems DATED 
by comparison. A strange time paradox 

or a crap game? You decide. 
PAUL 



You refuse to help Biff on a dangerous 
mission and he gets a littie nasty! Using 
the TVs in the 80's diner to help you, Biff's 
grandson can be easily defeated, 
providing you avoid his giant baseball 
bats 

Now that you have mastered the 

hoverboard you take on BIff's 
for one final time. Using the f 
weapon as well as your hoverboard, bat 
Biff's grandson through the town hall | 
the background! 

Iai! However, all this said and 

| by) done, the gameplay is still 

IL SFe. very enjoyable. The high 
difficulty factor and the welcome inclusion 

of a password system adds to the overall 

longevity and to the player's amusement. 

With plenty of humour included in the 

sprite movement, backgrounds and general 

gameplay, the lack of level variation tends 

to be forgotten as you concentrate on the 

difficulty of each section and the 

emergence of new and more interesting 

opponents (each of which are beautifully 

detailed). 

BACK TO FRONT 
As well as being hard the game is also very 

long, we counted 18 levels with each 

including guardians. The password system 

aids the gamer immensely but it still 

doesn't detract from the long-winded 

essence of it all — the light at the end of 

the tunnel doesn’t seem to get any closer! 

Isn't this what the average gamer 

wants these days — lots to do and serious 

This really isn't my cup 
of tea. All that flipping 

around on a 

hoverboard does 
nothing for me. As Allie 

said, it had the 
potential to be a fast- 

moving race around loads of ramps 

and stuff, but instead falls into the 
trap Bubsy did — it encourages you to 

go quickly, but the minute you do the 
game chucks a big enemy in your way. 

You need very fast reflexes to even 
stand a chance of surviving. Also, the 

levels are too long and tortuous. If you 
get killed late on in the level you get 

sent back an awfully long way and have 

to go through all the aggro again. | like 
its look but not the way it plays. 

value for money? Despite the lack of 

variation there is enough to keep your 

attention, with many of the sections highly 

challenging but not frustratingly difficult. 

Graphically the game is superb with 

detail and colour oozing out of every 

pixelated orifice, although | failed to spot 

the similarity between the sprites and the 

actors on which they are based! The 

backgrounds are also detailed in design, 

Fale Melt( Moe Bert) ameeloll miata mul ad 

are unobtrusive enough not to distract 

your attention from the foreground. 

BACK IN TIME 
This game had the opportunity to be 

extremely fast on a par with the likes of 

Sonic or even Bubsy, utilising the dramatic 

curves and declines that can be seen in its 

platform layouts, but it fails to do so. 

Usually the scrolling has a hard time 
keeping up with character movement — in 

this game it would appear that the 

gameplay moves too slowly for the 

backgrounds! 

SUPER CONTROL + ISSUES + 
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But it’s fun. Bouncing on springs, 

scrambling up to higher platforms, gliding 

on the turbulence of fans, dodging giant 
cannonballs, tumbling off huge Coke cans 

and boulders, climbing up vertical 

conveyor belts and outwitting the 

guardians is all enjoyable nonsense. Like | 

said, it’s not a classic but at least it's 

playable. 

You can clearly see why Super Back To 

The Future II falls short of the 80% mark — 

the nagging little details bring it down, and 

while it is entertaining to play it simply 

hasn't had enough thought put into it to 

make it a classic. 

Just keep your eyes peeled for the 

game version of the film Casablanca. We 

hear it is currently in production in a secret 

location somewhere in the Outer Hebrides, 

but the development is being kept a 

closely guarded secret and the graphics 

have yet to be coloured in. We 

will bring you more news as 

and when we have it... 

ALLIE 

OCTOBER 1993 
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Using the springs you can also bounce up 
to collect coins that are situated high 
above the level floor, but which spring do 
you use? 
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Using the fans you must 
navigate through 
streams of balloons that 
gently float upwards. If 

you hit one of the 
balloons you have to 
start again 



Your goal in the 
game is to find the 
exits at the end of 
the levels - nothing 

ion cre: Cente ClNEt 
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HOUSE: INVICTUS "> 
ORIGIN: JAPANESE 

PRICE: £59 
PLAYERS: ONE 
TYPE: PLATFORM 

WARNING 
EXCESSIVE VOLTAG? 

| CHANCE OF FAYAL SHOCK 
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ENERGY HIGH 

Password system 
= 

% 
PDA. OSD RE COREE A WERE EN y 

Follows the film plot 
Beautiful graphics 4" 
Plenty of humour y 

% 
ys Ms gs 
~ 

LEER EAR LAL GARE E ILE 
TOILE SILLS SLLELL EL ILILLIPLIY PPD) 

ENERGY LOW ie 

3 ye 

Gameplay is too linear 7," 
Low on variation is 
Too hard in places y 

Poor collision vi 

f 
PII SL APLL LD LE” i 

t + & 4 if 

Kh ey, ; + iat) WTDILIDM 

ALTERNATIVE SYSTEM tf 
A 

If you are into film licences then yn 
The Blues Brothers is yet ag 
another graphically stunning 4 
platform romp. Alien 3 is also an / 
excellent platform/shoot'em-up, . 
again with superfiuous graphics 7, 
and action-packed gameplay. 4g 
Avoid the duffers such phy 
as Lethal Weapon, oe 
Home Alone and Lo 

\ $4 
Robocop lil. 

Tank, 

M3lA3a 

6SLT1LL (Z8LO0) S$id3INOD FZIOSNOD OL SNNVHL 



REVIEW 

; It's that Dracula again, trying his best to put an end 
to my crusade. Avoid his fireballs and you should be 
OK. Gosh, it's just like the film! 

The Brides of Dracula 
close in - run away as 
fast as your two legs will 
carry you because they 
will surround you, 
making your life asa 
platform sprite hell 

This huge fire-breathing dragon 
may present a few gamesplayers P = 
with problems - it really is very 
easy to kill though 

}- 

+ 

+. 
s 

- ~ 

f aks 
ie ae Paar ae fs < ~~ <= »™ 7-2 

,: 3} : AEFI SE 
J 

“7 pen Sh 

Asien atl m3 rr Ss The vicious dogs are simple enough to destroy, 
a but standing on tables is a convenient way of 

“ avoiding them! 

These metal 
torches ignite once 
hit with a sword, 
allowing Harker to 
restart from the 
very same point if ‘ 
he comes a cropper 
later in the game 

oP, dotted about the place, Walking 
through solid-looking walls may 
reveal all manner of hidden goodies 

Pu : : 

-. G vnere are ioads of secret rooms 
- 

xe 
5 

ooo01a2o05 

bias 
Look for 
suspicious 
objects 
littered 
around the 

=. \ ose patie castle. This 

.s \\; ast - gargoyle holds © 
, i cia ‘ : ee 3 a purple . 

? ; » é ; q crystal that 4 
: *- once 

: ST Se : rS destroyed will © 
<5 “ Ky ete J og _ opena gate * 

+ ~D> 2 : " elsewhere in 
eo © % the skeleton horses are kinda ii y 

>= Ry smart, pity they don't actually 
® po anything. Keep hacking and @| Cpe 

SUP 
+ gerses 
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JUST POPPING OUT FOR A BITE, DARLING 

LEED 

News is just coming in as | 

write that Hammer Horror 
} Studios, maker of so 
) ) many Dracula films in this 

country, is to be 

reopened. This is surely very 

good news - its interpretation of 
Dracula as an evil loner who'll bite anything 

is far more appealing than the soppy 

nonsense that Francis Ford Coppola came 
Up With. Fortunately, this game of the 

Coppola film completely ignores all that 

soppy nonsense and goes for a bit of hack 

and slash, chucking in a few zombies for 

good measure. However, the sad truth is 
that there isn't enough of the most 

important ingredient of all, gameplay. 

You play Jonathan Harker as he 

attempts to rescue Mina from the clutches 

of the evil Drac. All pretty standard so far, 

and indeed it continues in this vein for the 

rest of the game. For weapons you begin 

with a small knife which you can swing 

around with gay abandon, 6ut fairly soon 

you'll encounter Van Helsing who'll tell you 

where to find a sword. The quest to find 

Van Helsing and then a weapon he 

identifies makes up about half of the levels 

in the game. The rest involve you using 
whichever weapon you have collected to 

defeat one of the guardians, each Seing 4 

manifestation of Dracula himself. 

There isn't much else in the way of 

things to pick up apart from the odd life 

potion to recharge your life meter, and if 

you get really lucky there'll be a little 

version of yourself knocking about — pick 

that up and you'll get an extra life. 

The gameplay consists of walking around 

(although the animation makes it look as if 

he’s sliding along on one of those moving 

walkways you get at Heathrow Airport), 

slashing at the assorted dogs/zombies/large 

creepy crawlies. You also get to leap from 

ledge to platform and back to ledge again. 

Dracula looks OK on 

the surface but the 

graphics, sound and 

gameplay fail to 4 
capture the imagination 

at all. The whole 

structure of the 4 

gameplay is based around an 

incredibly tedious search and destroy 

platform shell which just doesn't offer 

any addictive qualities whatsoever. 

Defeating the end-of-level guardians is 

a doddle, but certain elements within 

the game (ie the floor spikes) kill you 

without warning. A repetitive platform 

formula and disappointing for 

developers Psygnosis — the Liverpudlian 

big-boys are capable of producing 

much better stuff than this 

PAUL 



cht sdioagec 
om The torch-holding assassins 
en at beautifully drawn, 

with a superb use of colour 
making them very 
impressive sprites indeed 

Gary Oldman arrives at 
speed to doff his cap in 
your general direction. | 
never realised that cap- 
doffing was so lethal ¢ 
~ Si cha ea a ddl te Pe 

ee bie ee 

These jumps give the programmers a chance 

to throw in the sneaky old ‘difficult jump’ 

trick, the one where you can't reach the 

other platform without nearly falling off the 

one you are standing on. Hardly an original 

trick, and quite disappointing given that 

there isn't much else involved in the 

gameplay. 

Or am | being unfair? Can spikes 

coming from the ground when you walk 

over them without giving any hint of their 

presence count as innovative gameplay? Do 

streams of boulders which cause large 

amounts of damage and are completely 

unavoidable constitute a challenging 

hazard? Do incredibly predictable and 

simple-to-defeat guardians really have any 

worth? The answer to all of these questions 

has to be, no 

Take those aforementioned spikes for 

example, they are triggered by you walking 

on them but there is no indication that they 

are there — unless you have amazingly quick 

reactions you will probably lose a life. Really 

great idea, guys! It is the same with the 

boulders which fall thick and fast — the time 

gap between each one isn't long enough to 

even run through, so you either waste time 

going a long way round or you risk getting 

killed by going through them 

As for the guardians, they are just a 

joke. They have very simple attack patterns 

that can be picked up in no time, and then 

it is just a case of slapping them with your 

sword a few times and away you go 
Yaaawn! 

POT NN 

HOUSE: SONY 
IMAGESOFT 

ORIGIN: OFFICIAL 
PRICE: £TBA 

PLAYERS: ONE 
TYPE: BEAT'EM-UP 

WARNING 
| EXCESSIVE VOLTAGE 
| CHANCE OF FATAL SHOCK 

ye you Dua into Ven ‘Heting Gaiich | you | 

will) he will tell you which weapon you 
should be looking for. Follow the arrow at 

the top of the screen to find your goal 

DUND 

ae 
‘ Background graphics improve 

greatly when you enter the 
haunted woods, with gnaried 
trees and grotesque statues 

ae 

Graphically the game looks a bit 

rushed. It does have its moments, for 

example the furnaces in the asylum are very 

nice, but apart from that it all looks a bit 

tired. The audio is nothing to write home 

about either, consisting on the whole of a 

series of footsteps and the odd wail which 

just isn't enough. The way the levels enlarge 

from the pages of the Vampyre Chronicles 

is the most imaginative aspect of the game 

Sony is just moving into the European 

market and needs strong titles to 

ENERGY HIGH 

make a success of this move 

Unfortunately, Dracula doesn't 

classify as a strong title. JOOLS 
ENERGY LOW 

ee Dull, lacktustre 

you once more, this time grouped 
together as one end-of-level guardian 

ALTERNATIVE SYSTEM 

if you are looking for a 

walking/shooting/slashing-type 

thing comparable to Dracula, 

then Dragon's Lair is in the same 

ball park (74 per cent), whilst 

Another World isn't that far 

away (80 per cent), and of 

course there is also the 

superlative Castlevania 

IV from Konami (86 

per cent 
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Gaia reveals herself when either you die or 

you compete one of the stages. If you die 
you can continue where you left off, but Evo 

points are deducted from your points total 

WHICH CAME FIRST - THE 
CHICKEN OR THE EGG? 

This is the 
evolution menu. 
Buy your new 
bodies, tails, horns, 
fins and jaws here. 
There are loads to 
choose from, but 
few of them are 
cheap 

HRaAaAt HOUISA YOU tFKe £0 Evwomwe 

‘Ke £0 EroIirvey? 

Trstor’s Jans... »- LOOP 

Brosawures Jaws. - Soop 

Foracosonms Jans 1990P 

SOOOP 

» SOV0P 

Omosawrwus Jans- 

Tyrrasawrus Jans 

The way to a creature’s heart is through its 

stomach, and that’s where success Is at! 

Eat food to be awarded pe 
white number is the nu 
points awarded, the 

| don’t know about you, but 

personally I'm sick to death 

of dinosaurs at the moment. 

However, it’s not the 

dinosaurs’ fault of course — 

it's that overrated Hollywood 

marketing exercise, Jurassic 

Park. | suspect that a lot of people are 

hoping for a second bout of extinction 

pretty soon. 

Here | am, trying to avoid anything 

with the word ‘saur’ in it when this box 

gets shoved into my hands with pictures 

of these big reptiles on it. “Great, more 

lizard-related cash-ins,” | thought. Then | 

noticed the title EVO and it immediately 

struck a chord...Evolution — a game | 
played and enjoyed some months ago on 

Japanese import. | found it a memorable 

experience and looked forward to a 

possible translation. 

<a 

Stripped bare, EVO is a platform/RPG 

hybrid spanning over four billion years of 

evolution, set over five separate periods 
in time. You start off as the lowest form of 

life within each of the five scenarios and 

through evolving different parts of your 

body to suit different situations, you must 

defeat the oppressive end-of-level ° 

guardians allowing you access to 

subsequent time periods. bk 
When time first began some 4.6 

billion years ago, the solar system was 

_ born. Gaia, the 3rd daughter of the Sun 

(planet Earth to you and me), was given 

life to her surface by God and told that 

one creature would in time emerge from 

_ the surface and evolve to become Gaia's 

partner. This creature wasn't going to 
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have an easy ride though — a trial in which 

“the weak become the victims of the 

strong,” sounds pretty daunting to me. 

How do you fancy changing a mere four 

billion years of evolution in a couple of 

days? 

You begin life as a fish, not your average 

guppy mind you, but some fishy fella ripe 

from the primordial soup. Initial game 

screens display the world map — you're 

the little moveable sprite while the 

flashing green dots are uncleared areas 

requiring your attention and the red dots 

are areas you've already sussed. Once 

you enter an area you can't leave it until 

it’s cleared. Most areas are full of 

indigenous creatures trying to live their 

lives without being eaten, and it is you 

who must try and eat them. It’s probably 

a good idea to remember that you're not 

the only predator around though, so 

keep your hit points topped-up. 

(PoP 
z= EVO is a really novel 

game containing loads 

of neat ideas. The 

strategic elements 

where you are required 

to carefully plan your 

evolutionary choices “} 

add just that little bit more to the 

surface platform action. At times the 

pace seems to slow down a tad — some @@ 

platform sections appearing 

particularly empty, but | found myself 

captivated by the gameplay. Whilst it's 

no classic, the superb presentation, 

comprehensive gameplay and Japanese 

strangeness all combine to create an 

original and involving game. 

ALEX 

In the Age before Land 
your fishy goings-on 
can be monitored on 
the mini map screen. 
You can also save the 
game and record your 
characters in a log book 
here - press Select to 
bring the menu up 

Ge 



The Age of Dinosaurs. Sure, the 
effects were great in “Park”, but 
come on, where was the pilot and 
where were the interesting 
characters? | dunno, the way people 
fall for the hype... 

Your running, jumping and biting 

powers depend on your evolutionary 

status. Initially you must eat lesser 

creatures, increasing your evolution 

points and when you have enough points 

you can evolve a particular part of your 

body to a further stage. Jaws (biting), 

horn (head-butting), back of head 

(protection), body (defence), hands and 

feet (agility), dorsal fin (hit points) and tail 

(jumping ability) can all be changed to 

suit your environment. 

Careful monitoring of your 

evolutionary choices must also be 

maintained because certain changes to 

your body may affect other skills. For 

example, evolving into a creature with the bate 

toughest body armour will lessen your 

agility and jumping ability, therefore it is 

essential to find the right balance 

between all the evolutionary changes 

available. 

It is this strategic element of EVO that 
makes the game so engrossing. You may 

be able to fight halfway through the 

world armed with massive jaws, loads of 

thick armour and a huge tail, but then 

suddenly you may find yourself up 

against a creature who is fast and can 

jump about the place like nobody's 

business. I'd recommend a quick rethink 

of tactics...amass some Evo points and 

evolve into something a little faster 
perhaps? 

ALTERED STATES 
As you evolve through the five time 

periods (The World before Land, Early 

Creatures of Land, Age of Dinosaurs, Ice 

Age and Early Man) you will encounter 

many other creatures. All have their own 

defensive techniques and some simply 

attack you on sight. Evolving properly will 

help deal with the different behavioural 

patterns of your enemies. 

Although initially daunting, EVO is 

incredibly easy to get into. Controlling 

Inside Birdman Castle you will encounter 
sword-wielding minions and strange, 
shimmering structures that are used to 
teleport around the place. Work out the way to 
the Birdman’s lair and defeat him 

your character is simple enough - it's 

never fiddly or frustrating and evolving 

into some killing battle-beast is very 
rewarding. The character response 

depends on the amount of agility points 

you have, so less patient players may 

become frustrated by the slow movement 

at first and the sedate gameplay may not 

be everyone's cup of tea. 

| liked the game though — it became 

incredibly captivating traversing through 

time, although it didn’t take me too long 

to march through most of the game. The 

earlier levels are pretty mellow, but the 

last couple are tricky to beat. The 

mysterious cloud city (within The ice Age) 

on ten a 

SUPER CONTROL 

which houses weird birdmen with a giant 
Eagle leader is a bit of a beast, requiring 

the player to negotiate a huge maze 

before meeting the Eagle. It’s not an easy 

life at this point in the evolutionary cycle! 

There are some gorgeous backdrops 

to be found in EVO and the main map 

screens are superb, especially the 

rippling water effect. A prehistoric 

atmosphere is captured very well by the 

presentation as a whole and there are 

some great surprises in store for 

prospective EVO players. 

Evolution has come to a head 

PAUL 
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HOUSE: ENIX 
ORIGIN: AMERICAN 

PRICE: £59.99 
PLAYERS: ONE 

TYPE: PLATFORM/RPG 

ENERGY HIGH 

The evolution concept 

works very well 

Superb presentation 

Humorous elements 

Captivating gameplay 

ENERGY LOW 

A touch repetitive 

Some platform 

sections lack action 

Starts off slowly 

Too subtle for some 

ALTERNATIVE SYSTEM 

I can't think of any game that 

matches this mixture of 

S platform/RPG action except for 
the eternally wonderful Legend 

% of the Mystical Ninja (85 per 

cent, ‘though | reckon it should 

be in the 90s!). The incredible 

*« Shadowrun (85 per 

cent) is an arcade 

based RPG, but with 

no platform bits. 



,e PREVIEW 

That all-important 
instant replay 
feature, ideal for 
gloating when you 
score a goal 

- “He shoots!” as Al 

Michaels would 

~-say, probably too 
_ often but 

_ fortunately you 

_ can turn him off 

The Super Nintendo's 

capabilities would seem to 

lend themselves to sports 

, games due to its Mode 7 

being capable of moving the 

pitch around better than any 

other system about, producing 

some cracking games as Striker has recently 

proved. Brett Hull Ice Hickey uses Mode 7 

but very selectively, choosing not to move 

the pitch around a lot. 

Rat . The reason for this is probably the 

a = perspective that has been chosen — the 
a game is viewed from a much lower angle 

than Striker so a lot more of the pitch is 

And another one bites the ice! There's plenty of belly-sliding viewed at any one time. In fact the camera 

going on around here ; = view, at this stage of development at least, 

. only moves four times. From a view behind 

@8y Uh oh, two-nil down and the way PR eons tee Bae 

things are looking it's going to be if ea Saag a Misery REASON , f 

® three-nil very shortly Tefete Wileey a. Si taken Titan Ney hae, Pe oe eas TA aT 
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the goal it moves in three steps up the 

pitch to right in front of the far goal. 

The front end of the game even at this 

early stage, is full of digitised shots of 

assorted hockey players racing across all 

kinds of bits of ice. Also, set pieces such as 

the bully off show you a digitised close-up 

at the top of the screen with the referee's 

hand dropping the puck and the sticks 

clashing together. 

Strangely, the licence that Accolade has 

obtained from the NHL includes the name 

of Brett Hull but no other NHL players, only 

the teams. Not that this is going to make a 

lot of difference to the finished product 

because nobody I've talked to has even 

heard of Brett Hull, so if you consider how 

few will have heard of St Louis’ third 

goalkeeper we are talking about a very 

small number of people...However, all the 

teams will be there, each with their own 

particular strengths and weaknesses. 

At this stage it isn't entirely clear what 

kind of tournament and league options will 

be in place, the only thing that is for sure is 

that it will be a two-player game. To help 

jolly things along there'll be a running 

commentary from the one and only Al 

Michaels. 

Al who? If Accolade decides to use the 

title, “Al Michaels announces Brett Hull ice 

Hockey” — two people that few people in 

Europe will be aware of, they could have a 

problem publicising the game. However, | 

have been reliably informed that he is the 

most popular sports announcer on one of 

the US networks. He contributes to this 

game a ruck load of digitised speech which 

gives an accurate relay of what is going on, 

which number player has just been passed 

to, who's been tackled and that kind of 

thing. The speech is impressively clear and 

easily understandable, the one worry | have 

is that it might start to get just a tad 

annoying after a while. Fortunately, you will 

have the welcome option to turn it off. 

Another thing absent from this early 

version as you'll see from the screen shots, 

is the crowd. None of the graphics for the 

crowd around the pitch have been included 

in the game yet, hence the slightly empty 

feel to the pitch and the lack of 



i1é PREVIEW 

a 
- Ooh! The excitement »* 

of a goal mouth 
scramble, just shoot 
as often as you can 

its the far 

right-hand 

corner of the 

rink and the 
Ohio player is 
about to have 
his legs : i" 
ripped from jin, re if you can't rip them up, just >. 
under him dy ; charge them into the boards and , 

crack a few ribs he 

At the end of 
every match 

atmosphere. No doubt there will eventually 

be plenty of beaming faces surrounding the 
pitch. (and at any 

> 

On pitch all the usual rules will be in “** . > trier, me) 
Mo I “** * you can play plus a few moves that while illegal, play oe oe check the in- 

a crucial role in North American ice hockey. > > . * game 
wr 

As well as being able to play a legitimate 

tackle, a long-range shot or pass the puck 

around, some slightly more dodgy moves 

are available. The hook with the stick is my 

personal favourite...Has a player got past 

you and is racing towards the goal? Just 

pull his feet away with your stick. Is your 

opponent shielding the puck from you? 

Just charge him into the boards around the 

side of the rink. Naturally the player on the 

receiving end of all this may not take too 

kindly to this sort of treatment and may well 

retaliate. This is where we encounter the 

fights! 

statistics 

Reebok ~- 

Chicago 

These fights aren't simply about hitting the 

button very quickly — each protagonist will 

have four punches to choose from, giving 

the fight section the potential to be a half- 

decent sub-game in its own right. 

With the inclusion of that all-important 

instant replay feature, Brett Hull Ice hockey 

or whatever Accolade chooses to call it will 

certainly turn a few heads on its 

release towards the end of the 

year. Look for a full review in a 

few months. JOOLS 

More game stats! 

a a | : The attacking player has just 
been floored by a well-placed 
stick around his ankles 

HOUSE: ACCOLADE 
RELEASE: DECEMBER 
HALF-FINISHED 
PLAYERS: TWO 

TYPE: SPORTS SIM 

Where is the goalie going? He's hardly 

going to stop the puck if he's three feet 

outside the net 
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IN A FIT OF 
UNBRIDLED 

GENEROSITY, 
ELITE IS 

OFFERING FIVE 
LUCKY WINNERS 
THE CHANCE TO 
RUN AROUND 
AND SWEAT A 
LOT IN SOME 
VERY DAPPER 

SEND IN YOUR ENTRIES 
BEFORE 30 SEPTEMBER TO: 
BALLS TO THE LOT OF YOU! 
SUPER CONTROL FC, 
WATERS GREEN HOUSE, 
WATERS GREEN, 
MACCLESFIELD, 

Y a SUPER CONTROL - 
UL aay 
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GIVE THE POSTMAN A BAD BACK - 
SUBSCRIBE TO SUPER CONTROL 

GUBSGAlas f 
BUT WHAT DO YOU GAIN 

BY SUBSCRIBING? 

® that superlative Super 

Nintendo magazine 

known as Super Control, all for a 

recession busting £27 

A round dozen issues of 

The chance to giggle with 

glee as you hear the 

meaty thump of Super 

Control on your doormat each month. 

All the news, reviews and players’ 

guides you could ever need, 

delivered free to your door! 

Laugh with mirth as the 

sheer weight of the 

information-packed 

Super Control has your postie 

crawling on his hands and knees... 

... You see? You'd be mad not to 

Subscriptions received 

after 16 September will 

. commence with issue 

seven (December). Any arriving 

before that date will, not suprisingly, 

start with issue six 

GD forgetting to enclose 

payment (payment can 

be made by cheque or postal order 

made payable to Maverick Magazines 

Ltd) and send it forthwith to: 

Fill in the form below, not 

Super Control Subscriptions, 

Maverick Magazines, 

Waters Green House, 

Macclesfield, 

Cheshire, 

SK11 6LF. 

As a consequence of the 

collapse of the ERM 

forcing us to charge over 

£3,000 per issue, we unfortunately 

can’t offer subscriptions in Europe. 

Should you be fortunate enough to 

live in that part of the globe lovingly 

referred to as North America 

however, you can subscribe by 

contacting these chaps: British 

Magazine Distributors, Unit 14, 225 

Bysham Park Drive, Woodstock, 

Ontario, N4T 1P21, Canada. Tel: 071 

4902020 

@ purchase a back issue of 

Super Control then send 

a cheque or Postal Order for £2.50 

per issue (made payable to Maverick 

Magazines Limited) telling us which 

issue you want 

Should you wish to 

=—S— Se = 

SUBSCRIB 
MY NAME IS.............. PRAM + di taessenssvoccssooccoses 

ET Aas 8 oh paicss cv OUMBin oN «+ SAAMEMavp' 6000000088 

AS 
~*' 

. 

. ¢ . 

dee 

2 a ‘ae 

Dear Newsagent, 
Please reserve for me a copy of that first class publication, 

Super Control, which incidently is published by Maverick 

Magazines and distributed fully SOR by UMD (071 490 2020). 

PEPER EEEEEHE SSE ETESEESEE EEE ES EEEEOEEEEEEEEFEEEEES SEE EESEOEEESOEOS 

reeeeeeat See e ee T Erte ir Tree eet) SOE ETE OOH HEHEHE EE EEE EE EEE EOESEEEEEE HEE OEHEOEEHEOEES 

Pree eeeEeeeee TiS et ieee erie reer iit iets eer 

O Postal Order ) Cheque 
SPOR ERA PER eEeeeED eee OEE OEE OeeeOEERHERE OSES EESOLESES ESOS EERE EEE EHEEEEEEEES EEE E OEE ES OES 

Pee eeeececeessesseessbabbesersessceseesesesseesesesesesepebessssseseseseessssesesseeseseresesers 
BIAR MI LH ISSUE 5... easy stesdilecsosesecccoees 

POST CODE Forms recieved after 16 September will start with issue seven 

SEND TO: SUBSCRIPTIONS, SUPER CONTROL, MAVERICK 

MAGAZINES, WATERS GREEN HOUSE, WATERS GREEN, 
MACCLESFIELD, CHESHIRE, SK11 6LF. & 

(Complete this form and hand it to your newsagent to avoid 

missing out on your issue of Super Control.) 
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SUPER 

CLASSIFIED ADS 

¢ADVER 

#» Wanted: Male pen-pal aged 11. Must like 
SNES games. 

Adam Khangura, 40 Erridge Road, Merton 

Park, London, SW19 3JB 

# Wanted: | want your Super NES or 

Gameboy games! Will pay up to £25 per 

game. Call Colin now. 

Mr C Peel, 46 Ashden Walk, Tonbridge, 

Kent, TN10 3RL 

Tel: (0732) 351220 

# Wanted: All UK, USA and JAP SNES 

games wanted. None refused. Cash 

waiting! 
Benjamin Robinson, 118 Highlever Road, 

London, W10 6PJ 

Tel: (081) 968 6933 after 6pm 

#» Wanted: SNES contacts to swap/sell 
games etc. P Fighter contacts also wanted 
Steve Edwards, 6 Paddock Drive, Ivybridge, 

Devon, PL21 OUB 

# Wanted: Super Nintendo penpals 
wanted for games swapping etc. 

Paul Midgley, 25 Broadgate Drive, 

Horsforth, Leeds, LS18 5QB 

#» Wanted: UK Super Probotector, UK Super 
Castlevania IV, UK Super Star Wars, UK PGA 

Tour Golf. 

Liam Johnston, Drumcrow, Stradone, Co 

Cavan, Eire 

#@ For Sale: Super NES games -~ Zelda III 
(UK) £25, Super WWF (UK) £20. 

Simon George, 12 Donne Avenue, Spital, 
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Wirral, Merseyside, L63 9YH 

Tel: (051) 334 7508 

# For Sale: Japanese SNES, two joypads 

and four games - Final Fight, Lemmings, 
Sim City and F1 Exhaust Heat. Boxed and all 

items in excellent condition. Only £150. 

Darren Stanley, Mildenburgh House, Barrow 

Road, Goxhill, South Humberside, DN19 

7LH 

Tel: (0459) 30033 

#> For Sale: Super Nintendo for sale (almost 

new) including control deck, control pad 

and scart lead for only £99 ono, or with 

WWF/convertor for £109.99 ono 

Mohammed Akhlaq, 130 Oakhurst Road, 

Acocks Green, Birmingham, B27 7PA 

Tel: (021) 765 4403 

# For Sale: Mario Paint £45 boxed (UK), 

instruction book included. Unwanted 

birthday present only two months old 

Robert Macpherson, 16 Ise Vale Avenue, 

Desborough, Northamptonshire, NN14 2PU 

Tel: (0536) 762678 

# For Sale: Another World £35, Super 

Soccer £30, Populous £30. Open to offers. 

Larry Coleman, 6 Carisbrook Mansions, St 

Leonards-on-Sea, East Sussex, TN38 OJP 

Tel: (0424) 446049 

# For Sale: Amiga 500 with over 60 games 
and two joysticks. In amazing condition, 

£450. Also, hundreds of magazines for sale 

including collectors items. Offers 

considered. 

ie 
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#» For Sale: Top rate SNES games for sale - 
| have quite a selection so why not give me 

a call? 

Luke Lovell, Layndry Cottage, Kinlet, 

Bewdley, Worcestershire, DY12 3AU 

Tel: (0299) 24273 

# For Sale: Greetings! | have SF Il (no box) 

for sale, £30. Enjoy! 

C Mallon, 27 Manse Road, Carryduff, 

Belfast, BT8 8DA, Northern Ireland 

Tel: (0232) 812531 after 4pm 

# For Sale: Zelda Ill, excellent condition 
with map, instructions. Everything for only 

£25, 

Jason Rollins, 150 Heath Street, Hednes 

Ford, Staffordshire, WS12 4BT 

Tel: (0543) 871734 after 4pm 

# For Sale; Atari Lynx II, five games, 
carrycase, visor, cigarette adapter. Boxed 

and in good condition - £120. 

Jon Hammersley, 92 Northdown Road, 

Hornchurch, Essex, RM11 1NE 

Tel: (0708) 447894 

# For Sale: Top Gear (UK), NCAA Basketball 

(USA), King Arthur’s World (USA), each £30. 

World League Soccer £25. All boxed with 
instructions. 

Ruben Rhodes, 6 Orpen House, Trebovir 

Rd, London, SW5 9LY 

Tel: (071) 259 2164 after 6pm 

# For Sale: SNES games - all UK and in mint 

condition. Tiny Toons — £38, Zelda - £30, 

Super Ghouls ‘n' Ghosts — £30, World Class 

Rugby — £35. 

Gavin Potter, 3 Watsons Close, Hopton-On- 

Sea, Norfolk, NR31 93J 
Tel: (0502) 730937 

# For Sale: Super Famicom, scart and 

seven great games (SFil, Mario Kart, Turtles 

etc), two control pads, boxed. Offers 

around £330. Please call after 5pm. 

Mark Sandison, 55 Mirfield Road, Solihull, 

West Midlands, B91 1JH 

Tel: (021) 705 8891 

# For Sale: UK SNES with seven games, two 
pads and US/JAP games convertor — £265. 

Please phone. 

Robie Hale, 67 Mount Nod Road, 

Streatham, London, SW16 Q2LP 
Tel: (081) 677 4228 

#s For Sale: UK SNES, Pilot Wings and Super 
Tennis. All boxed as new. Still under 
guarantee. 
Craig Roberts, 48 Millard Close, 

Basingstoke, Hants 

Tel: (0256) 26548 after 6pm 

#@ For Sale: UK SNES game — Super Smash 
TV, boxed with instruction booklet, only 

£28. 
Jas Hayre 

Tel: (0622) 752945 between 6-9pm 
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# For Sale: Gameboy and six games for 

sale, good condition. All games boxed. 

Games include F1 Race and Super Mario 

Land. Going cheap! 

Steevan Verma, 18 Cawston Lane, 

Dunchurch, Rugby, CU22 6QE 

Tel: (0788) 811379 

#: For Sale: SNES games for sale. UK F-Zero, 
WWF, Super Mario World and UN Squadron, 

US Sim City and Another World. Games for 

£23 to £28. Also a Datel Switch Universal 

Adaptor for £15. Good condition with 

boxes and instructions. WWF has not got 

instructions and Mario World has no box. 

Mark Hodgson, 62 Beedon Drive, Bracknell, 

Berkshire, RG12 8GJ 

Tel; (0344) 485628 

#: For Sale: Nintendo scope with six cool 
games, still in original box. Original price 

£65.99, | will sell for £50 ono. Phone 

please, 

Kamrooz Varzi, 24 Copse Hill, Wimbledon 

London, SW20 oHG 
Tel: (081) 946 0767 

#® For Sale: SNES games £25 each. 

Pilotwings, Super Tennis, Prince Of Persia, 

Ghouls ‘n' Ghosts, Turtles IV, Lemmings, 

Zelda Ill and WWF. 

Francis Newbold, 28 Horniman Drive, 

London, SE23 3BP 

Tel: (081) 291 1663 

# For Sale: SNES games for sale. Super 

Tennis £25, Super R-Type £25, Street 

Fighter I! £30. All PAL. 

Jay Caraon, 89 Carlton House, Canterbury 

Terrace, London, NW6 5DX 

Tel: (071) 625 5877 

# For Sale: Super Nintendo with two 

joypads, Super Mario, Super Aleste and 

Super Tennis. Immaculate condition, rarely 

used. Boxed as new. Only £180. 

Jonathon Ellis Griffiths, 41 Isgraig, 
Tremadog, Porthmadog, Gwynedd, LL49 

OPT 

Tel: (0766) 512930 evenings 

# For Sale: Amiga 500 for sale with about 

200 games all for £250 ono. 

Jamie McDonald, 6 Ingteby Drive, 

Denniston, Glasgow 

Tel: (041) 554 1130 

# For Sale:: SNES US scart version with five 

top games including Street Fighter Il and 

Star Fox. £180. 
Mr C A Horsley, 150 Gainsborough 

Crescent, Great Barr, Birmingham 

Tel: (021) 360 6411 

# For Sale: SNES games UK — Super Smash 

TV £28, Another World £30, Actraiser £35 
or swap for UK Cybernator or Alien 3. 

Jas Hayre, 289 Boxley Road, Maidstone, 

Kent, ME14 2HB 

Tel: (0622) 752945 between 6-9pm 

# For Sale: UK SNES still boxed, excellent 

condition, two controllers, Super Tennis 



and Mario Kart. Worth over £200 will sell for 

£130. 

James Willcolk, 18 Hagsdell Road, Hertford, 

Herts, SG13 8AG 
Tel: (0997) 587509 

# For Sale: F-Zero on the Super NES only 
£25. 

Mr C. Peel, 46 Ashden Walk, Tonbridge, 
Kent, TN10 3RL 

Tel: (0732) 351220 

# For Sale: Mega Drive with 14 games, two 
joypads and a JAP convertor (all English) 
for only £225. Worth over £650. Everything 
is boxed. 

Tyrone Davis, 36 Chelveston Crescent, 

Solihull, West Midlands, B91 3YB 

Tel; (021) 704 2552 between 5-9pm 

#& For Sale: SNES Street Fighter If! £35, no 

offers. Normal price £64.99. No box but 
still got instructions. 

Matthew Hill, 17 Bonington Rise, Marple 
Bridge, Stockport: 

Tel: (061) 449 8766 

# For Sale: SNES games for sale, nearly 

new. Street Fighter |i, Mario Kart, NHLPA 

"93, John Madden '93. All US versions, £30- 

£35 each. 

Darius Fernandes, 1 Rungie Court, 

Marshalswick, St. Albans, Herts, AL4 9AX 

Tel: (0727) 842904 

# For Sale: Bargain! UK SNES, three games 
— Mario 4, Zelda 3, WWF. All boxed and 

machine also boxed. £180 ono. 

lan Boyham, 42 beechtree Road, 

Wavertree, Liverpool 15, L15.7LW 

Tel: (051) 722 0537 

© For Sale: Super Mario World and UN 
Squadron for sale on SNES, £25 each or 

both for £45. Have not got original boxes 
but games and my boxes are in good 

condition. 
Richard Watkinson, 7 Presely View, 

pembroke Dock, Dyfed, SA72 6NP 

Tel; (0646) 682581 

4: For Sale: Atari 1 Meg STE. Loads of 

games, mags, three joysticks, two disk 

boxes and mousemat. Joystick/mouse 

extender. The lot for £200. j 
Scott Macleos, 5 Badgers Mount, Pendas 
Fields, Leeds, LS15 8XB 
Tel: (0532) 606497 

4 For Sale: Yo! Is there anyone out there 
who wants Batman 2, Turtles |, or T2 for the 

Gameboy? If there is, you can buy them 

for £10 each. Good buy! Write now before 
it's too late. 

Steven Rule, 14 Church View, Ash, 

Aldershot, Hants, GU12 6RT 

# For Sale: Dragon's Lair (UK) to swap or 
sell, £25. Brill condition. Boxed with 

instructions. Swap for any offers. 

David James, 68 Bryn-Heulog, 
Griffithstown, Pontypool, Gwent 

# Swap: My Super Tennis and Mario World 
for your Legend Of The Mystical Ninja, or 

ADVE 

my Pilotwings for any game. 

Aaron Gorman, 12 Lambeth Road, 

Kingstanding, Birmingham, B44 9NS 
Tel: (021) 360 2043 

# Swap: I will swap my Top Gear for your 

Zelda \il_or my Addams Family. Also, | will 

sell my Contra fll (USA) for £38. Swaps 

must be boxed. Calli now. 

Aaron Merali 

Tel: (071) 262 1931 

# Swap: My SNES with four games — Star 

Wing, Smash TV, Super Tennis and SF Ii and 
converter, for Atari ST and monitor. 
Ashton Laurence, Badgers, Hunts Green, 

Boxford, Newbury, Berks 

Tel: 0488 38540 

#4 Swap: Super Mario World or Mickey 
Mouse for Turtles IV. 

Andrew Ferris, 12 Yeading House, Larch 

Crescent, Hayes, Middlesex, UB4 9D2 

# Swap: | will swap my Zelda \il for your 

NHLPA Ice Hockey or Smash TV. 

Stuart Blythe, 17 Northumberiand Street, 

Alnmouth, Alnwick, Northumberland, NE66 

QRJ 
Tel: (0665) 830416 

# Swap: Super R-Type, Another World (UK) 

for any of the following: F-Zero, Super 

Smash TY, Dragon's Lair, Pilotwings, Final 
Fight, Gods. 
Tony Chantier, Barnhurst, Main Road, 

icklesham, East Sussex, TN36 4BS 
Tel: (0424) 812843 

# Swap: | have Pilotwings (UK) and Prince 
Of Persia (USA) to swap. Anything 

considered, no Japanese games. 

Andy 
Tel: (081) 201 9195 after 6pm 

# Swap: My UK WWF Super Wrestlemania 

or UK Sim City, both in excellent condition 

for either USA Soul Blazer or UK/USA 
Pushover. Must be in excellent condition. 

Richard Arrundale, 22 Raleigh Road, 
Enfield, Middlesex 

Tel: (071) 615 4973 

#: Swap: SNES games. F-Zero (UK), Super 

Tennis (UK), Super Mario World (UK), R- 

Type (UK), Krusty’s Super Fun House (UK). 
Swap for good games. 

Ben Smith, Water Works Cottage, 4 Hewitts 
Lane, Knowsley, Merseyside, L34 8HH 
Tel: (051) 546 0211 

Swap: Atari Lynx with Blue Lightning 
(unscratched screen) for any two SNES 

games, or sell for £65 ono. 

Brian Bathgate, 4 Trinity Court, Edinburgh, 
EHS5 3LF 

Tel: (031) 552 9196 

#: Swap: | would like to swap my Populous 

(JAP) for Desert Strike (JAP) or Tiny Toons 

(JAP). Must have instructions for the 

Famicom. 

Wilman Lee, 4 The Orchard, Lightwater, 
Surrey, GU18 5YS 
Tel: (0276) 473372 or 474141 

# Swap: | would like to swap my Star Wars 

for Tiny Toons. 

Barry Graham, 82 Park Crescent, 

Dalmellington, Ayrshire 

Tel: (0292) 550944 

Swap: | will swap my Smash TV for either 

a pocket TV or Super SWIV or John Madden 

'93 on the SNES, with instructions. 

John Tsang, 3 Westbury Close, Liverpool, 
L17 58D 

Tel; (051) 727 5085 

# Swap: Boxed UK Super NES with Mario 
World, three control pads. Includes boxed 

Propad plus eight games, with adaptor and 

Pro Action Replay. Games include Mario 

Kart, SF I! and Super Star Wars, Pilotwings, 

Contra 3. | want a Neo Geo with three 
games. 

Ricky, 3 Falkland Avenue, New Southgate, 

N11 

Tel: (081) 368 7486 

s Swap: | wish to swap Joe and Mac: 

Caveman Ninja (SNES) for Super Tennis. 

(SNES). No box but got instructions. Must 
be in good condition. 

Paul Hayward 
Tel: (0734) 812100 after 6pm 

Swap: | will swap Zelda, MysticalNinja; 

Axelay, Street Fighter I! or Super Kick Off 

for any good SNES games (eg Prince Of 
Persia etc). 

Christopher Haines, 1 Andnor Street, Taffs 

Well, Mid Glamorgan, Cardiff 

Tel; (0222) 813801 

4 Swap: | will swap.or sell these SNES 

games — Super Tennis, Super Soccer and 

Super R-Type. 

Mark Cook, 16 Melton Avenue, Denton, 
Manchester 

Tel: (061) 336 2175 

#2 Swap: UK SNES, | have Mario Kart, Super 
Probotector, Pilot Wings, Mario World. | 
want Street Fighter II, Aliens 3, Top Gear, 

Zelda 3, Super Tennis = any'decent UK 

games. 

D. Haigh, 124 Rye Lane, Pellow, Halifax, 

West Yorks, HX2 OQP 

4 Swap: Lemmings and Zeida 3 (no box) 
for swap. | want Royal Rumble, Ranma, 

Brawl Brothers, plus others considered. 
Andy Peacock, 28 Montrose Park, 

Brislington, Bristol, BS4 4JF 

tel: (0272) 716973 

#2 Swap: My US Lemmings, JAP Axelay, US 

Smash TV, US Rampart for any decent titles. 

Matthew Rowbotham, 54 Westgate, Tickhill, 
Doncaster, South Yorks 
Tel: (0302) 745979 

#: Swap: SNES with convertor, two Pro- 

pads, five games including Desert Strike, 
Star Fox, Wing Commander. Will swap for 
Amiga or PC Engine. 

James White, Rosemary Cottage, 

Woodgreen, Fordingbridge, Hampshire, 

SP6 2AU 
Tel: (0725) 22315 
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# Swap: | would like to swap my Buster 

Busts Loose (UK) for Starfox, Star Wing, 

Desert Strike or Star Wars. Can be UK, JAP 

or US. 
Wendy Lobban, 134 Lindsay Avenue, 

Wakefiels, West Yorkshire 

© Swap: Hello, | will swap my Zelda’3 for 
Sim City or Sim Earth or any good game. 
Zelda 3 not boxed. 

Mark Penlington, 4 Pebworth Close, Church 
Hill, Redditch, Worcs, B98 9JX 

Tel: (0527) 62547 

Swap: Will swap TMHT on Gameboy for 
Tiny Toons or any other good games. SNES 

games also wanted (UK) — | will pay up to 
£15 per game. 

Martin Hamilton, 43 Castwood Avenue, 

Stranraer, Scotland 

Tel: (0776) 2951 

@s Swap: My Addams Family for your Star 

Wing (1 am desperate!), Bart’s Nightmare, 

Super Star Wars, Desert Strike or Super 
Soccer. UK games only. 

Peter Collins, 30 Penningtons Lane, 

Gawsworth, Macclesfield 

Tel: (0625) 511998 

# Swap: Super R-Type (JAP) for any good 

game JAP or US. 

Walter Mythen, 54 The Moorings, Malahide, 

Co.Dublin, Ireland 

Tel: (Dublin) 8452512 

# Swap: | will swap a UK Super NES for a 

JAP or American scart Super NES/Super 

Famicom. Straight swap including one or 

two joypads. 

Mark Boia, 1 Oaklands Avenue, Osterley, 

Middx, TW7 5PX 

Tel: (081) 568 5085 

4 Swap: My SF |i (UK). for your Castlevania 

IV (UK) or Mario (UK). 

Marc Loughran, 22 Fairfield Estate, 
Milltown, Dungannon, Co Tyrone, N Ireland 

42 Swap: | would like to swap my Zelda 3 

(UK) for Batman returns (UK). Contact me 
after 5pm please. 

Ricky Cooper, 26 Barrett Road, Birkdale, 

Southport, Merseyside 

Tel: (0704) 63442 

# Message: Game Genie-ous! Games 
causing you grief, yes? Then check out this 

— our fanzine! Cheat books for all formats 
including SNES. Over 60 games busted 
including Tuff E Nuff and Star Wing, Street 
Fighter || and Fatal Fury guide. Can you 

afford to miss out? Send SAE for full 
details. 

David Walker, 11 Chalfont Close, Beddau, 
Mid Glamorgan, CF38 2SA 
Tel: (0443) 204576 

# Message: To Kwokbats: When can | 
come round and watch Bubblegum Crisis 

Part 2 and remember our trip to Margate 

28 Aug? From Cornelius and Genocyber 
Team. 

Mark Mangal, 211 Stephens Rd, Bow, 
London, E3 5JW 

DEAR READERS... 

Keep those classifieds rolling in! If we 

haven't yet printed your advert, don’t 

worry, it will get printed but you'll just 

have to wait in the rather long queue 

Remember — we will not print any 

adverts for the sale of Magicoms or 

other disk drive units. We do not and 

will not condone the use of these 

machines. 

CLASSi 
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All this aggro is caused by a flying ape, 
very Arthur C Clarke if you ask me 

One of the early guardians Is this 

disturbingly well-armed Vulcan bomber 

Wow, that Is one of the most radioactive 
nuclear submarines I've ever seen 

64309 2P PUSH START 

With pilots and 
planes from four 
nations there Is a 
good variety of 
smart bomb style 

weapons 

We've recently gone through a 

frantic six months of non- 

stop beat’em-ups emerging 

left, right and centre for the 

Super Nintendo, and to be 

perfectly honest it was all 

beginning to get just a little 

boring. About a year ago we were 

infested with a similar manic onslaught of 

shoot’em-up games, but due to the 

success of Street Fighter Il everyone 

believed they could cash in on its 

success hence the recent bombardment 

of beat’em-ups. 

It has now reached the stage where 

it was a most refreshing change to see 

Sonic Wings waiting on my desk on a 

Hien, the Japanese 
fighter ace in his FSX 

Kohful, the Danish 
pilot with his well- 

A squadron of six fighters attacks, but this Is Just a taste of 
the hassle you'll be getting later 

77703 

Keaton from the USA 
with an F-14 

> 

Got ya - that's one dead hovercraft! Onward we go to biast a 
few more enemy scum 

William from the UK 

takes command of an 
AV-8 Harrier 
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Typical foreigners, they go and hide a 
huge laser cannon in a skyscraper... 

65300 “it PUSH START 

drizzly Wednesday morning. Fed up with 

punching and kicking the enemy into 

oblivion, it was finally time to blast those 

suckers to kingdom come with a good old- 

fashioned laser. 

Sonic Wings is actually nothing out of 

the ordinary when it comes to shoot’em- 

ups, in fact it’s about as bog standard as 

they come. However, the graphics are 

superbly detailed right down to small 

intricacies on the sci-fi backgrounds and 

the number of sprites on screen at any one 

time is quite outstanding — and there's no 

slowdown! 

Resembling Super Swiv with both airborne 

and ground assault confrontations, Sonic 

Wings is a vertical scrolling, big-weapon 

rampage spanning the customary desert, 

ocean, hanger and space station locations. 

With a simultaneous two-player option, 

three difficulty settings, multiple lives and 

continues, ridiculously huge guardians to 

conquer and a wide range of various 

power-ups, this game obviously fails to 

vary from the norm. 

Coupled with a story-line based 

around the usual mindless drivel about 

aliens invading the Earth and the need for 

YOU to save humanity, one would be 

forgiven for discarding Sonic Wings as an, 

“I've seen it all before” escapade, but you 

would be wrong to jump to such 

conclusions. 

OK, so you haven't got the Mode 7 

that graces Axelay or even the in-depth 

gameplay and variation of Super Swiv, but 

what you have got is an above average, 

classic shoot’'em-up that will no doubt 

keep fans of this genre 

very happy. 

You initially choose 

from four pilots, each 

one of a different 

nationality (Britain 

included). 

Depending on 

which character is 

chosen you will 

start your mission in 

one of many 

locations around the 

globe. All completed 

missions lead you to 

another destination 

on the map until 

approximately eight 

missions have been 

completed to make 

up one offensive. 

After completing 

an offensive you 



“I say, Ginger, is it just r 
are very likely to end up| ft 

START 

will then take control of another 

character and repeat the 

offensive again, this time 

with the missions in a 

different order and slightly 

more difficult. if the missions 

are undertaken by two 

players you will then be 

presented with another four 

characters from the same 

countries, although the 
difficulty level remains 

exactly the same as if only 

one player was competing. 

Points are awarded for enemies 

destroyed, a routine high score 

table appears at the end of the 

game and bonus pods emerge 

from the wreckage of destroyed 

enemies. Power-ups can be collected to 

boost your arsenal to ludicrous 

proportions, although if you die your 

weapon annoyingly returns to the bog 

standard single-fire affair that you started 

with. Smart bombs, like the power-up 

icons, float witlessly around the screen, 

but are graphically quite impressive when 
launched. 

The sprites representing your craft are 

shamefully small in comparison to the 

might of the guardians and easily get lost 

in the flurry of bullets, rockets, missiles and 

other craft on the screen. With full power- 

ups activated it is phenomenally easy to 

get a considerable way through the 

barrage on one life, however if you should 

lose your full compliment it is tricky to stay 

alive while you journey down the path to 

full potency again. 

On a harder difficulty setting things get a 

little more delicate with a preposterous 

number of bullets scattered across the 

screen. It's this challenge that keeps you 

attentive, but | wouldn't go so far as to say 

that Sonic Wings would hold considerable 

lastability in the long run. 

Unfortunately, although Sonic Wings is - 

quite invigorating in the midst of the mush 

of beat’em-ups and inane unoriginality that 

makes up today’s market, it is too similar to 

the multitude of other, older shoot’em-ups 

to satisfy an impartial games fan — let's face 

it, if you've got one shoot’em-up you've 

got them ail! 

But | must admit it was good to see a 

change of style, if only for a 

short while — at least | have 

recovered my sanity and senses! 

ALLIE 

This is actually quite 

good fun. It hardly 

pushes the envelope in 

) terms of game design 

Gemini Wing from the 

arcades is five years old 

and just as good - but it does come 

across as a very competent 

shoot’em-up. It isn't especially 

innovative but the backgrounds are 

very well-detailed and some of the 

targets such as battleships, submarines 

and flying church spires make a bit of a 

difference. Its major downer is that it is 

too short, and while overall the four 

different characters face different 

levels, each one alone doesn't present 

enough of a challenge. Well-conceived 

and designed, but it needs more. 

JOOLS 

~. 
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The helicopter carries a power-up, if you 
destroy it before it wipes you out, the 
dollar signs become points 
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HOUSE: VIDEO 
SYSTEM 

ORIGIN: JAPANESE 
PRICE: £65 

PLAYERS: TWO 
TYPE: SHOOT'EM-UP 

SL ™ FeN Oe, 

| WARNING 
EXCESSIVE VOLTAGE 

| CHANCE OF FATAL SHOCK 

@SOUND_ oO 

i 
© @ GRAPHICS 

i 
© ®@GAMEPLAY 

eacacammnoaen, 9 F 
Oo el. ASTABILITY 
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ENERGY HIGH 
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ENERGY LOW 

Stupid number of 

. Axelay is probably one of the 

? best alternatives at 84 per cent, 

with its supero Mode 7 graphics 

and exciting gameplay, but 

, Super Swiv gets the edge with 

its 85 per cent score. Parodius 

gets a score of 83 per cent for 

% its humorous antics and 

there's Super R-Type, 

Super Strike Gunner 

and Super Aleste 



SUPER 

Te ESY AY 
RELIEF 

It's back and it's babber than ever. We foolishly 
thought you'd had enough of our constant stream 

of drivel, but we were wrong, so Instant Relief at 

the tender age of five months returns to fight 

another day. It had to happen, didn't it? The Great 
War. On we go then, for yet more tripe disguised 

as the ever faithful tips. 

EXCLUSIVELY SUPPLIED BY: This rather subdued month the pages are 
sponsored by a prototype Super-CD complete with 

THE SUPER CD a CD full of cheats, which no doubt you'll all be 

ia thrilled by. | was anyway. No, really | was. 

Oh, and the pages have been moved too. 

HINTS AND TIPS 

If you're one of the lucky few with the new Super FX compatible Action Replays, you've 

probably been oiling your babber in anticipation of some serious codes for THAT game 

(the one which took bloody ages to guide). 
Lock yourself in the bog with these codes and don’t come out until someone 

needs to off-load, or something. 

OBE7 12AD for infinite lives 
OBEO E4D0 for full firepower 

1FD1 466B to stop all shooting 

OBEO 73XX to change the Nova Bomb to another weapon (try 22). 

YAS EL Yo ab 
A difficult one to do, but worth it. Turn the machine on and when the Jaleco screen 

appears press B, A, X, Y quickly and repeatedly. You should hear a slashing noise and 

corrupt the screen if it’s worked. Press Start, push Down three times and press Start 

again. Select which game options you want and exit. You should now be looking at the 

Jap version of Brawl Bros — Rushing Beat Run, complete with the extra two-player 

option and time trial. 

Mark Smith, Norwich 

With all the hype surrounding the game it comes as no great shock that nobody in fact 

gives a toss whether any cheats appear for this overpriced game. However, in a thinly 

veiled attempt to fill some space, please find a few codes and enough joypad 

combinations to keep you happy until we decide to print some more. 

Anyway, to turn the game into Turbo SFIl Turbo (ie optional super speed), push 

Down, R, Up, L, Y, B, X, A when the Capcom logo appears. As in the first game a sound 

will signal that it’s worked. Now just alter the game running speed on the title screen as 

normal. 
Also, when the SFIl Turbo logo appears after the Capcom sign, try the same key 

combination (again you'll hear a sound effect) and now ALL the special moves will be 

turned off, making the game that touch harder for you the player. The computer fighters 

still let fly with their special moves as often as they can. 

For those of you with an Action Replay, try 7E05 30B0 and 7E05 30B0 to gain 

infinite energy for players one and two respectively. 

Se 
i: SUE Bont 

Fresh from the review this issue, select Tetris 2, game type A and level 20. On joypad VN 

two press L, R and Select and push the level number up. 

Lee & Steve Skinner, Manchester Enter the password 5656 and start a game. All the characters will be diddy. 
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In the first of a regular (probably) feature, we present a tip 

supplied by a cast member of Britain's best-loved soap. 

And who Bettabuy to kick it all off than Rakkie? Between 

pulling pints of Newton & Ridley, going to the cricket with 

Gordon and beating up Jack, she’s a mean Mario All-Stars 

fan. So when she rang and told us about her Action Replay 

codes we couldn't resist popping into the Rovers and 
checking out her assets. 

You've probably seen the country protection code 

on the review — Rakkle supplied that too, not Datel as stated. Here we present some 

worthwhile ones for the games themselves. 

GUAR DWNT) 
BROTHERS 

7E17 2A05 for infinite Marios 

7E17 3605 for infinite Luigis 
7E07 EBO9 to stop the clock (turn the AR off between levels). 

LVN: The) 73 
7FFB O2XX — replace XX with the stage number you want 

7E07 5A05 gives Mario and Luigi infinite lives 
7E07 EBO9 for unlimited time. 

LNT) & 
7E07 3605 Mario infinite lives 

7E07 3705 Luigi infinite lives 

7E05 FOO9 unlimited time 
7EO7 47XX — replace XX with any number 

to change Mario’s appearance... 

7E04 EE05 for infinite lives (all characters) 

7E04 CB3C for infinite super jump 
7E04 C33f for unlimited energy 

7E04 E130 for invincibility. 

SUPER CONTROL 

SUPER 

Sdil GNV SLNIH 

Action Replay 7E00 6F3F to make something infinite. 

ma « 
Sat etl ——_ A x 
WAYOTFS WELD 

When the logo appears (spinning) press X, Y, B, L and R for the level select. 
lan McGowan, White Moss 

DIAL—-A-TIP 
¢ THE ORIGINAL AND THE BEST « 

ALL SYSTEMS CHEATLINE 
(SAY 'YES' FOR NINTENDO) 

OS91 101 234 
NINTENDO CHEATS 'N' TIP -0891 445 913 
CONSOLES CHEATS ' -0891 445 991 
CONSOLE HOTLINE...... -0891 445 990 
SEGA CHEATS 'N' TIPS -0891 445 933 

ALL CHEAT LINES UPDATES WEEKLY / INTERACTIVE GAMES SOLUTIONS | Fue 
SUPER MARIO WORLD... --.0891 445 924 Fo 
IMMORTAL, ROD LAND... -0891 445 991 
DESERT STRIKE, RETURN TO THE GULF . .0891 445 953 
STREETFIGHTER 2, THE WORLD WARRIOR .0891 445 953 
FIRST SAMURAI....... Pesytehdeosubandbbadacesnses Sendunguenessin :--.0891 445 926 

FOR FULL INFORMATION ON ALL OUR SOLUTION SERVICES & CHEATLINES 

DIAL 
RE STUCK CAL i IONS & ANS LINE 

DIAL O891 668 012 
Scion IS A BAD PLACE TO BE! THAT ABANDONED SPACE 

STATION LOOKS DANGEROUS! HAVE YOU GOT WHAT IT TAKES FOR 

THE ULTIMATE QUEST??77 

DIAL O891 101 255 
AND PLAY THE GAME WITH THE GREATEST PRIZES! 

INSTANT. 
RELIEF. > 
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Energy High: Gorgeous graphics, 
entertaining and humorous gameplay with 
smooth scrolling 
Energy Low: Not enough levels or bonus 
sections and only one difficulty setting 

Blues Brothers has the appearance of a 
hybrid with parent genes taken from 
Super Mario World and The Addams 
Family. Combining the multitude of 
precarious platforms and swinging 
morning stars found in Mario and the 
squat sprites and fast action seen in The 
Addams Family, this 33-level platform 
romp proves its worth against classics 

such as these. 
This Titus effort allows one or two 

players to take on the usual array of weird 
and wonderful enemies whilst trying to 
safely navigate through to the level exits in 
the form of giant jukeboxes. The Blues 
Brothers must skilfully overcome various 
hazards such as rabid bulldogs, 
disappearing platforms, leg-chomping 
man traps and high voltage electric 
currents to succeed. 

BUBSY 
House: Accolade/Nintendo 

Price: £39.99 

gh: Great, stylised graphics and 

clear speech 
: Infuriatingly unplayable, relies 

too much on tricks and gimmicks 
Energy Lov 

Bubsy has been the subject of some of the 
fiercest hype this side of Street Fighter Il 

recently. Unfortunately, and for many 

The game isn’t ridiculously hard but it 
is not easy either. Many of the levels are 

quite labyrinthine in design with only a 

few favouring a linear approach. Much 
running backwards and forwards is 
involved in order to find the exits while 
small puzzles have to be solved amidst the 

searching process. 

The film characters Jake and Elwood, 
are portrayed here as small strutting 
sprites swinging along to the sounds from 

their own classic film. The soundtrack is 

noticeably digitised and highly familiar, for 
example the instantly recognisable Peter 

Gunn. 
The dynamic duo have various 

humorous quirks and actions that appear 

during the game including dancing on the 

spot, standing on each others shoulders 
for added height, mutating into muscle- 
bound Super Bros and comically being 

fried by electricity! Not devoid of a 

satisfying dose of humour, Blues Brothers 

proves to be entertaining both to watch 

and to play. 
The background graphics are bright 

and colourful incorporating smooth 
scrolling and multi-levels of parallax while 

reasons, Bubsy doesn't live up to the 

expectations placed on it. Sure, it’s a 16- 

meg game with over 40 frames of 

animation just for Bubsy himself and yes, 

there's loads of excellent digitised speech. 
What is missing though is gameplay — the 

stuff that made Spectrums and CBM64s so 

popular and is sadly missing from many 

SNES games these days. 
Bubsy himself is a great animated 

character brought to life well on the SNES. 
He somersaults, dashes, skids and dies in 
may inventive ways. Unfortunately, Bubsy 

runs, leaps and spins... right into the bad 

guys, time and time again. The basic game 

design is all wrong - you're encouraged to 
run at Sonic speed, but when you do, you 

invariably end up running into some 
unavoidable object or other! The result is a 

tediously slow game of edging-the- 

character-slowly-through-the-level. 

For all its down-points, Bubsy does 
have a few redeeming features. The game’s 

SUPER CONTROL + ISSUES + 

the foreground graphics utilise a wide 
range of shades to create a feeling of 
depth. It is also quite astounding how 
similar the sprites are to their film 

namesakes, Jake being short and dumpy 
while Elwood is tall and gangly! 

The two-player mode is by far the 
most challenging aspect of the game if 
not the funniest. With both characters on 

screen simultaneously a lot of player 

coordination is required. The screen 
centres on the leading character and the 
push scrolling can knock the trailing sprite 

off the screen plummeting him to his 
death, a feature which is sadly frustrating 

and very confusing. 
This said though, Blues Brothers is a 

highly enjoyable platform game that will 
entertain nearly all gamers. Unfortunately 
though, some of the levels are very short 
and even though there are 33 of them 
Blues Brothers can be completed within a 
reasonable amount of time. . 

graphics are superb with some great 

backdrops and the log flume sliding is 

great fun. The digitised speech is clear and 

funny and the platform levels are pretty 

huge. Let's face it, you're not going to 

complete this game in a few hours. 

Apart from these cosmetic factors, 

Bubsy unfortunately has very little else 

going for it. 

suast @]] o, 
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FINAL FANTASY MYSTIC 
QUEST 

Square Soft 
£39.99 

August 

RPG 
Perfect for RPG beginners, 

nice presentation 
I More experienced players will 

find it too easy 

The Final Fantasy RPG series from Square 
Soft is highly respected and followed in 

Japan. The huge, 16-meg Final Fantasy V 

was released in Japan to much acclaim 

some months ago, whilst over here in the 

UK we're just about to get the second in 
the series, Final Fantasy - Mystic Quest 

(Final Fantasy I! being the first English 
language release, but it never got a UK 

release). 
Mystic Quest is viewed mainly from 

above, the main emphasis being on your 
controlled character (call him what you will) 

who you can move about fighting monsters 

and such like. 

As usual, an evil force has descended 

upon the land and the lush landscape has 

been frozen into a wasteland. Armed with 
only a steel sword you must venture into 

the land, pick up information from local 

beings and fight any monster that dares to 
block your path. Your quest is to find and 
return four crystals to their rightful places, 
restoring the land to its peaceful, green 

state. 

Protecting each one of the crystals is a 

fearsome guardian which must be tackled 

using the most powerful of magic — the 
further you progress, the more powerful 

you become. To cast spells you must first 

learn how to use them, but the learning 
process is simple — just find the spell book 

that contains the magic chant. 
You will need power to cast the magic 

and initially you will only have enough to 
cast a maximum of four or five spells. As 

your character's skills increase, so do your 

magic points. Once you have used all your 



SUPER 
runs are impressive. Unfortunately though, 

the game is far to repetitive for its own 

good, Subsequent targets differ only in 

name and location — the attack runs are all 

the same and the dogfights become 

rapidly irritating. If the programmers had 

made more of the Mode 7 sequences, 

such as adding more ground objects or 

varying enemy attacks, it could have been 

special. As it is, Super Strike Eagle is 

nothing out of the ordinary. I'll be waiting 

to see what Super Air Diver turns out like... 

Manna the only way to restore your energy 
is by eating the seeds bought or found 

from one of the 29 locations within the 

Mystic Land. 

Final Fantasy — Mystic Quest is a fine 

RPG, it's just that it is rather too easy 

(easier than Zelda). However, it would be 

perfect for younger players, has great 
graphics, sound and atmosphere, and also 

offers three save slots to back-up your 

quests. 

Roll lc lolimelcoliie(t-Myl alae 

addition to the RPG library with Mystic 

Quest, not that there are that many RPGs 
on the UK market at the moment. Let's just 

hope that a few of the hundreds of RPGs 

available in Japan get translated into 

Energy Low: Too repetitive, offering little 

scope in the gameplay department 

Super Strike Eagle is Microprose’s first 

excursion into Super Nintendo flight sim 

territory. The opposition is almost non- 

existent (except Pilotwings of course) so, 

its past record taken into consideration, 

PEM APIEE Le) 

You're given a target for the sortie then 

you must fly out to the mainland avoiding 

ground-to-air missiles, enemy fighters and 

flak to take the target out with your e 

missiles and cannon. SUPER 
You first set out with a satellite Pata ER Ae x% 

representation (far above the battlefield). (+) 

» 

English soon! 

suzes fA 
SUPER STRIKE EAGLE 

House: Microprose 

Price: £44.99 

Available; August 

Type: Flight sim 

Energy High: Impressive Mode 7 scenery, 

exhilarating in places 

House: Interplay/Nintendo 

Price: £39.99 

Available: August 

Type: Platform adventure 

Energy High: Extremely addictive platform 

puzzles. Humorous streak a mile long 

Energy Low: Two-player option doesn’t 

work. You'll spend hours playing it 

Lost Vikings by Interplay is the first third- 

party SNES game to be released under 

Nintendo's own title. The bigwigs at 
Nintendo obviously saw the potential the 

game had and snapped it up for release in 

7 
—_ 
~ 
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Microprose shouldn't have much of a 

problem making a success of Super Strike 

Eagle. 

Strapped firmly into the seat of an F- 

15, various missions within five separate 

combat campaigns have to be undertaken. 

Sorties over Libya and the Gulf raise 

questions about the game's moral stance, 

but forgetting morals for a moment the 

missions are pretty huge in most cases. 

Most of the scenarios also require both 

day and night missions to be flown in 

attack. 

the UK (maybe they saw dollar signs, who 

knows?). Whatever they saw, they had the 

right idea — Lost Vikings is a stormer of a 
game. 

According to Alex, The Lost Vikings is 

one of the best games he’s ever played 

(he spent a heck of a long time ‘reviewing’ 

the game!). It has plenty of devious 

platform action with some brain-bending 
puzzles thrown in for good measure, and 

there’s not just one cute character to 

control but three — namely the Vikings 
Olaf, Erik and Baleog. 

Olaf, Erik and Baleog have been 

Ie 

“Be vewwy, vewwy quiet, we're hunting wabbit.” Olaf steps up for a career in 
impersonating well-known cartoon characters. Probably 

SUPER CONTROL 

If an enemy fighter flies near you'll be 

engaged in a dogfight. The screen will 

change to an out-of-the-cockpit display 

whilst you fight it out. 

Find your target successfully and the 

display will automatically change to a Mode 

7, out-of-the-plane view. Here you can see 

your fighter as you twist and turn to lock- 

on to your target. Destroy the target and 

successfully land (not easy!) and victory is 

yours. 

In theory, Super Strike Eagle should 

work very well. There are loads of missions 

to embark upon and the Mode 7 attack 

space-napped by the evil dictator 

Tomator. No one knows why he’s done it, 

but the only way the Viking braves can 

survive his grasp is by escaping through 

time through over 35 huge levels, back to 
their own village. 

Olaf the Stout is the protector of the 

trio. He can use his hefty shield to block 

lasers etc, or he can hold it above his 

head and utilise it as a glider! Erik the Swift 

is, as you would guess, fast on his feet. 

He's the only member of the team who 

can jump over gaps (no one else can 

jump!) and he can also use his dash to 

shoulder-charge into walls, doors and bad 

guys. Baleog the Fierce, the last of the 

threesome, has a fair number of weapons 

at his disposal (well, two actually) — his 

bow and arrows are handy not only for 

long-range attacks but for flicking those 

out-of-reach switches that help you 

progress. 

There are plenty of alien bad guys 

dodging around, most of which are fatal 

to touch and can be killed by various 

means. Later in the game not only do the 

aliens get bigger but the puzzles become 
so incredibly devious and complicated 

that you'll be sweating and screaming. 

Vikings is pretty frustrating, but it’s not 

impossible as all of the puzzles have a 

logical solution and are fun to work out. 

One criticism levelled at The Lost 

Vikings is that the simultaneous two-player 
mode doesn't really work. On regular 
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ccasions one Viking has to go off on his 
own to perform a particular task leaving 

the second player with nothing to do for a 

time. Both players also have a tendency to 

get in each others’ way which is also 

annoying. 

If you're looking for the perfect one- 
player platform puzzle game then the Lost 

Vikings is the game for you. 



OFFICIALS 
Listed below are the games currently 

available officially in the UK, and are 

fully compatible with British PAL 

machines 

ENIX + £49.99 

A lique combination of ac 

J Mack y t r 

F ) im City cocktail. 79% 

A unique ‘game with loads of 

things to do 
¥ Slightly too easy 

OCEAN * £44.99 
igh platform romp with supert 

pr entation. ¢t oy dut 

juestionable longevity 81% 
Gorgeous presentation 

¥v Won't take more than a few 

days to complete 

Lozce + £40- Le 
ne or two-player racing sim witt 

2 7 on overtime! Neat graphics 

but ultimately yawn-invoking. 62% 
Two-player mode 

v Abit dull really 

ROCA, * £49.99 
pheric platform 

hoot'em-up with moc 

snd challenging gameplay 

Plenty to do 
v Can become repetitive 

INTERPLAY + £44.99 

phics and great presentatior 

r al combination of shoot’em-up 

i adventure 80% 

Gob-smacking graphics 
v Far too easy 

KONAMI + £44.99 
* hoot'em-up with ast 

arar ind plenty ction. B4% 

Amazing graphics 
v Some glitching in places 

ACCLAIM/LIN + £44.99 
A game comprised of many sut 

¢ Y nust help Bart find his 

nework assignment 83% 

Whacky humour and a 
unique combo of sub-games 
v Maybe too weird 

KONAMI 
Double Dragon r 

£50-£55 

rim 

limited Deatem-ur 

Great graphics and sound 
v Very limited action 

ELECTRO BRAIN 

»xing/karate c 

£45- ae 

" ENQUIRIES: 

game. Rather slow 55% 

Accurate kick boxing game 
v Awkward control method 

NAMCO + £39. 99 
Th Woria War 

x 63% 
Visually amazing and loads 

of missions 
¥ Abit boring, really 

Titus + £50-£55 
ry tet 

iad wank 
f Tough and challenging 

v Aren't enough levels 

jate 

ELECTRONIC ARTS 
Fairly g platforr 
BC 

ststanding here 

Nice little animated touches 

v Slow, plodding and difficult 

MINDSCAPE + £40- pier 
Mindscape’s SNES release 4 

assic 51% 
Quite challenging anda 

pleasant change 
v Why pay £50? 

INTERPLAY + sigebat ane 

idiict neplay 85% 
Superb graphics and 

challenging gameplay 
v Alittie frustrating 

OCEAN + pi 99 
A dire platform th 

but the gameplay sucks 41% 

Graphics and sound are OK 
v Very frustrating and 

ultimately tedious 

ncs ASITA, * £50-£55 
ally sive st t'err 

guardiar 73% 
Good graphics and action 

v Slight glitching 

scat geteteis ENT £45 
David Crane avi ane’s 

; 66% 
Slick graphics with 

outstanding animation 
v No doubles option and 
difficult perspective 

SUNSOFT + £49.99 
Play the role of the Roac 

> > 60% 
Graphics are big and bright 

v Gameplay sucks, very tricky 

apres ARTS £45 

SUPER CONTROL 

m ery challenging. 86% 
Action- packed, "graphically 

excellent blaster with attitude 
v Can get a bit hard at times 

ELITE + £44.99 
hi 

and the g eminently 

hallengir 74% 

Good oraphics with some 
neat visual effects 
v Very repetitive 

INFOGRAMES + £49.99 
A massive role-playing game that 
in a bizarre world of polygons. 7O% 

The land of Drakkhen is 

massive... 
¥ But sadly boring to explore 

SONY 869. 99 

4 ameple 85% 
“compelling gameplay 

¥ Dodgy perspective at times 

OCEAN + £44.99 
ner able and fair 

Formula V hat borrows its 
graphic style from F-Zer 66% 

Stomach churning visuals 

thanks to Mode 7 
v Lacks two-player option 

THQ + £44.99 

American cartoon series 56% 
Humorous, well-animated 

graphics 
v Slow and annoying at times 

CAPCOM + £49.99 

Classic beat’em-up action wit! dy 

and Haggar 75% 
Almost like the real thing 

¥ And just as boring 

NINTENDO + £39.99 
F-Zer »ks brilliant, plays well but 
a bit on the bland side 71% 

Graphics like you've never 

seen before 
v Not very exciting to play, 
especially as there is no two- 

player mode 

ACCLAIM + £49.99 
Jnfortunat the excitement 

ost in the 

slatio 32% 
There are quite a few 

fighters to box against 
v Appalling graphics and 

boring as hell to play 

IREM £40-£45 

nm any 

: 46% 
Quite hard in places 

v Annoying, no gameplay 

T’HQ. + ripen 99 
Super Control’s most hated game. It's 
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ami 

in | say 

None whatsoever 

v The game 

THQ. + £44.99 
Basically the 

/ f "36% 
“slightly better than the 

first 
v But it’s still a complete load 

of crap 

HI-TECH + £45 

» dunkir 31% 
It’s Nintendo Scope 

compatible.. 
v_ ...SNES compatible 

THQ. + £44. 99 
A shoot’em-up/platform 

smes BONG Jnr Is UNINSE ec a | 

gina 31% 
Varied gameplay 

v Poor in every other respect 

UBI eas) * £44.99 
Challer yper Tennis for tr 

of be tery mulator, it 

e but doesn't quite make 85% 

Accurate and entertaining 

v Awkward to play at first 

ELITE + £44.99 

ittle repetitive 72% 
Humorous graphics with 

slick animation 
v insufficient gameplay 

variation 

ELECTRONIC ARTS + £45 
Better than the original but t 

omplicated. A bit boring 72% 

Good, realistic graphics 
v Too complicated and 

unexciting to play 

SALECO * £45-£50 
n the footsoldiers to fight their 

mediaeval Lemmings clone. 79% 
Quite playable after you've 

mastered the controls 
¥v it's so goddamn siow! 

ACCLAIM + £44.99 
Help Krusty rid his { 

ents dict B 

z m-platform game. 81% 

“Loads of intricate levels 
v Krusty’s sprite is really 
annoying! 

SUNSOFT & 49. ie 

ed addictive 86% 

Great fun in both one and 

two-player modes 
v Joypad controls are a littie 

tricky 

OCEAN «+ ies: 99° 
F gs OF and complete 

Not much playability 

3 58% 
Fairly ‘good film trilogy 

¥ Doesn't resemble the films 
at all, disappointing graphics 

INTERPLAY + £40-£45 

perb Nordic platform roms 
ount ght and 

extrous handling irvive 90% 

Extremely addictive and 

humorous 
¥v Can waste hours playing it 

NINTENDO + £59.99 
yming te with the SNE 

t 2 art package 52% 
‘The mouse is handy 

v Too simple 

CAPCOM + £45-£50 
Aa ght and lourful platfor 

st fam 

dent 84% 
Looks great and is enjoyable 

to play 
¥ Too easy to complete 

ELECTROONS ARTS + £45 
Art Jabbling on the ice 

redibly animated 

4 78% 

Realistic ice hockey sim 
v Maybe too realistic 

sapemeptnay 027 ° £44.99 

sur Way af rain. 30% 

it's got guns in it 

¥ Repetitive, poor graphics 

MINDSCAPE + £39.99 
Dire prese ion and non-existent 

neplay make Paperboy Il one of the 
yrst games ever 12% 
Erm... there aren't any 

v Unadulterated dross 

KONAMI + £40-£45 
A hilarious and welcome change 

the shoot’em-up genre 83% 
Great fun to play 

v No two-player option 

ELECTRONIC ARTS + £45 
Presentation is first class on this ropey 

versic iew follow Dall 

as it streaks up the fairway 70% 
Good visuals 

v Like the real thing, PGA gets 

very tiresome 

NINTENDO + £39.99 
The ultimate A e 7 flying game with 

unbelieve : $ and 4 sele< 

ity. 86% 
Uses gorgeous Mode 7 

graphics 
¥v Once you've completed each 

task, | doubt you'll return to 
Pilotwings 

>f missions to ensure longev 

THQ. + £39.99 



12% ¥ It's bloody hard Platform game with a close 
resemblance to BOB. A bit duff after 

the Wayne-isms wear off. 46% 

“We're not worthy!” 

v Very repetitive 

Erm Hurrah, Mario Kart is by far the best 

game ever. Why? Because it’s so 

playable, it’s funny, it’s addictive, the 

graphics are great 95% 

Everything is perfect 

v Nota single flaw 

A grand total of none 
v The game 

CAPCOM + £64.99 
This is the ultimate beat’em-up and is 

an amazingly close conversion of the 

arcade original 93% 
Slick graphics, immensely 

TONKIN HOUSE + £39.99 
The best tennis sim ever with loads of 

moves, singles or doubles plus a one 

or two-player option 91% 
Simply the best tennis game 

v None 

IMAGINEER + £44.99 
Play God and order your minions to playable and for two players 

cause severe destruction to the other v Slows a little on British 
deity’s villagers! 80% machines 

Highly original and playable 

¥v Frustrating in the long run 

MINDSCAPE + £45-£50 
Accurate conversion of the now 

classic PC space blaster — its move to 

the SNES is pretty inspired 80% 

Huge game to keep you 

going for ages 

NINTENDO + £44.99 
This is the SNES’ best platform romp 

96 levels of pure action, so it'll keep 

you hooked for months 92% 

Loads of levels, one of the 
ACCLAIM + £44.99 
Boring conversion of the shite 

ELITE + £44.99 
One of the finest soccer games on the 

IMAGINEER + £49.99 SNES. Loads of teams to choose from most playable games ever American sport 56% v Looks rather basic in places 

God-like battle simulation that lets and an indoor league too! 88% v Graphics are perhaps a bit Nice, big beefy graphics 
you rule the world — literally! Full of Realistic and addictive basic and repetitive v Crap - like the real thing... 
tactics and strategy 79% gameplay IMAGINEER + £39.99 

in-depth gameplay v Some sure-fire ways of Rugby Union sim with plenty of 

v Slow to play scoring goals every time TECMO + £45-£50 THQ + £44.99 options and smooth scrolling. Very 
Original racing game with Taz running 

around the screen to collect Kiwis 

competitive gameplay 72% 

Great use of Mode 7 

Stats, options, a bouncing ball 

Tecmo NBA Basketball has got it all. It’s 
KONAMI + £54.99 HUDSON SOFT + £44.99 very playable, has a great two-player Great graphics and sprites. 78% ¥ Slightly unresponsive 
20 levels of pure quality platform A platform-cum-beat’em-up romp mode and is probably the best of its Novel gameplay 

romp make up the dungeon which Graphically it’s superb and the sounds kind on the SNES 83% v Lack of variation 
you have to negotiate 84% are toe-tapping too! 78% Playable, fast and fun ACCLAIM + £59.99 

Excellent animation Pant-swingingly good sound v Stats are boring Far superior to the original, this version 

¥ Frustrating at times and lush graphics ACCOLADE + £44.99 lets six wrestlers into the ring at once 
Good fun 70% 

12 wrestlers 

v Repetitive gameplay 

Your chance to drive some the fastest 

production cars in the world. 58% 
Occasionally thrilling 

v Where's the challenge? 

TRADEWEST + £40-£45 
Great off-road racing fun in two 

OCEAN + £44.99 COMPILE/TOHO + £44.99 player mode, not as good alone ¥ Gets boring, lacks finesse 
Six levels of gorgeous graphics, the This visually impressive shooter is now There are loads of tracks and a meaty 
sound is ream and it’s great fun to Officially available and is one of the soundtrack 70% NINTENDO + £39.99 

play. Smart 85% better blasters 70% Great with two players KONAMI + £40-£45 The definitive role-player on the SNES 
It's challenging and it's No slow-down ¥ Soon becomes tiresome One of Konami's finest games with Viewed from above, this game is jam- 

thoroughly enjoyable v Too many power-ups first-rate presentation, addictive packed with places to see, people to 

v it's bloody hard visit and things to do. 89% 

Graphically superb and 
immensely absorbing 

gameplay and 4 wide variety of . 

exciting levels. 86% 
Extremely playable, highly 

CAPCOM + £40-£45 
Converted from the coin-op, the SNES ABSOLUTE + £44.99 

OCEAN + £39.99 More of a shoot’em-up than a tank version is for one player only but is addictive v Diddly squat 

A cerebral domino game much in the sim, the objective of this Gulf war tie still incredibly playable 80% v it's a bit on the easy side 

same vein as Lemmings and Krusty’s in is to blast the enemy in your M1 Great fun in both game 

Super Fun House 79% tank 54% modes iphahahoaahahatahal 

Challenging gameplay, cute Nice presentation with the v Because it's only a one- HI-TECH * £40-£45 
graphics and a good laugh occasional digitised graphic player it soon becomes boring The lack of Tom is nothing compared 
v Alittie simplistic looking v Shallow gameplay to the lack of challenge and 

presentation! 35% 

KONAMI + £44.99 Tom & Jerry 
T’HQ. + £44.99 HUDSON SOFT + £45 Awesome shoot’em-up with ¥ Unoriginal platform effort 
The SNES conversion of the popular This incredibly addictive, multi-player breathtaking graphics, six levels of 

arcade machine 21% puzzle game should take the world by adrenaline-pumping blasting and 
Three tracks to race on storm! 92% technically brilliant guardians. 87% KEMCO + £44.99 

v The game is slow, scrolling Multitap compatible for Action-packed, a visual feast Slick graphics and smooth scrolling 

jerky and ultimately anal four-player battles v Some siow-down make for great fun either on your own 

or with another 85% 
Excellent presentation, very 

playable 

v Far too addictive 

JALECO + £44.99 REM + £44.99 
Final Fight action with two-player KONAMI + £44.99 Exclusive to the SNES, Super R-Type is v Easy in one-player mode 

simultaneous mode 55% A highly atmospheric and enjoyable a mixture of the two arcade games, R- 

Simultaneous two-player platform beat'em-up — this one’s a real Type | and I 71% 
game challenge 86% Some of the best shoot’em- STORM + £44.99 IMPO RT 
v Unexciting and graphically First class graphics and up graphics A rip-off of Lemmings only not as 

flawed challenging gameplay ¥v Major siow-down, too easy good. It’s got a two-player option and 
loads of levels though 56% 

150 levels ensure longevity 

¥ Frustrating gameplay and 

All the games below are available 

through independent retailers 

nationwide, but you'll need a 

v Abit dull at times 

OCEAN + £49.99 ACCLAIM + £39.99 
A six level blaster-cum-platform romp CAPCOM + £39.99 The aim of this game is to survive, not fiddly controls convertor or a Japanese Super 
You probably won't manage to get A frustratingly difficult platform forgetting to maim thousands of thugs Famicom or an American Super NES 
past the first level 29% adventure set over eight levels of as you rush through the levels. 73% to run them. 

Yeah, right gorgeous graphics 83% Good, harmiess fun KONAMI + £44.99 
¥ Too hard and it glitches Very challenging, lush v Basic graphics, mindiess The graphics are virtually faultless, the 

IGS + £45-£50 
The most famous movie monsters, 

animation is first class and it’s quite a 

good laugh to begin with 75% 
visuals and atmospheric sound 

v No password system or 

gameplay 

NINTENDO + £39.99 battery back-up Visually stunning and Giger’s Alien and the Predator, team 

Create your own city, then watch as it NINTENDO «+ £39.99 initially great fun up for this scrolling beat’em-up. 46% 

falls apart at the seams 85% The first footie title officially available, v Too easy and boring once Some nice graphics 
User friendly, very addictive JALECO + £40-£45 this game relies on snazzy Mode 7 you've mastered the moves ¥ it plays like a snotty tissue - 

v Doesn't really use the Jaleco’s foray into the soccer sim rather than gameplay 61% a wasted opportunity 

machine's capabilities market fails to deliver anything Excellent visuals 

playable 42% v Gameplay is lacking BANDAI «+ £39.99 
Loads of stats and options A laugh at first, but then you realise GAMETEK + £44.950 

ACCLAIM + £44.99 v Frustratingly unplayable you forked out £40 for it 44% Lots of muscles but poor graphics and 

shoddy gameplay 41% 
Event variation 

Quite amusing 

v You'll laugh at the poor 

Initially quite enjoyable, Spidey soon 

becomes boring because it’s so 
JVC/LUCASARTS + £55 
Lucasarts’ first dabbling on the SNES is 

bloody hard 60% OCEAN + £44.99 a class mixture of beat’em/shoot'em quality of the game ¥v Little challenge 
Lots of Marvel characters Pretty run-of-the-mill platformer. Dated and even driving action 88% 

v Tiresome, tough and in all accounts, but may appeal to Stunning in most areas 
ultimately tripe younger players 66% v Apain in the butt at times CAPCOM + £49.99 HAL + £35-£40 

A fairly enjoyable Dungeon Master-ish 

RPG that is a bit slow in places.62% 

Visually pleasing 
v Abit easy 

Superb conversion of the coin-op 

Loads of levels, heart-pounding action 

and brilliant graphics 82% 
Fast action with loads of 

Very cute, stylised graphics 
¥ Sorry, seen it all before 

ACTIVISION + £44.99 

Guide a spinning top through tight 

ACTIVISION: £44.99 
A one or two-player vertical blaster, 

gullies to reach your goal 50% ANCO + £44.99 Super Strike Gunner is a bit dull and levels and gorgeous graphics 
An old classic An enhanced version of Pro Soccer lacks serious shooty action. 7FO% ¥v Slight siow-down 

v Very basic visually Super Kick Off features bigger Okay in two-player mode A-WAVE + £35-£40 
A pretty dire wrestling style beat’em 

up with little enjoyment factor. WWF is 

dull, but this is ridiculous 36% 
Decent selection of moves 

v The best is the off switch 

v Visuals are repetitive, a 
little boring to play 

graphics, faster action and an 

improved control system 79% 

Quite playable once you've 
mastered the controls 

¥ Difficult to play with a 

joypad 

ACCOLADE + £45-£50 
A similar game to Wing Commander 

but not quite as good 78% 
Great graphics 

v Drags ona bit 

NINTENDO + £44.99 

The first Super FX game is visually 

orgasmic. Three difficulty levels and 

one heck of a lot of polygons. 94% 

Great graphics and sound 

¥ It's only a flash shoot'em- 

up, really 

STORM + £44.99 
Action-packed blaster in the guise of 

either a chopper oratank. 85% 
Constant action with great, 

smooth graphics 

SUPER CONTRO SSUE5 + OCTOB lp) raj On (0) 44 

T&E SOFT + £40-£45 
More T&E Soft golf rampages, this time NINTENDO + £39.99 THQ + £45 
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well-presented at the annual Augusta 

Masters Championship 73% 

Just like playing the real 
thing 
¥v Pitch and putt instead 

SAMMY CORP + £35-£40 
Beat’em-up without the frills. 47% 

Good laugh for 10 minutes 
¥ Will bore the pants off you 

NAXAT + £35-£40 
An average overhead racing sim which 

>| 1't really live up to its violent title 

1, it’s for one or two players. 44% 
Two-player action 

¥ Tiresome, dull and er... crap 

JALECO + £30-£35 
Race across the desert in this Paris 

Dakkar racing simulation 11% 
Erm... 

v Everything 

HUDSON SOFT + £30-35 
A novel twist to b’ball, Bill Laimbeer 

allows you to attack the opposition 

while slam-dunking’ 25% 

Two-player option... 
¥ Which Is as crap as the one- 

player mode 

ATHENA + £45 
A ridiculously hard blaster plagued by 

abysmal slowdown and awful 

glitching. Set over six levels. 25% 
Extremely challenging 

v Far too difficult and boring 

ATLUS + £40-£45 
A typical style shoot’em-up with no 

special extras 28% 

Not much really 

¥ Most things! 

ACCOLADE + £50 
What promised to be an excellent 

platform romp is dogged by annoying 

gameplay. A great shame 61% 
Visually excellent 

v Frustrating to play 

ELECTRONIC ARTS + £44.99 
Basketball sim with sluggish animation 

and scrolling, blocky graphics. 61% 

Two-player mode 
v Slow gameplay, cluttered 
graphics 

DATAM + £40-£45 
The age old classic Qix comes alive on 

the SNES. Try to fill parts of the screen 

to restore it to its former glory. 42% 
Classic gameplay 

¥ Sluggish and pretty easy 

DTMC + £44.99 
One to =e players can compete in 

five radical events 59% 

Novel eight-player option 
v Aren't eight people that 

would want to play this 

MINDSCAPE + £40-£45 
Another baseball sim which happens 

to be very similar to the rest. 34% 

Good graphics and sound, 

two-player option 

v The computer is too good 

RAYASYSTEMS + £39.99 
Educational scrolling beat'em-up 

about diabetes. Should be given away 

to schools 32% 

Educational value 
v Grimy graphics 

KANEKO + £45-£50 
A strange-looking platform romp with 

massive sprites, bold colours and 

plenty of humour 57% 
It’s (sort of) funny 

¥ Irritating and too easy 

SONY IMAGESOFT + £45 
A Stone Age home computer platform 

game that has been transformed to 

the SNES 738 
Excellent playability 

v Samey after a while 

PARKER BROTHERS + £45 
American version of that great (ahem 

board game Cluedo 46% 
Great if you have no friends 

v Waste of good chips 

TECHNOS + £40-£45 
More beat’'em-up action from a TV 

cartoon serial featuring three big lads, 

Berserker, Bulova and Blitz 54% 

Great graphics 
¥ Animation is a littie staid 

TAKARA* £35-£40 
Looking old fashioned, this is a 

playable overhead racing game based 

on a Japanese TV show 73% 
Challenging and addictive 

¥v Looks a bit out of date 

ASMIK + £30-£35 
A drab shoot’em-up with nothing new 

or exciting to offer 32% 
Helicopter looks like Airwolf 

v Tedious gameplay, lack of 
action and naff presentation 

TAITO + £30-£35 
Darius Twin is a one or two-player 

blaster that’s ages old, but is still only 

available on import 54% 
Two-player option Is good 

¥ Just one more in a dull line 
of blasters really 

T&E SOFT + £45 
This is basically the same as T&E’s 

previous golf games, but is blessed 

with more intricate courses. 74% 
Four-player option 

¥ Slow screen update 

REM + £40-£45 
A playable six level platform romp 

based on the TV series 76% 
immensely playable and 

frustratingly addictive 
¥ Too easy to complete 

RENOVATION + £39.99 
A fun beat'em-up with extravagant 

special moves, colourful graphics but 

dodgy controls 58% 

impressive special moves 
v Far too easy and static 

BANDAI + £40-£45 
Translation of 4 popular Japanese 

Manga series, using a confusing split 

screen beat’em-up technique. S7% 

Split-screen approach 
v Fiddly and unexciting 

SETA + £70-£75 
Seta’s new DSP chip is given a run for 

its money in this suped-up, F-Zero 

style racing game 78% 
Fast and smooth visuals 

v Boring and iong-winded 

SONY IMAGESOFT + £40 
Extra Innings is one of the better 

baseball sims. Cute graphics and 

enjoyable gameplay 70% 

Cute cartoon characters and 

neat animation 

¥ Still another baseball game 

BULLET-PROOF + £40-£45 
Uninspiring variation of the shoot’em- 

up, set in a maze with smiley faces. 

Based on the ST’s Midi Maze. 18% 
The box artwork is OK... 

¥ Diabolical gameplay 

TAKARA + £55-£60 
Originally a Neo Geo beat’em-up 

Plenty of moves and characters make 

this a cut above the rest 83% 
Challenges Street Fighter... 

v But falls 

SQUARE SOFT + £35-£40 
FFil is a competent RPG that features 

atmospheric sound and absorbing 

gameplay 72% 
An addictive RPG blessed 

with a save game facility 
¥ Graphically poor 

SQUARE SOFT + £40-£45 
FFMQ is an RPG aimed at the 

beginner. Easy to pick up, hard to put 

down 71% 
immensely absorbing game 

¥ Combat system is a bit 

boring and it’s a tad easy 

CAPCOM + £60 
More linear beat’em-up action with 

three characters to choose from 

Great graphics, but dull 76% 

Big, beefy two-player action 

¥Y Too easy, too few moves 

CAPCOM + £40-£45 
Exactly the same game as Final Fight, 

but with Guy instead of Cody. 75% 

Still enjoyable 
v But only half as much 

SUNSOFT + £30-£35 
The aim is to throw a ball at people, 

and hopefully knock them over!}64% 

it's quite novel 
¥Y May not appeal to some 

SHOEI + £35-£40 
Based on the Anime film, this is a 

game of excessive gratuitous violence 

and special moves 46% 
Big sprites and the ‘Ooh 

Addy Addy Addy Ah’ bit 

¥ Otherwise it’s pretty pants 

MINDSCAPE + £45-£50 
Top quality platform game that only 

has four levels, but they are all huge 

and extremely hard 83% 
Big, tricky, great graphics 

¥ Controls let it down 

KONAMI + £30-£35 
Although 4 very early release on the 

Japanese Super Famicom, Gradius Ill 

still remains a playable blaster. 7O% 

Unlimited blasting action 

v Some low-down; a bit dated 

HI-TEC + £40-£45 
A platform game of microscopic 

proportions aimed at the younger 

generation 60% 
Colourful graphics and 

entertaining gameplay 
Vv Little longevity 

TAITO + £40-£45 
Rancid ice hockey sim with tedious 

gameplay, limited controls and 

general all-round clumsiness. 38% 
Humorous animation and 

fairly nice speech 

v Everything else is big trouts 

HAL + £35-£40 
A simple but enjoyable golf simulation 

for up to four players 74% 

incredibly easy to get Into 
v Not very realistic 

SONY IMAGESOFT + £45 
Peter Pan appears on the SNES in this 

graphically superb but disappointing 

adaptation of the movie 75% 
Gorgeous visuals 

¥ Too easy and rather dull 

HAL + £30-£35 
A tedious shoot’em-up that is quite 

well presented. It is different, but 

apart from that it’s pretty naff. 18% 

F-Zero-esque graphics 
v Unbelievably tedious 

VIC TOKAI + £40-£45 
A mediocre shoot’em-up that’s nigh 

on impossible! 51% 
Challenging shooty 

¥ Won't finish it without 
cheating 

TRADEWEST + £40-£45 
Tradewest’s dabbling on the golf front 

is actually quite enjoyable 67% 

Offers a great challenge 

v Golf game... snore 

NAXAT + £45-£50 
The first decent pinball sim on the 

SNES is quite like some classics on the 

Mega Drive. Faster on imported 

machines 64% 
Enjoyable pinball game 

¥ Slow on the British SNES 

DATA EAST + £45-£50 
More cartoon-style capers in this 

improved version 79% 

Looks great, plays well and 

Is a good laugh 

v No two-player option 

ELECTRONIC ARTS + £40 
A dodgy SNES conversion of the Mega 

Drive American Footy sim 43% 
Quite accurate, I guess 

¥ Slow, dull and boring 

KEMCO + £40-£45 
Aka Bombuzal, Ka-Blooey is a puzzle 

game in which you must survive within 

an explosion of bombs. 42% 
Well-designed levels 

v Fails to hold your attention 

GAMETEK + £49.99 
Tedious racing game with mundane 

gameplay and awful sprites. 16% 
Funky Bob Marley tune 

¥ Looks like an ST game 

NATSUME + £45-£50 
Bizarre, Japanese walk and shoot 

number with weird graphics and 

playability that only the Japs can get 

away with 82% 

You'll be intrigued for hours 
v Sounds are the weak link 

MELDAC + £40-£45 
Splatters of Mode 7 are evident in this 

racing game, viewing the track from a 

distorted perspective 54% 
Runs smoothly with minimal 

glitching, good music 
v No two-player mode, drab 
graphics and poor action 

TAKARA + £40-£45 
Converted from the Neo Geo, it’s 

Street Fighter Il with a twist. 68% 
A neat variation on the 

beat’em-up genre 
v Lack of moves, limited 

gameplay 

KEMCO + £35-£40 
Not as slick or as challenging as Final 

Fantasy or Zelda 52% 
OK-ish presentation 

v Not very exciting - best left 

for avid RPGers 

KONAMI + £45-£50 
An incredible action adventure game 

It’s got great graphics, atmospheric 

sound and it plays well 85% 
Addictive, presents a long 

term challenge 

v Jap version virtually 
unplayable 

CAPCOM + £40-£45 
Converted from a sub-standard coin 

op, it’s hardly surprising that this 

conversion of the platform romp is 

below par 61% 
You'll like it if you enjoyed 

its arcade parent 

v Suffers from siow-down 

SOFTWARE TOOLWORKS + 

£41.99 

Aimed at 7-year-olds. Wander the 

globe in search of Mario and historical 

artefacts 70% 
Great educational tool 

¥ Limited audience 

ACTIVISION + £50 
A ‘virtual’ blast’em-up with loads of 

levels. Easy and exciting 81% 

Loads of missions 

v Not much variation 

PARKER BROTHERS + £45 
Board game conversion that doesn't 

offer much for the price 50% 
Good presentation 

v Better off with deluxe 

edition of the board game 

SETA + £40-£45 
Mediocre spike’em-up in which you 

play Imoto, 4 Japanese warrior armed 

with a lengthy pike 43% 

Backgrounds are OK 

¥ Tiny sprites, simple and 

sluggish gameplay 

ROMSTAR + £40-£45 
Tough to control, but challenging 

once you've sussed what's whatS 7% 
Accurate baseball sim 

v Pretty average 
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v Lazy and bland graphics QUEST + £50-£60 
Use a deck of tarot cards to nuke the 

robed enemy in this basic RPG. 80% 
Looks great for an RPG 

v Combat is far from involving 

TAITO + £40-£45 
This Final Fight-esque beat’em-up is 

packed with humour 78% 

Funny and enjoyable to play 

v Easy and repetitive 

and catapulting enemies 68% 
Fun for one or two players 

v Looks like a NES game 

Visually it's quite good 
v Too much slow-down 

HUMAN «+ £65 
Hard to control and difficult to score 

too slow for its own good. 62% 
Four-player mode 

SOFTEL + £40-£45 
A very dodgy legalised punch-up that 

makes KO Boxing look good. 28% 

You get to wear satin shorts 

NCS MAISYA + £35-£40 
A one-on-one beat’em-up featuring 

all manner of bizarre characters. 76% TAITO + £45-£50 ENIX + £50-£55 
Visually stunning game with full-screen Smart graphics Similar adventure game to Zelda. Not v Too damn slow Vv The list is far too long 
rotation. Try and get a little chrome v Looks a littie dated now as Nintendo's classic, but still 
ball through a maze 79% a fine game 79% 

Addictive and fast gameplay Absorbing gameplay CULTURE BRAIN + £45 ABSOLUTE ENT. + £40-£45 
v You won't be back for more NCS MAISYA + £40-£45 combined with pleasant visuals A beat’em-up with one-on-one and lsometric dullness embodied. Toys is 

More of the same fre ¥ Small for an adventure side scrolling mixed together. 34% y beat’em-up slow, unimaginative and hard. 36% 
n with yet more d characters Are you kidding? A couple of nice visuals 

JALECO + £46.99 to fight against 78% v Too many to count ¥ Boring and repetitive 
Maze-like shoot'em-up with various Excellent Japanese graphics TRIFFIX +« £40-£45 

dumb enemies and easy guardians vy Much the same as the first Bears more resemblance to Baliblazer 
ACCLAIM + £52.99 
Humorous American football sim 

which looks and plays well. 7FO% 

Excellent digitised speech 
v Not for enthusiasts 

Average graphics and sound. 61% 

Varied selection of weapons 

v Not enough levels ATLUS + £30-£35 
Not Robo but just as bad. 14% 

Bugger all 
TSUKUDA + £30-£35 v Ashoot 'em-up rip-off 
Cor sion of the classic board game 

of flipping coloured markers. 46% 

Plays a mean game 1GS + £35-£40 
vy Don't part with your cash This graphically lent filer 

than football 65% 

Fun in two-player mode 
v Ultimately repetitive 

JALECO + £65-£70 
Serious contender to Street Fighter II's 

beat’em-up crown 89% 

Lots of atmosphere 

v Just misses the mark 
NATSUME + ££40-£45 
Control a monkey and explore boring 

levels to defeat enemies. 53% 
Quite a lot of levels 

¥ Too similar and pretty dull 

CULTURE BRAIN + £50 
An exceedingly poor game which tries 

to mix a bit of RPG with action 

combat sequences. Avoid! 11% 

SAMMY CORP + £40-£45 
Ultimate Football is a basic American 

football game with no frills. 32% 

conversion is dogged by sad Offers a very basic game 
gameplay 36% Nice village graphics v Average presentation 

T&E SOFT + £35-£40 Nice graphics IREM + £35-£40 ¥ Slow action, Jerky graphics 
One of the best golf sims on the SNES v Shame about the gameplay One of the worst beat’em-ups ever 
and it’s for four players, too! 73% Deformed sprites wobble around the KOEIL + £45-£50 

Realistic - up to four players unconvincing gameplay 28% Swashbuckling RPG/strategy combo 
v Only 18 holes T'HQ + £39.99 Would look alright ona NINTENDO + £45-£50 that takes you around Europe in 

Run-of-the-mill platform antics. Yet Commodore 64... All NFL teams are here, but the search of cheap sugar 30% 

another wasted licence 57% ¥ No, it wouldn't, come to perspective makes game hard.60% The poker sub-game is OK 
KEMCO + £35-£40 Very colourful think of it Loads of plays to master ¥ Graphics, boring to play etc 
A tough horizontal shoot’em-up that v Gameplay extremely hard m Constant interruptions of 
lacks originality 67% play make it very irksome 

Slick presentation and CAPCOM + £120 TONKIN HOUSE + £40-£45 
challenging gameplay Better graphics; improved gameplay If volleyball is your bag, you may find 

¥ No originality or two-player ACCLAIM + £40-£45 bloody fast; new moves and ability to JALECO + £35-£40 this of some interest 49% 
mode A very professional baseball product play as the bosses 94% Jaleco’s dabbling on the baseball Looks like Super Tennis 

with some neat tweaks to make it a Fast and totally improved front is a stunner for the genre. 63% v Doesn't play like it 
star performer 76% v Awful price tag High entertainment factor 

BULLET-PROOF + £40-£45 Looks such a slick product Vv Dodgy sprite collision 
A marvellous rendition of the pipe v Must be a baseball fanatic T&E SOFT + £40-£45 
link-up game 61% 

Classic action 
v Alittle basic for the SNES 

CULTURE BRAIN + £40 
Culture Brain's awkward as sir 

baseball sim 44% 

The sound is good 

v Particularly average 

Basically the same as the other T&E 

Soft games. 73% 
Quite a challenging course 

Vv Not enough variation 

TAITO + £35-£40 
Fast yet easy against the computer 

but good two-player mode. 57% 
Quite fast and exciting 

KOEI + £35-£40 
A full-blown strategy game set in 

KONAMI + £40-£45 ancient China 60% ¥ Too easy and quite dull 
Sickeningly cute but incredibly Quite an enjoyable strategy SAMMY CORP + £45-£50 
beautiful to look at. Pop N Twin Bee is game for up to 12 players HAL + £45-£50 An arcade RPG with loads of places to 
an average vertical blaster. 53% ¥ Very basic graphics A graphically superb basketball MICROPROSE + £50-£55 explore and people to meet. 67% 

Some nice Mode 7 tends to disguise 

the repetitive gameplay 59% 

Lots to do and see... 
v Over and over again 

Superbly coloured and well- 
drawn graphics 

v Rather uneventful JALECO + £55-£60 
Yawn-provoking scrolling beat’em-up 

in similar vein to Final Fight 64% 

simulation 74% 

Good use of Mode 7 
v Excellent in two-player 
mode, naff in solo play 

Arcade style RPG 
v Not very challenging 

GAMETEK + £40-£45 
KANECO + £40-£45 it has a two-player option... Based on the US TV show 21% 
Yet another beat’em-up. Looks good ¥ Bland and unexciting ATHENA + £35-£40 SEIKA + £49 You can win a boat 
for a while until you realise just how Attempts to simulate the 10-pin sport Action packed platform/shoot’em-up v But it’s not a real one 

shallow the gameplay is. 51% but unfortunately fails 46% with great graphics 85% 

Looks OK DATA EAST + £60 Adequate graphics Challenging and addictive 
¥ But that’s about ail! A deeply absorbing 3D isometric RPG v Can get a strike every time! v Lack of variation 

set in the future where the streets are HI-TECH +« £45 
ruled by Cyberpunks. 86% Carmen Sandiego is an interesting 

TRADEWEST + £40-£45 Absorbing gameplay VIC TOKAI + £54.99 TELENET * £30-£35 time-tripping sleuth game. 76% 
Gob-smacking visuals in this one or v Lots of running about Rather long-winded Middle Eastern Originally on the PC Engine, this cute Learn as you progress 

platform romp is, at best, crap. 34% 
The graphics might appeal 

to an easily-pleased toddler 
v Tedious gameplay 

two-player Yank footie sim. 68% 

Fantastic field perspective 

v Lack of tactical moves and 

no Superbowl League ACTIVISION + £39.99 

Great Chinese tile-removing puzzle 

battle sim. Lots of shooting, stats and v Abit too sedate 
inadequate graphics 71% 

in-depth strategy 

v Enthusiasts only VIRGIN GAMES + £37.99 
One-player platform effort with 

game, mah-jongg 66% functional graphics 79% 
IMAGINEER + £35-£40 Relaxing to play TECHNOS + £40-£45 VIDEO SYSTEM + £40-£45 immensely playable 
The original Kick Off conversion to the v Lastability questionable A horizontally scrolling beat’em-up for Has @ women’s international league or v Guardians are a bit naff 
Super Famicom is highly flawed and either one or two players. 72% a hyper league 68% 
very difficult to get to grips with.3 5% Very playable Fun in two-player mode 

Based on Kick Off... IREM + £40-£45 ¥ Excitement is short-term ¥ Solo game is a little dreary ACCOLADE + £45-£50 
v But nowhere near as good This oddly titled golf game is an Variation of Tetris but with some 

average simulation 67% glaring vocabulary omissions. 60% 

Bright, colourful graphics JALECO + £40-£45 SVC + £40-£45 Two-player mode 
NTVIC + £40-£45 v Too easy Horizontal shoot’em-up based on an Maze-based snakey shoot’em-up v Not as addictive as Tetris 
Classic games never die — this game of arcade game 48% pitted against the clock 61% 

block hopping has been revamped Clear, crisp graphics Need quick reflexes 

especially for the SNES 81% AM. SOFTWORKS + £40 ¥ Suffers from slow-down v The levels are a bit samey ASMIK + £40-£45 
Varied gameplay Packed with loads of secret levels and Side-scrolling shoot’em-up action 

v Seems a littie shallow loads of sword fighting 60% with little emphasis on ‘action’. 29% 

Quite big NICHIBUTSU+ £40-£45 MINSCAPE + £39.99 It scrolls! 
ore painful than Arnie’s acting! It 

s bad, plays even worse and is 

highly unoriginal 46% 

v Passwords make game easy Inaccurate courses. A reaction game v Dodgy graphics 

rather than a driving challenge. 72% 
Has its moments... 

TOE! + £35-£40 
Another dross shoot’em-up, this time 

in the form of the one or two-player SONY IMAGESOFT + £40 v But few and far between Great driving section BULLET PROOF SOFTWARE + 
PC Engine conversion 43% This strange platform game is aimed at ¥ Diabolical presentation £39.99 

PC Engine game was good... the younger gamer. It has cute Unoriginal variation on the Tetris 
v This isn't graphics and ‘nice’ enemies. 64% VARIE + £45-£50 theme 58% 

TOSHIBA + £30-£35 
SNES version of Thunderforce Ill. As 

much as | hate to say it, the Mega 

Drive version is superior 50% 

Cute 
v Too cute and too easy 

Fun two-player mode 

v Graphics are 

dl @ 
slightly off 
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Pleasing Formula 1 racing sim. Difficulty 

settings promote longevity 52% 
Responsive controls and 

enjoyable play 

ELECTRONIC ARTS + £45 
A game of castle protection, building 
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DATELINE 
Dear Super Control, 
| am a 19-year-old SNES fanatic and | 

really like your magazine — most of the 

time | read it at work when no one’s 

looking! I've had my SNES since they 

first came out last summer and 

have got quite a few good 

games for it (Mario Kart, SFIl, 

Zelda etc). | buy most of the 

SNES mags that are 

Fleleltia- imi millet ails 

“but Super Control is 

definitely the best. The 

layout is great: it's dead 

colourful, very well written 

and extremely 

informative. 

| particularly love 

Andy Martin's AAA section. 

His guides are great, his 
writing is very funny and | 

especially liked his photo in issue two. 

Have you got a girlfriend, Andy? If | 

were to send a tip in, the game that 

would really melt my cheese would be 

one involving Andy (although | doubt 

Nintendo would give it a licence)! 

Sorry if this is beginning to sound 

like Dateline, but Andy and Alex are 

dead good-looking. I’m not sure 

about Jools or Paul though — they 

both look a bit rough (although | do 

like a bit of rough now and then...). 

Sorry for leaving Allie out but I’m not 

into girls... Are there any young, free 

and single guys at Maverick? If any of 

them happen to be in Falkirk they're 

quite welcome to stay at our house 

(although | haven't got a spare bed)! 

Keep up the good work on the mag. 

Lots of love from Alison. 

PS Answer these questions: 

1. Are there any strip poker games 

coming out on the SNES? 

2. What would your team prefer to 

see me in tonight? a). A basque. b). 

French knickers and camisole or c). 

Birthday suit? 

3. Why don’t you do a special feature 

on... (Erm, young children read SC so 

we'll have to miss that question out.) 

4. Who's the dirtiest in bed? 

Alison McKay, Falkirk, Scotiand 

ALEX AND ANDY - THEY’RE DEAD RANDY! 

A 

Super Control: 

This letter must be a wind-up because 

how can anyone in their right mind 

fancy Andy Martin? (You'd be 

surprised Alex — Andy) You were close 

to the mark about me, though. 

Anyway, you said you like a bit of 

rough? Well, you can’t get much 

rougher than Jools. He’s fairly young, 

he's definitely single but he isn’t free 

— it'll cost you 20 quid for an hour of, 

erm, pleasure. 

As for your questions, I'll attempt 

to answer them (fairly) honestly. 

1. | don't think there are any plans for 

a strip poker game on the SNES but 

hey, I've got a pack of cards and you 

know where to find us. 

Q.a 

3. Censored. 

4. Because he’s incontinent, I'd have 

to say Jools is the dirtiest in bed. The 

plastic sheets make a lot of noise, too 

(allegedly). 

GRAPPLING GEEK 
Dear Recorded Delivery, 
| would be extremely happy if you 

could answer these few questions. 

(NB There is a bribe of £10 in the 

envelope.) 

1. When will New Japan Wrestling be 

coming out on import, what size will it 

be and will it feature the likes of Jshin 

Chono, ‘Thunder’ Lyger, Tatsumi 

Fujinomi, The Great Muta, Matshuro 

Chono or any American wrestlers that 

are big in Japan, ie Steve ‘Dr Death’ 

Williams? 

2. Rumour has it that World 

Championship Wrestling will be 

coming out at the end of 

'93/beginning of '94 for the Mega 
Drive. What's the probability of seeing 

it on the SNES? 

3. Disregarding price, what's the best 

console/computer on the market? 

4. Are there any rock-climbing games 

out on the SNES (other than the wall 

in American Gladiators)? 

5. In your many (?) magazines there is 

a cheat for Turtles so that you can 

fight any end-of-level guardian. The 

cheat starts on the title screen, but 
which one? 

SUPER CONTROL + ISSUE5 + 

6. My sister wants to know your 

fe)atelar Maller am@teMja-M-laleMalamis( sale ly 

can call Alex and Andy up and ask 

them out. | don't know if | should tell 

her or not. Help! 

Hope you buy something nice 

with the ten squid | sent (and so you 

Plate] (oMe-Le-Mel@el Mul -e-lilem-aacelad 

went into this masterpiece). 

Yours sincerely, 
Simon RJR Esq, Cardiff 

Super Control: 

Oh you are funny, Simon. The £10 

note would have fooled us had we all 

Lel-4-4 aM ee)(ollime)lieMmeollim@elaiolacllar-lcai7 

bial olalelcolne)e\ mele) sem-leleltia-1 

realistic as the old sets in Star Trek 

felfol 

1+2. As for the Japanese Wrestling 

games, there is little chance of them 

coming out in this country but you 

it NW ahel-Mt-le) (ii Cole) (o allem: Mae) e) mice) 

an importer. Try phoning Console 

Concepts on 0782 712759. As for the 

cartridge size, | reckon it'll be 

approximately five inches. 

3. Disregarding price, a top-of-the- 

range PC is an awesome piece of kit 

but it all depends what you want it 

for. The Neo Geo has some excellent 

arcade games but the PC is better for 

adventures or simulations. 

4. DTMC are releasing a game called 

Rock Climbing. 

5. The title screen at the beginning. 

Jesus, it’s really quite simple. 

6. Tell your sister that we're very 

sorry, but Andy and Alex have already 

liF-leM CoM iols Mell aie m@- Mil ane > celi¢teicelay 

re)alela\-mlltl i CoMel-M lat te-||( ae Melaet-ltli meld 

girls phoning them up all day and 

night. So I'm afraid we can't give her 

the number. 

MR MEMORY 
Dear SC, 

A few things have been troubling me 

for some time. Firstly, | have just heard 

that Sega is making Streets of Rage 3. 

More importantly, it’s going to be a 24 

meg cart. Now, | know that a Neo Geo 

can utilise about 300 megs, but how 

much can a Mega Drive or SNES 

handle? 
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If these 16-bit machines can use 

24-32 bit carts, why are games like SFIl 

Hyper Fighting, Art of Fighting and 

World Heroes only going to be 16 

meg, when their arcade/Neo Geo 

counterparts are 100+ megs. 

Finally, what do you do with the 

games you buy to review? Do you 

keep them, sell them or what? By the 

way, if you want to accidentally ‘lose’ 

Tuff E Nuff and send it to me, | shall 

be more than happy to take it off your 

hands. 

PS My mum is totally ga-ga about Andy 

and Alex. She’s even talked to my 

friend’s mum about leaving home and 

attempting to set up home with either 

or both of them. What shall | do? 

Sean, Bristol 

Super Control: 

At the moment most of the cartridges 

are 8 meg with a couple of 

exceptions, namely Street Fighter II 

which is 16. A lot of the new games 

are bigger than that, with SFIl Turbo 

measuring up to a whopping 20 meg! 

More than this is possible — | know for 

a fact that a developer is working on a 

32 meg game, but the maximum is 64 

meg. But hang on, don't get too 

excited because the cartridge price 

starts to rocket at anything over 32 

meg. So expect to see a 32 meg game 

Tama mitlclle-mmollial melelllel@im-lalacaliiss 

bigger than that will appear. 

As for the review copies, most of 

them are on loan from independent 

stockists and are returned to them 

after use. Sorry, you'll have to buy 

Tuff E Nuff yourself. 

Oh, about your mum. Erm, | don't 

know either. It’s probably just a simple 

crush, All young women (and even 

men) have them from time to time. 

BROKEN-HEARTED NO- 
HOPER 

Dear Super Control, 

Please could you tell me the address 

to write to for information on how to 

become a computer game helpline 

expert, because when | leave 

secondary school that’s what I'd like 

to become. 



Finally, my girlfriend dumped me 

when she saw issue one of Super 

Control. She said she’s in love with 

Alex and Andy. Tell them | really loved 

her and | hope they're satisfied. 

Donald, here's a wee bit of advice for 

you — don't bother with this helpline 

thingy. Instead, concentrate on 

getting a life first. Go out and socialise 

rather than playing your Super 

a lltlc-daleoMmcom Coe) |(-4:(--lulemjatlo 

biology or something useful, in fact 

anything rather than Mario. If you still 

want to veg out on computer games 

day after day, contact Nintendo which 

has a team of experts who help 

gamers in distress. They might be able 

to help. 

iy can't 
Mega 
the 
and 
Brian 

Ty 

Don't get worked up over your 

girlfriend. There are plenty more fish 

in the sea! Take comfort in the 

knowledge that issue one has been 

medically proven to be solely 

i¢-4-} oLe)at-tie)( mice] mtsl -Mele-4-| cole\ame) Mar lii 

the marriages and long term 

relationships in the month of May than 

anything else. 

CHINNY RECKON 

After reading The Man With A Long 

Chin in Instant Relief (August), | 

fo [Yeilol Xo Com c's Misi com ey-(-( et Wa me)d 

Teletext to see what | was missing. 

Would you believe, it’s great! Up-to- 

date reviews, daily news, tips and 

loads of laughs. In fact, it's so good 

that I will now be cancelling my 

PiU lelteld|o) (lols colt] ol 4a @eolslice ME Tom WY] 

SUPER CONTROL 

| thank you for saving me £2.25 a 

month. 

Before | go, Digitiser was asking 

which games were the best and worst 

ever. My nominations are: Elite (best 

game) and Super Ninja Boy (worst 

game). Digitiser was talking about 

games | know nothing about — what 

El <-a) cole) P)-74-- ale -1-| a col) cole)| 

Elelolt em alolym-loleli mere acm rel acillated 

on old computer games that would 

still be enjoyable to play today? 

Also, how about a signed picture 

of Alex and Andy? | fancy Alex and my 

mate Shelly likes Andy, but I'm better 

looking than her. Tell them we can 

get in pubs no problem if they want 

to take us out sometime. 

Anyway, thanks for reading this, 

love to you all (especially Andy and 

Alex). 

We're glad you liked the Man's Instant 

Chin — expect to see a lot more Super 

Control/Digitiser collaborations in 

future issues similar to this month's 

fantastic Lard Challenge '93. As for the 

old games you mentioned, look for 

something along those lines soon 

hY-4 ale - M1 ¢- litle) 10 Mle lel¢-43-1-40| 

envelope for any pictures of Andy 

and Alex you want. Include a postal or 

crossed cheque (no cash please) for 

£1.50 to cover developing 

costs. 
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HOW TO BUY GAMES 

| was looking at the games | could buy 

with my birthday money when | came 

across a game called Spiderman and 

the Uncanny X-Men in a Boots games 

booklet. Could you tell me if it’s any 

(folele M-lale Budi 4¢- e- aale 

PS You could always send me 

Spiderman to save me some money. 

PPS All the girls in my class fancy Alex 

and Andy and asked me to mention 

them in this letter so | did. 

I'll reply to this letter in three easy 

steps to make it easier to understand 

N) (4 od Pn Mole) @-1 @tal-Melele) 440 

h) (4 oem Clo Cota -a-jale) oMiil-14.¢ 40 me) sm Ch 

Lige}si@e) Mil -melele) «(40 

namely Boots 

Step 3. Walk inside and 

find a Super Nintendo 

version of Spiderman 

and the Uncanny 

aa) 
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Step 4. Go up to the 

cashier and pay for it. 

Step 5. Take your new game home 

and play it. 

Step 6: Cry, because the game is crap. 

MY BEST PAL IS A TV 
Dear Super Control, 
1 am writing to ask if you know how to 

link my SNES up so I can have stereo 

sound via a Scart TV. My mate reckons 

that it is possible with a PAL TV, but 

how? 

Also say hello to my stepsister 

who fancies Andy and Alex. 

W Hanks, Wesley Castie 

Super Control: 

It is possible to rig up your SNES to a 

imeem coltMiMalaeMilcMiltlicmeltls 

cable (this fits into the slot on the 

back of the machine), which costs 

around £12 and, can be purchased 

icovUm > colar eM esi @cleloleMeeliilelicag 

shops. The picture will be supplied by 

the standard aerial cable while sound 

can be pumped into a hi-fi using the 

two phono leads. Make sure your hi-fi 

has a line-in facility first, though. Oh, 

Andy and Alex say hi. 

ANOTHER WORRY 
Dear All, 

HELP!!! Some weeks ago | purchased 

an American cartridge, Out of this 

World. Don't worry, it hasn't blown my 

il CdileloMeli@i@irt mellem alien 

Fine, | can escape the beastie 

when | first arrive in the world, | can 

even get shot by potato head's 

mates. Hell, | even help the blasted 

thing escape from jail and risk life and 

limb turning the guards into dog food 

while he is opening the door. BUT 

THEN WHAT!?! 

Aol 4a eMule M (ole) (xe Melti gels 

the window at the view that makes 

Central London look like Eden. I've 

blasted a flaming great big hole in a 

wall, at which point | hasten to add, 

my blaster runs out of batteries. So 

my question to you gurus of the SNES 

world is what the hell do I do to get 

going? Please help as it’s getting 

rather frustrating playing just two 

levels of this game. 

Jon, Middlesex 

Super Control: 

Hey, calm down. Take a deep breath 

and take a break for a moment. In the 

first issue you'll find a guide to 

Another World (or Out of this World 

as it is known in the States). Anyway, 

I'll tell you how to do this first bit. First 

of all you need to charge your gun by 

walking into the power room which is 

through the door on the left. Fire and 

power will be restored. Then blast 

through the three walls on the right 

using the powerful setting on your 

weapon. This is easily done by 

holding down fire until the gun glows, 

then let go. 

aa For a limited time only, you can join the Alex and Andy Fan Club 

po for little more than a few pence. Membership includes a signed 

>” photo of the handsome duo, as well as a plastic membership 

card and a 60x40 full colour poster. Show your devotion to 

Super Control's finest by joining today! 

Alternatively, write us a letter. It doesn’t matter what 

you write about, as long as it’s written in English or Gaelic and 

the subject matter is slightly interesting (so that means no more 

“Mario is better than Sonic!”) 

your efforts to: 

. Get scribbling now, and send 
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SUPER CONTROL 
Maverick Magazines, 
Waters Green House, 
Waters Green, 
Macclesfield, 
Cheshire, 
SK11 6LF. 
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Well, that's all I'm going to tell you 

at the moment. If you want to know 

more you can purchase back issues of 

SC at the price of £2.50 each, which 

covers the cost of the magazine and 

postage. Just send your order to the 

usual address, which is also where the 

Andy and Alex Fan Club can be 

contacted. 

cuT! 
Dear Team, 

Why do... (SNIP — the rest of this letter 

was cut because it is far too boring). 

PS Your mag is the biz so show a little 

sympathy when | tell you that my first 

name is Elton! 

Elton James, Loughton 

Super Control: 

Sorry about that, but your letter was 

too dull to be printed. The PS was 

f: fofele Mcaloltl: ame: luleMeleliiW.\( + a lilo! 

Andy send their commiserations. Have 

a elt 474m tilolticisi@-lelel¥] mel 440M ole) kd 

UNDERWANGIN’ 
FAFFERS 

Dear Super Control, 

There are a number of things that 

feltye4l Mile leleltl melt muvelile agit] 

publication. In Super Control issue 

three there was some sort of silly 

‘story’ in the yellow bars on the 

contents page. What the hell does it 

all mean? Also, what do babber and 

faffers mean? 

PS Why did all the Troddlers screen 

shots come out black and white in 

issue three? 

Jonathan Morgan, Doncaster 

Super Control: 
Each month we have a different theme 

ire] m tal mile) (te M4 | (e\nmel-lm Urls 

surrounds the contents page. For 

issue three we did a sort of Whose 

Line is it Anyway thing, taking the 

names of the first objects which 

feleje)el-ceMlalcoMeltim@ilt-(e Wm. ilaa) 

thought of different styles and 

olUiatel(ce Miia] Mia comet -Mcilels(eltiy 

story, which so obviously puzzled 

you. If you've read issue four you will 

have seen our glossary of terms in 

Ml Cag Mel-lelelam@-lileMClicae) 

are explained. 

As for the Troddlers screen shots, 

there was a, um, production error. 

Yep, we fouled up and we apologise 

ioMolel iim lcoltul-itlem:]/Meltlm@ (ey Z-]| 

readers. 

CARRIER PIGEON 
Dear Recorded Delivery, 

Please could you tell me if that most 

excellent game, Carrier Command, or a 

game like it will appear on the Super 

Nintendo? My friends and | are 

tempted to buy an Amiga just for that 

particular game. 

Delamere lel ameltieliin 
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Super Control: 

Carrier Command is pretty old now so 

it's highly unlikely that it will ever 

appear on the Super NES. With the 

release of new and exciting Super FX 

games we might see something along 

the lines of Rainbird’s classic, but 

don't hold your breath (because 

eventually you'll die). 

STREET FIGHTER NIGE 
Dear Super Control, 

If you don't mind me saying, | reckon 

Street Fighter Il on the Super NES is 

the best bloody game I've ever played 

(or owned for that matter). Anyway, 

let's get down to business. First of all, 

what's the score with Game Genies 

and Action Replay cartridges? Are 

they safe and more to the point, are 

they worth it? 

Also, I've heard through certain 

sources that there will be a Street 

Fighter Il Turbo edition with new 

gimmicks such as Ryu performing 

spinning bird kicks and Dhalsim 

teleporting, as well as the option to 

play all the bosses. Is this true? 

Lastly, I've mastered just about 

every move in SFil including Guile’s 

ifolU m@ilim@eelilelemelti @ilelime(om jolt] 

perform Ryu and Ken's triple combo? 

Adam Redmond, Preston 

Super Control: 

Jesus, you really are heavily into SF Il. | 

wouldn't worry too much about 

perfecting each of the characters’ 

moves, because Ryu and the gang 

don't actually exist. Learning the 

moves may make you better at the 

game, but it won't sort your life out. 

Anyway, I've been told the triple hit 

combo is something about jumping in 

with a hard punch, followed by an 

uppercut and finishing off with a 

fireball, but some boring git told me 

that so it might be wrong. 

As for the Action Replay and 

Game Genies, | personally don't think 

there is any chance of harming your 

machine. We've used them for months 

without any damage being caused. 

Action Replays are quite fragile and 

while they work perfectly to begin 

with, after a few months they start to 

crash the game if you accidentally 

nudge the SNES. 

As for SFIl Turbo, it’s available on 

import but be warned, 

it's extremely expensive. 

| advise you to wait until 

it comes out Officially. 
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BITS & PIECES (0625) 501810 | 

: CONSOLE PLUS (0924) 456802 
_ CONSOLE CONCEPTS (0782) 712759 

for supplying us with review copies of | 
many of the games featured in this | 

Doesn't time fly? It’s hard to believe that we are at the end of yet another issue, scouring the 

cosmos for more excellent features and games to fill issue six with. Sometimes it’s quite hard to 

predict what will be appearing in the next issue as release schedules are always 
E10 le) (Yet ah CoMetal-lalc(-mel¥] Gu, Me loM (a melt mel21 a 

As mentioned in last issue’s prestigious Next Month page, the Christmas run-up is 

already well under way and to prove it we have had some storming games rocketing into 

the office. For starters, LucasArts’ long-awaited Empire Strikes Back will be previewed 

next month, along with Elite’s Might And Magic II. 

On the speedier side of things we will be comparing Titus’ new Lamborghini driving 

game against JVC’s Jaguar XJ220 in our preview section, plus we should be lucky enough 

to review Acclaim’s Crash Dummies. 

We can’t seem to get away from beat’em-ups at the moment and hopefully next 

month will be no exception. Interplay’s Clayfighter is on the way along with 

Takara’s Art Of Fighting and Konami's Turtles: Tournament Fighting. Phew, heavy stuff! 

Racking our brains and putting our superior gamesplaying skills to the test, we bring you 

the most informative players’ guides around. Next month we'll have the continuing 

instalment of Alien 3, a comprehensive look into Batman Returns, a step by step 

revelation of Mortal Kombat and as always we'll have a plethora of tips and 

cheats in Instant Relief. \ 
Well, that’s it. Looks pretty steamy, doesn’t it? Expect all this and much 

more — exciting things always come in at the last 

minute and at this point we never know just what 

they'll be. You'll just have to buy the next issue to 

see what else we've managed to cram into 

these fine pages. Yeah, mama! eae 
The best things in life are never free... END 

Batman Returns 

Star Wing 

Super Star Wars 

Super Mario Kart 

Alien 3 

Tiny Toon Adventures 

PGA Tour Golf 

Desert Strike 

Super Goal 

Cybernator 
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YES! THE 144% STREET FIGHTING 
CARMPIONSHIPS ARE UNDER WAT! THE 
CONTESTANTS ARE BUSY VIARMING, UP 

| | y - Gite hd 

< 5 abies = 
OH DEAR’. A DISASTER FOR WITCHELL A OVER 10 THE NEXT FIGHT WHERE 7 TUR 
HE BLONDE BOMBSHELL BREAKS EVERY 61 BRETT ANDERSON From SUEDE Ont tame Pes TANE 10 " ) 
BONE IN HIS BODY WITH A SINGLE Move! UNVEILS HIS REVOLUTIONARY Flan TING * 0-0-N-NSUHVHHUN [ 

fe | TECHNIQUE IN A CLASH Wid me HUNCH - 
* 

= i 

V, * 

# ah ( 
; & , &, aca WOT ~ 

TH wy | 
LooK! BRETT'S JUST Beh 1 Dont THINK) 

STANDING THRE AND THE WUNCHEACK 
LOOKING SENSUAL, Chm TAKE IT! 

MEANWHILE, TROUBLE FoR. NOEL EOMONDS | Pox avoxay HOLD IT! EAN: CL “ “61 SEEING TORY HAS INFLICTED come SERIOUS! (\GHT wenet i pei Be VAN DAMME ano i'm internuetina) TENSE BATTLE OF WITS AND GRATUITS DAMAGE WITH THAT LAST KCK... poms WORAL GUARDIAN mo GENERAL [THIS INTERRUPTION 10 SMASH grr] VIOLENCE'AS TOBY Ano GODZILLA 
ad Fi "= ‘ "1 Dp: KILLTOY, 1'M INTERRUPTING THIS YOU IN THE FACE I 

a fo 4 ,. COMIC STRIP TO COMPLAIN AROUT 4 

= a ; ALL THIS UNNECESSARY BRUTALITY! e 

LOOK- HIS SMUG 
BEAROEO HEAD’s Come OM 
CAEAN OFF HIS SHOULOERS. 

An APPALLING START FOR Toby AS e ES HIS HEAD OFF Avo AN UNBELIEVABLY WIDE RANGE OF SNES Sn eter’ GOODIES - AND WHETHER You'Re AFTER 

ALY ctumones , BRAND NEW TITLES on QUALITY 
SECOND-HAND ones, THEIR PRICES 
ARE ASTOUNDINGLY Low! 

AW SO WITH A STOMP OF HIS FOOT 
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CALL INTO OUR SHOP 

OPEN. ALL WEEK! 
TCR, CO ER EXCHANGE 

IC) STREET FIGHTER TURBO FOWL [3 SHADOWRUN LUe- 4S 
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: 4 0 2613! 'C) TALMANIA E45 > oo PRICES ARE LOW! pan 

CUT 1 QUT, puDE!! MUTE cilia! nase secon: co cream sree ay 

OPEN 10-7 Mow-SAT, (2-5 SUNDAYS . 
» BUT IT 
SURE IS GULP! so THERE YOU 

HAVE IT, KiOS ~ YIOLENCE. 
NEVER SOLVES ANYTHING ! 
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THE ULTIMATE PARTY ANIMAL IS HERE! | 

At least if you’re a Tazmanian Devil and especially if you’re TAZ, the wildest and hungriest 

inhabitant of the Outback. 

You control the infamous TAZ as he spins and munches his way through anything and everything in his 

path. But what he’s really after is those elusive little Kiwi birds! Only one problem: Spring is the worst time to 

catch them, since they’re especially alert for predators. Besides, not only are they the craftiest creatures in the 

Outback, they’re also the fastest. Poor TAZ — he had to be in the mood for some fast food! 

To make matters worse, a Tazmanian She-Devil is on the prowl for TAZ and she doesn’t like it when he 

plays hard to get. He’s not interested, but she just won’t take no for an answer! 

Get set for TAZ-MANIA - take TAZ past the dangerous drivers and treacherous traps, find hidden areas 

and secret levels and catch those Kiwis — all while avoiding the romantic advances of the She-Devil. 

This is one game you can really sink your teeth into — or as TAZ, the ultimate party animal, would say: 

“GRRR/&*(%SMN” 

SUPER NINTENDO. 
@ ‘| Quality ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM AZ Ir es rademarks of Warner Bros. © 1993, Nintendo® TeHQ International ger —— igen rere 
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